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Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are seen

as enabler technologies for realizing the Internet of Things (IoT). Organic and printed

Electronics (OE) has the potential to provide low cost and all-printable smart RFID la-

bels in high volumes. With regard to WSN, power harvesting techniques and resource-

efficient communications are promising key technologies to create sustainable and for

the environment friendly sensing devices. However, the implementation of OE smart

labels is only allowing printable devices of ultra-low hardware complexity, that cannot

employ standard RFID communications. And, the deployment of current WSN tech-

nology is far away from offering battery-free and low-cost sensing technology. To this

end, the steady growth of IoT is increasing the demand for more network capacity and

computational power. With respect to wireless communications research, the state-

of-the-art employs superimposed radio transmission in form of physical layer network

coding and computation over the MAC to increase information flow and computational

power, but lacks on practicability and robustness so far. With regard to these research

challenges we developed in particular two approaches, i.e., code-based Collective Com-

munications for dense sensing environments, and time-based Collective Communications

(CC) for resource-limited WSNs. In respect to the code-based CC approach we exploit

the principle of superimposed radio transmission to acquire highly scalable and robust

communications obtaining with it at the same time as well minimalistic smart RFID

labels, that can be manufactured in high volume with present-day OE. The implemen-

tation of our code-based CC relies on collaborative and simultaneous transmission of

randomly drawn burst sequences encoding the data. Based on the framework of hyper-

dimensional computing, statistical laws and the superposition principle of radio waves

we obtained the communication of so called ensemble information, meaning the concur-

rent bulk reading of sensed values, ranges, quality rating, identifiers (IDs), and so on.

With 21 transducers on a small-scale reader platform we tested the performance of our

approach successfully proving the scalability and reliability.
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To this end, we implemented our code-based CC mechanism into an all-printable passive

RFID label down to the logic gate level, indicating a circuit complexity of about 500

transistors. In respect to time-based CC approach we utilize the superimposed radio

transmission to obtain resource-limited WSNs, that can be deployed in wide areas for

establishing, e.g., smart environments. In our application scenario for resource-limited

WSN, we utilize the superimposed radio transmission to calculate functions of interest,

i.e., to accomplish data processing directly on the radio channel. To prove our concept

in a case study, we created a WSN with 15 simple nodes measuring the environmental

mean temperature. Based on our analysis about the wireless computation error we were

able to minimize the stochastic error arbitrarily, and to remove the systematic error

completely.
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Elektronische Funketiketten (RFID) und drahtlose Sensornetzwerke (WSN) haben das

Potenzial das Internet der Dinge (IoT) zu verwirklichen. Die Polymer-Elektronik (OE)

bietet die Möglichkeit RFID Smartlabels massenhaft und günstig zu drucken. Mit Tech-

nologien wie dem Power Harvesting und ressourceneffiziente Kommunikation könnten in

naher Zukunft nachhaltige und umweltfreundliche WSN realisiert werden. Die Umset-

zung dieser Technologien in praktischer Anwendung gestaltet sich jedoch schwierig. Man

kann zwar Elektronik auf Papier oder Folie drucken, jedoch lassen sich aufgrund der zu

geringen Schaltungskomplexität kaum Standard Kommunikationsprotokolle integrieren.

Ein weiteres Problem stellt die traditionelle Form der Kommunikation und Verarbeitung

von Daten dar, da das schnelle Wachstum des Internets von ”Things” immer größere

Kapazitäten erfordert. Im Bereich der drahtlosen Kommunikation bietet der aktuelle

Stand der Technik erhebliche Verbesserungen mit Hilfe des Überlagerungsprinzips von

Funkwellen, die sind jedoch in der Praxis empfindlich und kaum einsetzbar, oder in deren

Fähigkeit stark eingeschränkt. Im Hinblick auf diese Problemstellung werden in dieser

Dissertation insgesamt zwei unterschiedliche Lösungsansätze beschrieben, die sich das

Prinzip der Überlagerung von Funkwellen zu Nutze machen. Der eine Lösungsanatz wird

Code-basiertes Collective Communication genannt, welcher für die hoch skalierbare und

robuste Kommunikation konzipiert wurde, und zugleich einen minimalistischen Polymer-

Tag ermöglicht. Der andere Lösungsansatz wird Zeit-basiertes Collective Communica-

tion (CC) genannt, welcher für die Realisierung von ressourcenarme WSN entwickelt

wurde. Das Code-basierte CC beruht auf die kollektive und gleichzeitige Übertragung

von Daten, welches die Daten durch randomisierte Burstfolgen kodiert. Basierend auf

die Ausnutzung von stochastischen Gesetzen und dem Überlagerungsprinzip von elek-

tromagnetischen Wellen wird die Übertragung von sogenannten Ensemble-Inforationen

ermöglicht, welche die Eigenschaft haben Zustandsinformationen zum Pulk von Tags

zuzuordnen.

jakimov@teco.edu


Mit Hilfe einer Auslese-Plattform aus 21 Ersatztranspondern und einem Lesegerät wird

die Robustheit und Skalierbarkeit des Verfahrens nachgewiesen. Zusätzlich ist bis zur

Transistorebene ein druckbarer passiver 64-bit Tag implementiert, welcher den Code-

basierten CC Mechanismus integriert und, eine minimale Hardware-Komplexität von

um die 500 Transistoren aufweist. Das Zeit-basierte CC ist für die Verarbeitung von

gleichzeitig gesendete Daten auf dem Funkkanal im WSN konzipiert. Insbesondere kann

eine Datenverarbeitung auf dem Kanal realisiert werden, die beispielsweise in Smart

Environments eingesetzt werden kann. In einer Fallstudie mit 15 Sensorknoten wurde

beispielhaft die mittlere Temperatur der Umgebung während der Übertragung berech-

net. In der Analyse des Rechenfehlers wurden die stochastischen und systematischen

Fehler identifiziert, die dann durch eine analytische Lösung vollständig korrigiert werden

konnten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Internet of Things (IoT)

The Internet of Things (IoT) describes an advanced worldwide network of intercom-

municating electronic devices, where everything is linked with everything else [9, 10].

Thereby, everyday objects are equipped with electronic devices embedding sensors, ac-

tuators, microchips and antennas, which are enabled to sense continuously the envi-

ronment and provide the sensory, as well as status or context-based information to the

world wide web. In the application layer of the Internet the uploaded data is evaluated

and shared [11]. The things equipped with actuators and displays are enabled to give

feedback to their environment, become intelligent, responsive, to anticipate what to do

next and interact with other things or people [10, 12, 13]. In such scenarios very often

the objective is to establish living spaces, so called SMart Environments (SME) and

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) [14, 15]. Furthermore, the physical object itself is promoted

to act as a ’living being’ implementing an intelligent software agent [14]. The advance-

ment in hardware technology and steady economic growth is allowing to create billions

of smart ’things’ connected virtually with the real world deployed in any conceivable

use case scenarios [12–14]. As an application scenario, one can think of a supply chain,

where each merchandise is tagged with an electronic device at item-level [16–18]. Thus,

an Internet-enabled single object, e.g., a perishable item such as a package of frozen

fish sticks, can be connected with different business and technical domains [18], such

as the production place, food control, logistics, warehouses, retail and stock market.

Hence, the cross-linkage of the single object over different stake holders opens a new

horizon in terms of novel business opportunities and lifestyles [16–18]. IoT creates here

a greater value and provides diverse services, such as checking and localizing inventory
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with one click [17]. It would be too expensive to equip every item with powerful elec-

tronic devices [17], though, so that in the last decades the research and industry focused

on developing of various technologies concerning identification, communication, sensing

and computation, to realize IoT [10, 12, 17, 19].

While high priced objects, such as phones, cars, TV’s or fridges can be equipped with

any communication and sensing technology, because the final price for the object in-

creases in relation to value-for-money insignificantly [10, 20], in contrast, the embedding

of electronics on low priced objects requires low cost identification and communication

technology [21, 22]. Apart from optically readable barcodes printed on each commercial

product for identification [23], respective, using derivative technologies, a push technol-

ogy towards IoT became the Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology, which

in principle allows to realize item-level tagging [17, 23]. However, the deployment of

silicon RFID chips for item-level tagging is still limited [22, 24], because the manufac-

turing costs for microchips exceed the economic reasonable threshold [25] despite steady

hardware improvement and declining prices. Thus, current stage of IoT is incomplete,

because the set of things being not in the Internet is by far greater, than the things being

made smart through electronics [17]. Further, besides economic constraints [25, 26], the

IoT is facing the following major technical issues [27]:

• handling massive amounts of data acquired through item-level tagging and sensing

• storage capacity and information processing

• maintenance of large IoT infrastructures

• power consumption and sustainability of sensing devices

According to the IoT vision, billions or even trillions of tags and sensors will be connected

to physical objects uploading information to the Internet, tracking objects, monitoring

of movements, and providing rich context information [9, 10, 28, 29]. However, gathering

and storing information continuously from each electronic device will not only produce

a big knowledge base about the world, but also to a huge search space for information

retrieval and context recognition [27, 29], such that identifying relevant data is going to

become a daunting task [14].

1.2 Printed Electronics and Sensor-Based IoT Devices

The IoT is going to change our daily life [9], considering that everyday objects are

equipped with intelligent electronic devices, such as smart cards, smart labels, smart
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Figure 1.1: The vision of printed RFID smart label on packaging material.

objects or, employing smart packaging technology [30]. All these kinds of smart devices

rely mainly on RFID technology providing identification and wireless communication ca-

pabilities [17, 30]. In practice, a reader system connected to the Internet is interrogating

the smart things requesting their identification (ID), status and location for monitoring

and tracking purposes [10, 27, 29]. The communication between reader device and the

RFID-enabled objects relies on using, e.g., the EPCglobal Class 1 Generation 2 protocol

(ISO 18000-6C) [31]. To establish a wireless communication each smart device requires

a microprocessor, which is costly in comparison to item-level tagging [30].

An alternative of using conventional silicon-based microchip technology for manufac-

turing RFID labels and sensing electronic devices is the emergent polymer electronics

technology, known as Organic and printed Electronics (OE) [32]. The idea behind OE

is to print electronic circuits directly on substrates, such as plastic foils and paper [32].

In this way, an electronic device can be printed as graphics onto a large area or pack-

aging material of a commercial product, shown as a vision in Figure 1.1. The Figure

showcases an envisioned printed smart label on a milk package possessing capabilities

of a silicon-based electronic device. Furthermore, the printing of electronics is going

to enable manufacturing of low cost electronics in high volumes [22, 32], because the

printing process itself is in principle almost the same as the printing of newspaper, mag-

azines, books, graphics and text [32–34]. Thus, printed electronics can be seen as an

enabler technology for IoT [35, 36]. Further, printed electronics is offering features, such
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as being thin, light-weighted and flexible, such that IoT can be enriched by novel appli-

cations and possibilities [35]. For instance, key applications in OE [32, 37] are Organic

Photovoltaic (OPV) the printing of solar cells, flexible displays, Organic Light Emit-

ting Diode (OLED) lighting, printed RFID, smart textiles and smart objects integrating

functions such as printed display, printed sensors, printed memory and printed battery.

However, OE is still in its early stage of development, despite recent advances in the last

decade [7, 8].

To bring up an example of OE research, the work in [38] describes a printed micropro-

cessor with 3504 thin-film transistors printed on a 1.20 cm × 1.88 cm plastic film using

inkjet printer and photolithography. The operational clocking runs at a maximum of

2.1 kHz. The electronic structure of a thin-film transistor measures a channel width of

W = 140µm, and length L = 5µm. The 8-bit microprocessor can execute addition, sub-

traction and bit-shift. Considering the technical requirements to implement standard

RFID technology with OE, then the printing of a microchip comprising all required

RFID functionalities is going to occupy a large size of area, such that the resulting

printed RFID tag will be of no practical use [39]. To this end, the electrical performance

of such large sized RFID circuit can suffer [7, 8]. With regard to current state of OE

technology [32], it has to be acknowledged, that there are limitations in terms of printing

the number of transistors required to perform advanced functionalities, such as compu-

tation and communication capabilities. Thus, the key issues of OE can be summarized

as follows [7, 8, 35, 36]

• low hardware complexity

• low electro mobility, i.e., switching speed of printed transistors

• low printing resolution of electronic structures

• device reliability and lifetime

• yield of printed devices in a mass production process

1.3 Application Scenario: Supply Chain Management

Despite technical issues, that are still unresolved with OE [7, 8], the prospect of low

cost electronics and novel features in terms of merging electronic devices with physical

objects, is motivating to continue with the development of OE for IoT [32]. A typical

application scenario with respect to IoT describes the field of supply chain management,

where manufactured goods and products of low value, such as milk and milk products
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Figure 1.2: Compliance and violation checks at item-level along a supply chain. In
case of detecting a violation escalation is initiated, meaning goods are either
disposed or returned.

need to be monitored along the entire value chain, traced during transportation and

maintained in retail stores [16, 18, 19, 40, 41]. Implementing the Internet of Things

here provides business advantages [17, 19]. For instance, RFID-enabled items can be

tracked in real time [17, 19]. A retailer can optimize his applications [42], such as

automatically checking of goods receipt, monitoring and tracking of stocks in real time, or

the detection of shoplifting. Furthermore, the data from retail stores obtained by smart

shelves doing periodic checks can be used to optimize the entire supply chain [19, 41].

Here, the manufacturers can use the stock and sales data from retailers to produce

and ship the right amount of products. In this way, over and underproduction can

be avoided [17, 42, 43]. An example of a specific application scenario represents the

surveillance of temperature sensitive goods and products in a cool chain illustrated in

Figure 1.2. At the production place, during transportation and destination compliance

and completeness checks are performed, such that product quality is kept and losses in

terms of expiration and spoilage is reduced [44]. For this case, each item is tagged with

an sensor-based OE smart label [45], thus, enabling the checking at item-level [46]. Based

on the product quality threshold, e.g., the item is ’OK’, if the smart label measurement

indicates a temperature value below 8 ℃, the quality status is uploaded to the company’s

software system. Right after all items of a pallet are checked the software system is

making the following decisions [44–46]

• reject the delivery, if a critical number of items has failed the compliance check
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• sort out of corrupted goods, if the majority of items has status ’OK’

• continue with processing of the pallet, if no compliance violation is detected

In our application scenario in Figure 1.2, the factory receives an order for some pal-

lets with perishables. In accordance with the terms of commission the perishables are

put together and made ready for shipping. But, before the delivery goes to customer

the perishables of each pallet are checked by item-level [46]. During transportation from

factory to customer, case-related a problem occurs, e.g., some perishables of a pallet sus-

tain damages through overheating. At the destination, e.g., a warehouse, the corrupted

pallet is detected through repeated interrogation, and immediately discarded.

1.4 Problem Statement and Motivation

In the IoT a huge amount of RFID-like electronic devices and sensors is going to be de-

ployed [9, 19, 45], for instance, in dense sensing environments and over wide areas. With

regard to data collection the communication is going to face a technical challenge [10],

because conventional communication schemes are limited with respect to scalability and

power efficiency [30], so that the more devices share the same wireless channel the higher

the communication load and, the longer the transmission range the higher the power

consumption [30]. To this end, the idea of creating low cost OE smart devices is posing

an inviolable barrier, because the technical evolution of OE indicates rather a random

leap forward of development than a foreseeable progress [32], such that electronic de-

vices of low hardware complexity can only be designed [35, 45]. However, the prospect

of mapping the real-world space and time into a virtual world with high-resolution is

enabling a high level of monitoring, controlling and management over an application

scenario [44, 46]. This thesis is dealing with providing strategies and solutions regarding

the following issues.

1. The large-scale and high volume deployment of electronic devices and sensors in

dense environments generates a high communication load, that can lead to over-

load using conventional communications [19, 41]. Thus, preprocessing of data and

simplification of communication is required to achieve high scalability and power

efficient IoT devices [41].

2. The low hardware performance of OE is constraining the design of fully functional

and all-printable OE smart devices including their communication capability [7,

8, 32].
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3. The computation capabilities of resource-limited IoT devices are constrained with

regard to interpreting, evaluating and forwarding sensory data [47–50]. There-

fore, computation mechanisms for communicating of desired functions over the RF

channel is required to adopt, for instance, resource-limited IoT nodes for Wireless

Sensor Networks (WSN).

The issue of OE being weak in terms of printing an arbitrary but required circuit with

high complexity is aggravating the problem of implementing standard communication

protocols on organic and printed IoT devices [7, 35]. However, using conventional com-

munications is in terms of efficacy and scalability inefficient in the scenario, so that novel

forms of communication are needed to satisfy on the one hand OE constraints, and on

the other hand an efficient information transmission over wireless channels. On the

contrary, the implementation of item-level tagging is going to provide beside economic

benefits [45], such as reduction of waste and loss, a sustainable technology in terms of

resource conservation. In this thesis we are going to provide approaches for the issues

described above which will rely on the concept of superimposed radio transmission. Fig-

ure 1.3 presents a concise block diagram of the thesis problem statement and motivation.

The concept of superimposed radio transmission describes a communication form, where

several senders transmit signals simultaneously over the same wireless channel to one or

more receivers [51–54]. In the classic view this describes an interference, that is strictly

to be avoided in the design of communications [55], where orthogonal communication in

frequency, space, code and time division is allowed. However, the advantage of allowing

superimposed radio transmission is the simplification of communication yielding a min-

imalistic circuit design for electronic devices [52], but catches the problem of unlocking

the superimposed transmission. However, in this thesis we are going to show how a

superimposed radio transmission can be exploited for various applications in communi-

cations and data processing. Further, how superimposed radio transmission enables a

minimalistic circuit design for all-printable smart RFID labels and resource-limited IoT

nodes needed in the domain of WSN. However, we also are going to show the limits of

superimposed radio transmission.

1.5 Summary of Contributions

In particular, the main objective of this thesis is to provide practical strategies, data

coding schemes and solutions for short-ranged RFID systems reading out minimalis-

tic polymer tags, and long-ranged resource-limited wireless sensor networks relevant to

the Internet of Things (IoT). The focus lies in designing and implementing novel com-

munications and data processing mechanisms for organic and printed smart labels and
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Figure 1.3: Thesis problem statement and motivation.

resource-limited IoT nodes. The communications and sensory processing mechanisms

developed in this work are based on collaboratively and simultaneously transmitted in-

formation transfer exploiting the linear superposition principle of electromagnetic waves

and the principle of randomness. Strictly speaking, simultaneously transmitted signals

are considered in traditional way as interference that is to be avoided [55, 56], but in

our new perspective a superimposed radio transmission provides inference, which rep-

resents a paradigm shift towards simultaneous communication and processing of data

over the RF channel. The idea is to give up the peer-to-peer communication manner

by waiving the request for IDentification (ID) of each device for the benefit of achieving

a light-weighted circuit design regarding resource-limited sensing devices, that can be

implemented in polymer electronics [51, 52]. Further on, this PhD thesis investigates

two additional research questions, in particular, how to

(i) regain sensory information from a superimposed radio transmission and,
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(ii) calculate mathematical functions of interest during RF transmission on the wireless

channel.

The elaboration of the listed questions into technical solutions is grounded on the fol-

lowing principles:

1. communication is based on ON-OFF-Keying (OOK),

2. coding scheme for data is based on randomly drawn bit sequences,

3. transmission of data starts at the same time and takes place simultaneously and

collectively.

The superimposition of the signals on the RF channel is considered as an operational

mechanism on simultaneously sent data [54, 57]. With regard to case (i) the thesis

proposes the collective communication mechanism determined for dense environments, in

order to establish intelligent environments deploying massive amounts of sensing devices.

The application scenario of a cool chain in a supply chain is chosen, to investigate the

requirements and business opportunities. The goal of this endeavour was to achieve an

economic reasonable communication technology that can be applied in the IoT to realize

in conclusion ambient and intelligent environments. The idea of collective information

transmission is developed to establish communication not between single senders and

single receivers, but between collectives of senders and receivers, by making use of con-

structive interference of simultaneously sent signals. This PhD thesis details how the

collective transmission approach can be realized for a concrete application scenario: item-

level tagging using printed organic electronics [32, 45, 46]. It describes an approach that

can be realized on very simple tags. With a test-bed implementation, we show proto-

typically that this approach can realize robust, collective, approximate read-out of more

than 20 simultaneously sent signals. Further, we apply the approach collective commu-

nications to design and implement a sensor-based and all-printable 64-bit polymer tag

tailored for a passive RFID reader system. In cooperation with the company PolyIC,

well-known for printed electronics and printing technology, the feasibility of printing the

here proposed smart label circuitry into OE has been investigated and confirmed by the

project partner, that we published in work [58].

Regarding the issue (ii) the processing of sensed data is carried out over the wireless

communication channel and not at the sink node. The use case scenario is designated

for wireless sensor networks with resource-limited IoT nodes. In this approach the IoT

devices are considered as heavily resource-limited, possibly parasitic or passively powered

nodes. Although restricted in their computational capabilities, such nodes can draw on

9



Chapter 1. Introduction

a virtually unlimited power source. This property is exploited by trading computational

load for communication load. In particular, this PhD thesis presents a communication

scheme by which mathematical computations, i.e., mathematical functions of interest

can be executed at the time of wireless transmission. This transmission scheme enables

the execution of complex computations by a network of resource restricted, cooperating

nodes at a computational load below the operation’s computational complexity. The

transmission scheme is derived analytically, and its feasibility for dense sensor networks

explored in mathematical simulations. Further, its practicability is demonstrated in a

case study with 15 simple sensor nodes deployed in our lab.

1.6 Outline

The thesis is organized as follows. After this chapter, in chapter 2 we provide the back-

ground and related work relevant to this thesis. That is, a comprehensive and thorough

introduction/analysis to Intelligent Environments (IE) and its implementation with In-

ternet of Things (IoT) technologies is given. Further, we investigate state-of-the-art

wireless communications in connection with polymer electronics indicating a solution

and research challenge at once, which targets to realize the vision of IoT. In this context,

we analyze the related work in terms of minimalistic circuit design and practicability,

which in particular deploy the novel paradigm of superimposed radio transmission. With

the insights we gained out of the related work analysis, in chapter 3 we develop a code-

based Collective Communications (CC) suited for minimalistic and printable polymer

tags with respect to item-level tagging in dense sensing environments. In chapter 4 we

unveil our reader system testbed for concurrent and superimposed wireless transmission,

that we used in chapter 3 to test our collective communication approach with more than

20 transducers. Since we investigated our code-based CC approach with the help of Si-

based technology thus far, in chapter 5 we implement an example of an organic printed

and fully functional smart RFID label for a passive reader system, which integrates our

CC at the logic gate level. After that, in chapter 6 we develop a time-based Collective

Communications, designed for resource-limited WSNs and the implementation of wire-

less superimposed computing, i.e., to perform data processing during transmission on

the RF channel. In a follow-up, in chapter 7 we provide a solution for removing the sys-

tematic computation error, that we experienced in our case study described in chapter 6.

Further, for general purpose we provide design recommendations for implementing the

minimalistic sensor node into a mixed-signal ASIC device. In the last chapter we draw

conclusion and give outlook for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Intelligent Environments

“The emergence of intelligence has its origin in perception of the physical world and

communication between different participants” [59]. And, since Mark Weiser [60] pre-

dicted that the use of everyday electronic devices with communication capabilities will be

disappearing from active human awareness, since then successful progression is made in

advancing various and versatile hard- and software technologies to emerge as a result into

so called Intelligent Environments (IE) [14]. However, to realize the vision of Intelligent

Environments in combination with the Internet of Things (IoT), massive amounts of sen-

sor data need to be processed in a spatially distributed way [12, 27, 29, 61, 62]. Commu-

nication in Intelligent Environments is mostly implemented using RFID and WSN tech-

nologies with conventional connection-based communications. But, connection-based

communications may be unsuitable for IE scenarios involving massive amounts of rela-

tively simple sensing devices. While point-to-point communication within the Internet

of Things is commonly used to communicate sensor readings, status and IDentification

(ID), established in design defacto as a general rule to solve any kind of application task,

very often a function of the sensed data and status within a collocated environment can

be more appropriate to communicate [63] than the mere dissemination and collection of

all generated data such as who, when and what is sensed, and where it is to be send

in the designated area. Although there do not exist a specific standard architecture for

the IoT [11], rather a set of different communication technologies (such as Bluetooth,

ZigBee, WirelessHART, WLAN, RFID communication protocols and others, that are

tailored for specific application scenarios and hardware), the communication between

Things is mostly based on Shannon’s seminal work [64]: information is encoded by a

bit and communication between participants is performed in separated bit-pipes. That
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means, the communication channel is orthogonalized and accessed in the manner of mul-

tiplexing Time (TDMA), Frequency (FDMA) or Code (CDMA). Further, all existing

communication technologies share/apply the same principle from Shannon to communi-

cate, that is implemented at the lowest layer of a communication protocol the Physical

and Media Access Channels (PHY/MAC) layer.

While in IoT research the urge exist to bring different communication technologies to-

gether [11, 29] such that Everything can be connected with anything (open issue [11],

but not primarily subject of this thesis), Shannon’s principle for modeling the PHY/-

MAC layer remains mostly the same and untouched. Why should one even try it, when

Shannon’s principle historically proved itself in communication design again and again

(cf. wireless communications by reference [65], and reference [56]). Over the last few

decades the hard- and software technology in communications achieved maturity such

that Everything and Everyone can be connected to the worldwide Internet. For ex-

ample, current research in cellular networks is in its 5-th Generation (5G) focusing to

enable IoT [66]. Considering this technology development the improvement will be re-

lying in essence on the hardware-side featuring large range communications, low energy

consumption and being able to cope with different IoT technologies, i.e., to utilize for

communication a much more wider frequency spectrum allowing a higher data through-

put, flexibility and low latency between IoT devices [66, 67].

However, the modeling of communications into layers (e.g., consider the common Open

Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model, or any other communication protocol)

allows seamless simplification of a connection-based and reliable communications [56].

But, these advantages come mostly at the cost of device complexity and its power

consumption, and as we are going to show later, these will be the Achilles’ heel for

realizing the IoT vision.

To answer our rather provocative question from before, in advance there are following

key issues to be considered:

(i) economic reasons,

(ii) power consumption, device complexity and

(iii) computational power of electronic devices,

(iv) scale-size of a device even down to the molecular level,

(v) latency, scalability and throughput in terms of communications,

(vi) communication complexity in terms of collocated, random planar and other than

wireless networks.
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With regard to the Things (or everyday objects) being connected to the Internet, and

the above enlisted issues (i)–(vi), the most challenging hardware technologies represent

RFID and WSNs. While causally economic constraints hinders a widespread deployment

of RFID at item-level [16, 40], the embedding of battery-powered WSNs face a series

danger to the environment [68]. In addition, the maintenance of conventional WSN

infrastructure is cost-intensive [69].

However, despite experienced economic and technical challenges, the continuous im-

provement and deployment of current wireless sensor network technologies, as well as the

RFID technology in various application scenarios is bringing the vision of the Internet of

Things closer to its realization [10]. For instance, the RFID technology is successfully de-

ployed in the area of object identification, surveillance and tracking goods in logistics [30].

The WSN technology is applied, e.g., in monitoring of environments, production lines in

factories, or security zones [69]. The basis of these technologies, however, relies on the

application of high-performance silicon chips. Based on continuous miniaturization and

improvement of high-integrated chip circuits in periodic time [70] more functionalities

and features can be integrated in the chip circuitry for almost the same chip production

costs [71]. In fact, one can say that the hardware technology already exists in order

to realize the vision of the IoT, but unfortunately this is failing, because the deploy-

ment of silicon-based technology in the area of, e.g., item-level tagging is not sufficiently

cost effective [40]. Currently, for instance, it is not possible to fabricate silicon-based

RFID chips below 2 euro cents per device [25]. To enable economical, large-scale and

high-volume RFID deployment at item-level, it is required to reduce the manufacturing

costs for RFID tags below 1 euro cent per device [25, 40]. Despite continued progress

in developing microchip technology, the production costs of silicon-based chips remain

unchanged, because the manufacturing processes in production lines are cost intensive,

including infrastructure and clean room facilities maintenance costs [25, 71].

With regard to IoT an alternative for silicon-based technology is offered by the emergent

Printed Electronics (PE) [45]. This technology deals with printing electronic devices

directly on large area surfaces, such as packaging material. With respect to the printing

process, organic or inorganic materials are used as inks. In the case of using carbon-

based inks the printing of electronic devices is called polymer electronics, known as

Organic Electronics (OE) [35, 36]. The idea is to enable high-volume and cost effective

printing of electronic devices on substrates, such as plastic foils and paper. Current

success of OE is illustrated by the Organic Photovoltaic (OPV), i.e., the printing of

solar cells, or Organic Light Emitted Diodes (OLED) for illumination purposes and

displays (cf. reference [36], or reference [35]). Moreover, the research and industry are

focusing on enabling large-scale printing of RFID tags the so-called organic printed smart

labels [45]. However, the realization of printing RFID circuits poses serious limitations
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with respect to reliability and achievable hardware complexity. At the current state-of-

the-art, printed circuits with few hundreds of transistors have been demonstrated, that

can be even printed in mass production [72, 73]. But, as we are going to show in the

next section, the printing of microchips for producing all-printable standard RFID tags

is far away from its realization, because polymer electronics in general cannot meet the

technical requirements.

The remaining part of this chapter is structured as follows. In section 2.2 we discuss

the state-of-the-art, opportunities and issues of Printed Electronics (PE) relating to the

Internet of Things, and derive out of it constraints for hardware parameters needed to

realize all-printable and economically viable sensing devices such as RFID-like printed

tags and smart labels. In section 2.3 and section 2.4 we turn to review about wire-

less communication mechanisms that can be implemented in such economically viable

IoT devices with low hardware complexity. In our findings, we identify that the im-

plementation of standard wireless communication strategies into organic smart labels

and resource-restricted IoT nodes is a daunting task. As a result, and with respect to

reviewing related work, in section 2.6 we resume to investigate beyond the standard

wireless communications to further communication approaches that rely on exploiting

superimposed radio transmission. And, since likewise our work is based on utilizing

superimposed radio transmission schemes, we are going to provide a rigorous related

work analysis in this matter, revealing that the reviewed approaches with regard to IoT

hard- and software constraints lack on practicability or, being restricted in their appli-

cability and versatility. In the final section 2.7 we summarize the presented background

and related work providing with it the basis and boundary conditions for our upcoming

work.

2.2 Printed Electronics for RFID and Smart Labels

In our previous background introduction to Intelligent Environments we pointed out that

RFID-based applications and WSN scenarios will be mostly implemented by low-cost

and simple sensing devices. Depending on their economic viability the vision of IoT can

be realized. Current Barcode technology is already such one enabling of identification

at item-level, but this technology lacks on handling and processing of massive amounts

of items, e.g., a mass check-in of pallets and containers at item-level [23]. In contrast,

RFID technology is in comparison to Barcode in terms of memory capacity, readability,

speed, being re-programmable, robustness and scalability vastly superior [17, 23], but

the high fabrication costs for Si-based RFID chips impede their wide deployment in item-

level-based applications, thus failing to realize the IoT [40]. However, the emergence of
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Organic and printed Electronics (OE) arises the opportunity to create affordable all-

printed RFID tags [45], which can compete with the well established Barcode system.

Definition 2.1. In contrast to low-cost, we define ultra-low cost to be less than the

lowest price for a comparable technology, but not yet viable.

Apart from the advantages of OE being thin, light-weighted, flexible and presumably

ultra-low cost in the near future [32, 36], the realization of this technology into printable

smart labels is rather challenging, because the printing process itself is still an issue of

current research [7]. Further on, the created conductive inks indicate low electro-mobility

which result into slow-switched transistors, i.e., yielding 627 Hz at 10 V electricity sup-

ply [74]. In addition, the printing of circuits on substrates, such as paper and plastic

foils, consumes large areas, so that yet complex integrated circuits, such as a microchip

cannot be printed in the near and midterm future [32].

However, an all-printed 1-bit RFID tag based on carbon nano-tubes and gravure printing

process has been reported from the Sunchon University [75] in 2010. More recently, the

research group presented an improved version of 16-bit RFID tag at the IDTechEx

RFID Europe event [76]. The RFID circuit is printed entirely on a polyester film, where

nano-silver is used to print the antenna, because of the better interconnectivity. The

all-printed rectifier of the tag provides a 10 V Direct Current (DC) from the 13.56 MHz

reader signal. The all-printed ring oscillator can generate a clock signal of 102.8 Hz,

which enables the transmission of a 96-bit transponder IDentification number (ID) in

a second. In collaboration with the company Paru their goal is to achieve the printing

of 96-bit RFID tags that conform to the ISO 14443 (International Organization for

Standardization).

The first roll-to-roll printed 13.56 MHz RFID products [77] have already been presented

by the company PolyIC [78] in 2007 (cf. reference [79]): a printed RFID tag with

4-bit memory, named PolyID®, and a smart object with a display function, named

PolyLogo®. In their research in 2007, PolyIC introduced the first inductively coupled

64-bit printed RFID tag [80], fabricated in a lab with clean-room conditions. Apart

from RFID antenna and the electrodes on it printed with a metallic ink, they used only

plastic materials to manufacture the RFID tag [80]. However, since this time, PolyIC is

working on their mass printing technology and OE to enable roll-to-roll manufacturing

for high-volume and high-speed production [35, 79, 81].

In 2013,the company ThinFilm Electronics and its partner companies PARC developing

addressable memory, and Polyera developing printed displays, presented a smart sensor

label, which can be printed at high volumes on roll-to-roll printing process [82–84].

Their smart label system consists of a writable memory, sensing capability and a printed
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Table 2.1: The acronym NA means ’Not Available’.

Printed device Printing process Substrate Ink TFT count Reference

1-bit RFID tag Gravure, Polyester Carbon, 5 [75]
inkjet silver

64-bit RFID Roll-to-roll Plastic Organic > 200 [79, 80]
128-bit RFID Inkjet Metal Silicon 1000 [85]
128-bit RFID Inkjet Plastic Organic 1286 [86]
Hybrid RFID Inkjet Plastic Organic/ 365/ [87]

oxide 368
8-bit RFID Inkjet Plastic Organic 300 [88]
16-bit RFID Laser Glass Indium, 222 [89]

gallium
Sensor label Roll-to-roll Plastic Silicon NA [82, 84, 90]
Chipless RFID Inkjet Paper Metal 0 [91, 92]

display which indicates visually the information when, for instance, the temperature of

the product has exceeded the maximum threshold. This system is based on line-of-

sight reading, and thus less applicable for mass-reading scenarios, such as monitoring of

pallets in a cool chain, where items are highly dense stacked and invisible for inspection.

However, it offers an additional support in supply chains, such as picking out of the

damaged and expired products in a super market. In this way, options for improving

supply chain management are extended.

Another fully functional printed RFID tag based on silicon ink has been introduced by

the company Kovio [85, 93] in 2008. In comparison to others its distinctive feature is the

use of a non-organic ink to print the RFID circuit, i.e., in the printing process, amorphous

and polycrystalline silicon is used [94], that is in terms of charge carrier mobility superior

to polymer electronics. The internal circuit logic of the tag consists of about 1000 printed

transistors, and has the capability to radio its stored data from a 128-bit printed Read-

Only-Memory (ROM) to an interrogator. The transmission is based on High Frequency

(HF) (13.56 MHz) and synchronous tag-talks-first protocol. The entire RFID circuit is

printed by inkjet on a thin metal foil substrate. The application area focuses on Near

Field Communication (NFC), such as the NFC Barcode [85]. An implementation of long

range communication is not available. The printing process uses inorganic silicon-based

technology that can reduce the cost advantage the polymer electronics is offering.

The research group Holst Centre and their partners in the EU FP7 project ORICLA

created a fully functional RFID tag based on polymer electronics and complementary

hybrid organic-oxide thin-film technology [87, 95]. The RFID prototype is made on

plastic foil with organic and oxide thin-film semiconductors, and features the world’s

first printed RFID tag that realizes reader-talks-first principle [95], i.e., it implements

bidirectional communication between reader and tags. In contrast, the above presented
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Table 2.2: Some performance characteristics of common printing technologies
obtained from Mandal et al. [7] and Baeg et al. [8].

Printing technique Feature size (µm) Throughput (m2s−1)

Inkjet 20-50 0.01-0.5
Offset 10-50 3-30
Gravure 75 3-60
Flexography 80 3-30
Screen 20-100 2-3

approaches toward printed RFID tags are based on tag-talks-first principle1. The prob-

lem here occurs when many tags try to contact the reader at the same time2. With

respect to the enabling of a bidirectional communication in combination with reader-

talks-first principle and the use of complementary hybrid organic-oxide semiconductor

technology [87], it allows in comparison to the tag-talks-first principle to implement an

effective anti-collision mechanism (i.e., the reader device can communicate its clock and

identification data to the RFID tags, and the RFID tags in turn can decide on their

own when to send data back). However, the use of inorganic semiconductors and inkjet

printed devices can leverage the idea of mass printing in high volumes and the fabrication

of cost-effective printed RFID tags.

In further research of the Holst Centre group an 8-bit RFID transponder chip is manufac-

tured [88], where they deployed in the printing process improved Organic SemiConductor

(OSC) and Thin-Film Technology (OTFT). Thereby, the electro-mobility of the OTFTs

is enhanced up to 0.5 cm2V−1s−1. The RFID circuit is inkjet printed integrating about

300 OTFT transistors. It realizes basic circuit building blocks such as inverters, logic

NANDs and 19-stage ring-oscillators printed on a surface area of 34 mm2 [88].

Since the ink’s electro-mobility is a key parameter for creating complex digital cir-

cuits, others apply different conductive ink compounds and printing techniques, such as

amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (a-IGZO) in application with a laser annealing

process described in work [89]. In this work a 16-bit RFID tag is shown, which consists

of 222 a-IGZO transistors printed on glass and a chip area of 5.85 mm2. The field effect

mobility of the a-IGZO TFTs is specified by > 10 cm2V−1s−1. Despite of the impressive

circuit speed in comparison to the related research, the mass printing capability of this

1As soon as the RFID tag gets powered from the RF field of the RFID reader, it transmits its data
to the reader.

2In fact, current generation of p-type only printed thin-film RFID tags are enabled with a rudimentary
ALOHA protocol, but the implementation of the anti-collision scheme is limited to about maximum 4
tags, and come at the cost of a slow reading [86, 95, 96]. The anti-collision scheme here is constructed
in a manner, where tags send their data to an arbitrarily chosen time point.
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technology is an open issue [89], and the use of rare metals [97] such as indium and gal-

lium to create high-performance conductive inks, can aggravate the economic viability

issue further.

Driven by lowering the costs for fabricating RFID tags, further techniques are promoted

to realize item level tagging, such as printable and chipless RFID technology [91, 92,

98, 99]. In contrast to printed RFID tags including an Integrated Circuit (IC) chip,

printed chipless RFID tags are characterized mainly by encoding the product ID by us-

ing Time Domain Reflectometry-based (TDR) and Frequency Domain Signature-based

(FDS) techniques (cf. references [91, 99]). While TDR-RFID tags are based on mi-

crowave circulators and capacitors to generate RF wave transmission-lines in order to

transmit the binary ID code, the FDS-RFID tags consist of resonators with different

resonant frequencies which encode, i.e., the binary data. The coding capacity of TDR-

based tags is currently limited by up to 8 bits [91], whereby FDS-based tags can contain

theoretically unlimited capacity depending on frequency band and tag size [100]. For

example, Islam and Karmakar describe in their work [100] a 16-bit chipless RFID tag

printed on a 1.65× 1.65 cm2 substrate area, which operates in the 6− 13 GHz frequency

band. The first type of fully printed chipless RFID tags suffer from limited encoding

capacity, whereas the second type requires large-scale size and wide frequency bands,

which can be scarcely deployed for applications operating in the Industrial, Scientific

and Medical (ISM) radio bands. An overview about recent advances in printable chipless

RFID technology is given by references [91, 98] and reference [99].

To reflect the related research the aim of almost all described approaches is focusing

on implementing common RFID standards such as the EPCglobal Tag Data Standard

(TDS) [17] and Near Field Communication (ISO 14443) [30] into printable and low cost

RFID tags on foil (cf. reference [35] and references above), which in essence pursue

to enable same capabilities as the conventional Si-based RFID technology is already

offering. For instance, bi-directional communication between reader and tags, anti-

collision protocol for avoiding interference, and large data storage capacity on tag. The

implementation of these features into a polymer tag, that can be even printed on roll-

to-roll process in high volumes, is currently rather challenging [7, 35]. The lack of

printing integrated circuits with large numbers of transistors into small area and, the

lack of mass production accuracy and reliability, is suspending the realization of fully

functional organic and all-printed RFID tags into the far-distant future. An exception

of the PE approaches presented above represents the development of all-printable and

chipless RFID tags. However, a chipless RFID tag is limited in terms of versatility

and functionality, which has no own ’intelligence’ (cf. discussion above, and references

therein). But, the vision of IoT in combination with IEs demands from its participants
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besides the storage capacity functionality further capabilities, such as sensing, displaying,

computation and communication [14].

Definition 2.2. We declare an electronic device such as one RFID tag is indicating a

circuitry of low hardware complexity, if its functionality is being implemented by

approximately the lowest possible number of transistors. We define an electronic device

to indicate an ultra-low hardware complexity, if its functionality or a comparable

of it can be realized by even less circuit complexity.

As we can infer from related research towards all-printable and economically viable

RFID technology the development of OE is focusing twofold:

(i) design of low cost IoT by exploiting a presumably cost-effective OE and OE prop-

erties, such as the mechanical flexibility, lightweight and large area integration on

thin substrates, and the

(ii) integration of standard RFID communications into digital circuitry. Further, in

the case of developing chipless RFID tags the focus is set at least to the enabling

of functionalities, such as the reading of EPC code and featuring of large data

carrier storage.

However, while OE is offering novel properties in IoT design and presumably ultra-

low cost, the implementation of conventional connection-based communications into

integrated printed RFID tags is rather ambitious. For example, the implementation of

the EPC Class-1 Generation-2 protocol (EPC C-1 Gen-2) into an Integrated Circuit

(IC) requires about 40k-50k transistors [101, chapter 5.5]. An implementation of a

lightweight 64-bit ASIC for a minimalistic EPC C-1 Gen-2 RFID tag integrating a basic

anti-collision protocol in combination with a simple cryptography functionality requires

about 4k logic gates [102], which corresponds in transistor count to indicate about

16k transistors3. In Table 2.3 we compiled some references that implement standard

RFID communications such as the NFC and EPC C-1 Gen-2 protocols into Si-based

circuitry. Hence, the silicon hardware implementations range from deployed conventional

microchips to ASICs with 8− 256 bit architectures. To the best of our knowledge,

the most minimalistic hardware implementation of the EPC C-1 Gen-2 protocol into

silicon circuitry is provided by reference [102]. Similar works tackling the same issue

are provided, e.g., by the references [104, 105]. However, according to Dobkin [101,

chapter 5] the price for one RFID tag is determined apart from assembling the tag, also

from the chip size, whereby the digital part of the chip can be minimized the analog

part of the mixed-signal circuit design is mostly fixed. This, however, leads, that the

3The measuring unit 1 Gate Equivalent (GE) equals to 4 deployed transistors [103].
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Table 2.3: Deployed silicon microchips and ASICs for current RFID standards.

RFID standard Circuitry Reference Price

ISO 14443 (NFC) Microprocessors Around 1 and
> 50k Transistors [30] more Euros

EPC C-1 Gen-2 Microprocessors Between 0.03 and
35k-70k [22, 101, 106] 0.10 Euro

64-bit ASICs
≈ 4k Gates [102]

total number of yield chips, that can be gained out of one silicon wafer manufactured

in a chip foundry, cannot be increased further. As a result, the price for a single tag is

languishing, such that the current price per tag cannot be undercut (cf. Table 2.3). As

a consequence of it, the deployment of silicon chips for item-level tagging and IoT is not

economically viable.

In contrast, OE technology is progressing to become ultra-low cost, but continue to be

failing on meeting the hardware requirements needed to implement standards of tra-

ditional wireless communications (cf. our survey above and discussion in appendix A).

In Table 2.1, we compiled references of PE research, which in particular develop all-

printable RFID tags with various kinds of printing technologies, conductive inks, sub-

strates and approaches showing the state-of-the-art. In addition, in Table 2.2 we en-

listed some commonly applied printing techniques with their performance parameters

in terms of print resolution and speed, providing with it the distinction between lab-

scale manufacturing and mass-printing techniques. In comparison, inkjet and screen

printing methods achieve manufacturing of OE circuit devices with much more higher

hardware complexity than gravure, offset and flexography printing, but they lack mostly

on production speed, that is owing additionally to the deployment of clean-room man-

ufacturing techniques, such as photolithography (cf. references [7, 8]). In our opinion,

however, the success of realizing the IoT vision will be essentially dependent on enabling

the capability of mass-printing, which currently supports the printing of digital circuits

with few hundreds of transistors (cf. Table 2.1). However, even if a mass-printing tech-

nology achieves the same state-of-the-art reliability, high print density and accuracy of

manufacturing OE with clean-room techniques, which indicate hardware complexities

of few thousands of transistors (cf. appendix A), the gap between OE and conventional

Si-based RFID technology is still huge (cf. comparison between Table 2.1 and Table 2.3).

In our discourse for realizing the vision of IoT and IEs, thus far, we focused on analyzing

the deployment of IoT enabling hardware technologies, such as the Organic and printed

Electronics (OE) in comparison with the conventional Si-based technology. In essence,

the success of it depends on the enabling of an ultra-low cost hardware technology. In
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the following, we focus on analyzing the software side, for instance, the deployment of

common wireless communications, which in essence determines the required hardware

complexity for an IoT-enabled electronic device.

2.3 Wireless Communications for Printed Electronics

In the previous section we surveyed in essence the Organic and printed Electronics (OE)

with respect to all-printable and fully functional RFID tags and smart labels. We ac-

quired that OE is a promising technology to promote the Internet of Things (IoT), but

the lack of hardware performance fails to implement conventional RFID communications

with OE efficiently. Further on, with regard to wireless communications for OE smart

label technology, the implementation of traditional multiple access channel strategies,

such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA) or Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), is currently rather a challenging

task, because polymer electronics indicate low hardware performance, large surface oc-

cupation and high power consumption (cf. appendix A), that insufficiently fulfills to

transfer the well-established methods [65] into OE circuitry. In the case of TDMA [107]

timing is crucial, that needs a high precision clock generator. For instance, in a TDMA-

based communication for every participant a separate time slot is provided, so that

no interference can occur. Due to synchronization and communication overhead the

hardware complexity and requirements for radio devices are considerably increased. In

the case of FDMA [108] the implementation requires wide ranged and stable frequency

generators. The participants share for communication the frequency spectrum, so that

communication is separated in different frequency bands. Building accurate and stable

oscillators regarding signal generators is commonly a daunting task [109]. Polymer elec-

tronics is thus far from achieving yet these hard requirements (cf. previous section, and

appendix A). Further, these drawbacks also applies to an implementation of CDMA-

based communications with OE technology. However, since conventional CDMA [110]

features similarity to our work allowing multiple participants to communicate simulta-

neously, but distinguishes totally in communication design, in the following we proceed

to describe and review the conventional CDMA scheme in more detail.

2.4 Special Case: Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)

As we brought up in the previous section, CDMA radio communication allows a si-

multaneous channel access, where several transmitters send information simultaneously

over a single communication channel [110]. Before data transmission is conducted the
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Figure 2.1: Showcasing the CDMA scheme: data signal is spread and XOR’ed with
special code sequence.

multiple access channel method employs spread spectrum technology and special coding

schemes [110]. Hence, before transmission the CDMA signal is generated by spreading

the binary data uniformly with signature codes, whereby the codes were a priori cre-

ated with pseudo-randomly drawn bit sequences (Gold codes), or by utilizing so-called

orthogonal Walsh codes (cf. reference [110], and references therein). Upon the binary

data stream the eXclusive OR (XOR) operation is applied bitwise in combination with

a signature code. Figure 2.1 showcases the mechanism of a general CDMA encoding.

In the CDMA system each transmitter uses an individual signature code to modulate

its data for transmission. At the receiver side the separation of the signals is done by

correlating the received signal with the commonly known signature codes assigned to the

transmitters. The receiver can extract the data stream, if the received signal matches,

i.e., is cross-correlated with the assigned signature code of the desired transmitter. In

literature (cf. for further reading, such as references [56, 65, 110, 111]), CDMA systems

are categorized in synchronous, i.e., employing orthogonal codes, and asynchronous com-

munication, i.e., employing pseudo-random signature codes [110].

In synchronous CDMA each transmitter uses signature code for modulation, that is

orthogonal to other signature codes, i.e., all signature vectors are mutually orthogo-

nal. Employing cross-correlation between the orthogonal codes results mathematically

to zero, which means the signature codes do not interfere with each other. An applica-

tion example of synchronous CDMA presents the mobile phone communication using 64

bit Walsh codes to separate maximal 64 users communicating simultaneously (cf. refer-

ence [110], and references therein).

Since orthogonal codes are not applicable in scenarios, where radio devices dynamically

move, the asynchronous CDMA was developed [110]. It employs pseudo-random bi-

nary sequences to create signature codes [110]. In the case of synchronous CDMA the

communication fails, because it requires precise coordination, which cannot be estab-

lished in mobile scenarios. The reason for failing is, that the starting point of decoding
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changes whenever, e.g., the mobile devices are moving to other locations. In the asyn-

chronous CDMA approach the employment of the pseudo-random codes is used in the

same manner as orthogonal codes are employed. As we mentioned above, an exam-

ple of pseudo-random sequences represent Gold codes [112], which are statistically low

correlated between each other. The overlapping of a large number of pseudo-random

codes results mathematically in approximately to a Gaussian noise. When the signals

of the radio devices are being received from base station with the same power level,

the signal of interest can be extracted, because the other signals appear as noise, that

interfere slightly with the signal of interest. In this way, a particular signal with spec-

ified pseudo-random code can be retrieved, while signals with different codes encoded,

or even same signature code but another timing offset (called multi path interference),

appear as noise [110]. Thus, asynchronous CDMA communication can only work, if the

signal strength of the radio devices can be controlled, which is usually governed by base

station [110].

Considering the utilization of the access channel method CDMA for OE, the employ-

ment of the described synchronous and asynchronous CDMA as communication schemes

for OE smart labels is, however, in terms of required hardware performance and com-

munication limitations rather challenging to be implemented in polymer electronics. For

instance, synchronous CDMA is limited with regard to the number of simultaneously

communicating radio devices, being fixed to the number of available orthogonal codes.

To this end, a supplementary communication overhead need to be implemented addi-

tionally in the OE circuitry, which current polymer electronics is not supporting (cf. dis-

cussion in appendix A, and references therein). In the case of asynchronous CDMA

the number of active transmitters is not confined, but limited in terms of achieving a

desirable Bit Error Rate (BER), since Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) varies inversely to

the number of communicating radio devices. Thus, the advantage of asynchronous over

synchronous CDMA is the increased number of active transmitters holding the same

mean BER. Furthermore, asynchronous CDMA communication allows transmission to

any given time, that is not provided by synchronous CDMA. However, the implementa-

tion of asynchronous CDMA into polymer electronics is rather challenging, because the

main issue represents the power control of each transmitter (meaning, the reader (base

station) needs to receive signals of equal signal strength sent from the transmitters).

This, however, increases the hardware complexity and performance requirements for OE

smart labels, such that an implementation of it into polymer electronics becomes rather

ambitious. Further on, due to the variability in the printing process the variances of the

printed electronic components are high (cf. appendix A), such that an attainment of a

high fidelity for precise printed circuits indicates an engineering key issue of current PE

research [7, 8, 113].
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In the light of our review about implementing conventional connection-based commu-

nications with Printed Electronics (PE) the realization of IoT remains an open issue,

because current state-of-the-art of OE is insufficient to integrate traditional communica-

tion strategies into circuitry. However, since conventional connection-based communica-

tion schemes are designed to avoid interference and require higher hardware performance

than OE is currently supporting, in the following we consider alternative mechanisms

of communication, that can be categorized as non-avoiding interference and utilizing

of superimposed radio transmission. These kind of communications stands in contrary

to the Shannon’s principle for conventional communication, that we introduced in the

beginning of this chapter describing the background of current IoT and IEs. The mo-

tivation/incentive to allow interference, or apply superimposed radio transmission in

wireless communications is manifold but mostly to increase the natural communication

capacity, being thus the subject to ongoing debate. Therefore, in the following section we

pursue to review various approaches applying purposely interference and superimposed

radio transmission in their wireless communication design.

2.5 Classical Networking and Beyond for IoT

According to our previous conduct we make out that high-priced Things such as TVs,

refrigerators, net-books and jewelery can be equipped with conventional Internet tech-

nology to become a part of the IoT without to make any noticeable impact on the

final price. And, ss a desirable outcome of this their value rises up in terms of qual-

ity and functionality. However, in the segment for low-priced Things such as yogurts,

chocolate bars and fish-sticks (Things that form together by far the major stake of ev-

eryday objects) the deployment of Si-based RFID tags and smart sensing devices at

item-level is economically not viable (as we worked it out above). Printed electronics

offers a possibility to realize the vision of IoT, though, but this technology lacks mostly

on achieving the hardware requirements to integrate standard wireless communications

efficiently (cf. references [86, 114]). To this end, in the area of deploying wireless sen-

sor networks to monitor any IoT application scenario the employment of conventional

communications between IoT nodes is augmenting the issues of data traffic and power

consumption: each sensing device requires either a battery or at least a constant source

of power such as an electromagnetic RF field, in order to radio its data reliably and

individually to a receiver node. The deployment of a battery is not sustainable and

environmentally unfriendly [50, 68], despite the fact that improved hardware technology

and optimized communications exists such that device lifetime can be prolonged by up

to 10 years (cf. s-net® technology [115] for realizing energy-saving WSNs). In contrast,

the deployment of an electromagnetic RF field to empower battery-free sensing devices
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(cf. the WISP node [116], or another RFID-based sensing platform [117]) supports only

a short range communication, which restricts the scope to few of possible IoT appli-

cations [118]. In addition, the use of wireless power harvesting limits inherently the

number of operating IoT nodes that can be empowered simultaneously over the wire-

less channel (cf. a comprehensive survey about current RF energy harvesting networks

given in work [119] discussing state-of-the-art of power harvesting techniques, associated

communications and circuits). With respect to applying a communication mechanism

further point of issue need to be stressed out: independent of developing versatile and

different hard- and software technology appropriately customized for an economically

viable IoT scenario the principle of point-to-point communication is almost practiced.

In this context, battery-dependent and battery-free sensing platforms continue to be

improved technically, but these efforts do not change the fact that conventional commu-

nications information-theoretically remains almost the same and hence suboptimal [57].

Furthermore, looking soberly from the view of economical and practical deployments

of WSNs employing conventional wireless communications, that have been developed in

the last decades, the number of real-world WSN applications is rather low in comparison

to potential application scenarios the IoT is posing (cf. a survey and references therein

about real deployments of WSNs given by Garcia et al. [120] and Lloret [121]).

2.5.1 Design Architectures and Management

In essence, one can say that the utilization of conventional connection-based wireless

communications is a key issue amenable mostly to economic constraints impeding the

progress of realizing the IoT vision. However, with approaching the Internet of Things

(IoT), the physical world is increasingly penetrated by devices with sensing, computing

and communication capabilities [122] enabled by economic viability. The expected im-

pact is enormous [13]. This is reflected, for instance, by the US National Intelligence

Council’s decision to include the IoT in the list of the six ’disruptive civil technologies’

with potential impacts on the US national power [123]. According to an UN report,

the IoT will introduce a new era of computing in which humans become the minority of

traffic generators and receivers [124]. Objects such as paper documents, clothing, food-

packages, furniture, consumer electronics but also animate objects (animals or humans)

will be equipped with electronic tags to identify, sense and communicate between objects

and environments [125]. Research is currently driven to provide solutions to manage and

maintain this huge amount of data and its dissemination [126]. For instance, Ostermaier

et al. introduce a real-time IoT search engine [127] and Guinard et al. present a REST-

based architecture for the Internet of Things [128]. In the same way that the generated

and received traffic will be originated only to a minority by human players, so will the
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computational load. Devices in the IoT will be able to cooperate with their neighbors

to reach common goals [129]. Unfortunately, the devices in the IoT are predicted to be

highly restricted in their computational resources [130]. For economic reasons, the tags

that provide the IoT intelligence will be of lowest cost and quality [17]. Possible real-

izations cover Organic and printed Electronics (OE) as described in the above sections.

Due to their simple structure, these sensor types distinguish itself by highly limited com-

putational capabilities and draw on parasitic power sources such as light, temperature

or humidity or are powered by external reader systems [119]. This means that, while

computational capabilities are restricted, these nodes draw on virtually unlimited energy

sources. The IoT will be characterized by a paradigm shift in wireless communication

and distributed computation. Unlike in all previous wireless systems, not energy or the

amount of communication will be the primary restriction but computational resources.

Such situation suggests a collaboration of nodes to reach a common computational goal

while exploiting the abandoned restriction in energy. In an IoT it will become possible

to trade computational load for communication load.

2.5.2 Computation versus Communication

Traditionally, in classical networks of sensing devices, measurements are forwarded to

dedicated sink nodes to achieve a classification, aggregation and interpretation of values.

Processing is then conducted by individual nodes in a network [131–133]. Clearly, such a

scheme will distribute computational load uneven among network nodes. In particular,

in an IoT environment, the tags that constitute the network might be computationally

not capable of processing a large number of input values. An approach to economize

computation, is to distribute processing load in a way that several nodes collabora-

tively process data. A single function is then jointly computed by various nodes in a

network. Such distribution of processing load has been reported, for instance, for the

parallel algorithm to compute a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) as presented in

work [134]. Further examples for algorithms that are executed in a truly distributed

fashion among wireless nodes are MPEG encoding [135], the computation of confidence

in mobile agents [136, 137] and also distributed source coding [138].

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in network coding as another alternative

to cooperative data processing in networks of wireless nodes [139–141]. Network coding

optimizes routing for multicasting in a network in a way that intermediate nodes send

a function of incoming messages, combining rather than sequentially forwarding them.

In all these cases, the data transmission and computation are clearly separated. Al-

though processing load might then be fairly distributed among nodes in the network,
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it is not possible to further reduce the computational load of individual nodes when

the communication channel is utilized for transmission of data only. This design is fu-

eled by a result of Shannon who showed that separate source and channel code design

is asymptotically optimal in a point-to-point setting [64, Theorem 21]. However, al-

though optimal in many cases, separation fails in certain scenarios. For instance, Cover

et al. demonstrated that separation is suboptimal for transmitting correlated sources

over a MAC [142]. They use source correlations to create channel input probability dis-

tributions unavailable to a separation-based scheme. Recently, further authors showed

additional efficiency in function processing by effectively executing computation at the

time of wireless data transmission on a RF channel (cf. the following section 2.6 review-

ing the related work in more detail). These studies were initiated by the pioneering work

of Giridhar et al. [143] and Nazer et al. [144] who motivated the computation of mathe-

matical functions at the time of data transmission. Giridhar et al. study the maximum

rate at which functions of sensor measurements can be computed and communicated to

a sink node. For several function classes and network topologies, they derive bounds

on the achievable rates. Also, they mention the possibility to consider communication

models in which the collision of data from several nodes contains information. Their

study, however, is restricted to the classical case in which collisions are considered as

noise. Nazer et al. study the achievable rate for reliably sending arbitrary functions

over arbitrary MACs. Their focus is thus shifted from transmitting bits to computing

functions jointly by several transmitters.

Recently, Goldenbaum et al. published a set of further results on this transmission

scheme [145]. The authors show how the arithmetic mean, the geometric mean, polyno-

mials and other functions can be calculated at the time of transmission on the wireless

channel. They utilize superimposition of electromagnetic signals to implement a sum of

various input values and implement a pre- and post-processing at transmit and receive

nodes, in order to compute more ambitious functions. They further show the compu-

tation via SIMO multiple access channels with a similar scheme [146]. Their solution

requires accurate estimation of the channel state information at receive nodes, in order

to mitigate channel fluctuation. Furthermore, transmit devices are required to achieve

identical absolute transmit power. Both these prerequisites are hard to accomplish in

real systems, in particular, for resource restricted IoT nodes. Additionally, environmen-

tal changes significantly impact channel conditions [147]. A channel-based calculation

following the described scheme will severely suffer from such time-dependent fluctua-

tions. In contrast to our work described in this dissertation, Goldenbaum et al. aim to

use less wireless resources during computation [148]. Therefore, they still require that

considerable computation is conducted at the transmit or receive nodes.
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The Internet of Things, however, will feature nodes which are highly limited in their

computational resources but potentially draw on virtually unlimited energy sources (e.g.,

parasitic or externally, reader powered). We will discuss a transmission scheme which

achieves to execute addition, multiplication, subtraction and division in one step at the

time of transmission on the wireless channel, as well as operations combining these basic

functions. Combinations of these functions might require multiple transmissions. This

transmission scheme trades computational load for communication load, exploring the

relaxed power constraint of IoT nodes.

2.6 Beyond the IoT Standard: Function Calculation over

Wireless Channels

In the previous section we reported about the classical way of wireless communication,

computation and networking used to realize the vision of IoT in combination with OE

and viable hardware technology. In addition, we introduced discussing novel approaches,

which aim to outperform current bounds of communication complexity commonly deter-

mined for WSNs. In the following section we continue reporting and analyzing in more

detail the novel approaches, which show solutions beyond the classical way of commu-

nication and computation design, representing the related work to this dissertation.

Considering the classical way of communicating and processing of spatially generated

and distributed data a common procedure for evaluating, for example, sensor read-

ings from a WSN is first to collect all measurements separately from the sensor nodes

transmitted to a sink node (e.g., intermediate receiver node, relay or base station), and

then to analyze and process the data centrally in a second step. Hence, the communi-

cation (i.e., the transmission of sensory data or function of it) and computation (i.e.,

evaluating the sensory data) are strictly separated from each other. Based on this pro-

cessing architecture the resources of WSN, such as power efficiency, network lifetime,

communication range, data throughput are optimized. Viewed historically, conventional

optimization techniques and approaches can be summarized essentially by doing such

as lowering wireless communication, applying data compression, improving WSN rout-

ing algorithms and minimizing sampling rates of sensing. Since, optimization is leaning

on traditional separation-based communication, hence, consuming mostly the available

power resources, thus, the underlying cause of issue can be assigned to be system de-

pendent. Therefore, different forms of data gathering and processing are necessary to

be developed, if performance of sensor networks is aimed to be outperformed (cf. sur-

vey [53]).
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However, before becoming aware of the indicated system dependent issue regarding com-

munication of data within a network and computation of relevant functions at a sink

node, Giridhar et al. [63] provided first theoretical results towards describing the com-

munication complexity of collocated and random planar multihop WSNs. In this work,

Giridhar et al. [63] provides the meaningful insight of what really matters in operating

of WSNs, namely that one is mostly not interested in the identity of a sensor node

or the single measurement values of the nodes, but one is rather interested in collect-

ing from a sink node (intermediate node or base station) the outcome of a relevant

function of the sensor readings sensed in the WSN. In particular, Giridhar et al. [63]

determined the maximal rates for various symmetric functions, such as the subclass of

type-sensitive functions (e.g., calculating the mean, mode, median of the collected data

of sensor measurements) and subclass of type-threshold functions (e.g., calculating the

max, min, or range) to name but a few. Hence, Giridhar et al. provided, i.e., for a

mathematical function of interest the maximum rate at which the function of sensor

measurements can be computed and communicated to a sink node using the classical

way of communication and processing. In our view the most remarkable findings in this

work [63] are the acquirement of the limits the conventional communication and process-

ing architecture is indicating, and the fact that for the most WSN tasks the identities

and the single measurement values of the sensor nodes are not needed. These, however,

inspired researchers (cf. the following subsections) to continue developing of innovative

approaches, which can improve and even outperform classically driven WSNs. Since, the

classical way of communication and computation is separated from each other, where

communication is orthogonalized among the participating nodes in a network, featuring

interference-free communication channels, and computation of desired functions is or-

ganized at central nodes processing the collected data, the novel approaches rather lean

towards deploying of non-avoiding, and even embracing [149] the interference. For ex-

ample, Nazer [57] is talking about exploiting of constructive interference using algebraic

structures, Goldenbaum [54] considers interference as inference using analog coding, and

Krohn [51, 52] is talking about superimposed radio transmission. However, in all these

examples of utilizing the interference the common goal is to enable a concurrent commu-

nication and computation of desired functions, such that the limits can be overcome of

the conventional connection-based communication and computation paradigm described

by Giridhar et al. [63, 143].

Hence, the spawned idea of concurrent transmission and processing data represents a

paradigm shift towards merging communication and computation together, in order

to improve on the one hand performance parameters of sensor networks, but on the

other hand also to establish novel sensor network applications [51, 54, 57]. In the case

of wireless communication the underlying topology for a such concurrent processing is
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a WSN employing superimposed radio transmission.

illustrated in Figure 2.2, where K sensor nodes are scattered in a star formation around

a base station, i.e., transmitting simultaneously to the fusion center.

The idea of using the wireless channel as a natural analog function computation engine

exploiting the superposition property of electromagnetic waves is not new [150, 151],

but since then it lacks on practical implementations so far. However, with regard to

further review of the related work, in the following we introduce for the sake of better

understanding and reflection some formalism describing formally the idea of concurrent

transmission and computation of data over the wireless channel, which will help to

show what the various approaches have in common, but more importantly how they

distinguish in terms of operation, performance and practicality.

In all of the modeled and designed approaches towards simultaneous communication

and computation over the wireless channel we realize, that the linear superposition

property of electromagnetic waves is used as a mathematical operator to enable a general

wireless function computation. This, however, is handled differently in terms of what
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Figure 2.3: Function computation using the natural analog wireless channel.

can be theoretically and maximally achieved, and what can be implemented in practice

representing with it the main object of research.

The research area comprises collocated WSNs observing, e.g., environments and habi-

tats. For the sake of formality, let a WSN be arranged in the manner as shown in

Figure 2.2 consisting by K ∈ N sensor nodes scattered around a sink node. The

sensing range of each sensor node is confined by X = [xmin, xmax] ⊂ R with x ∈ X ,

x > 0 and x is being the sensing value. Let t be a discrete time stamp of a mea-

surement, and k = 1, 2, . . . ,K to be the index of the k-th sensor node. Thus, the

vector X(t) = (x1, x2, . . . , xK)T represents a snapshot of all measurements captured in a

WSN at the time t. Further, the sensor nodes are created identically and independently

distributed from each other observing a physical phenomenon4, such as temperature,

humidity, light exposure or motion. Hence, the computation function for interpreting

sensor readings in X(t) has the form f : XK → R. Functions of interest are, for example,

the calculation of averaged temperature in a WSN at time t, i.e., f(X(t)) = 1
K

∑K
k=1 xk.

Another example is to detect extrema in a WSN, such as the activation of an alarm if the

maximum temperature value exceeds a certain critical threshold. A such maximal sen-

sor value can be extracted by applying f(X(t)) = max{x1, x2, . . . , xK} = limq→∞ ‖x‖q,

where ‖x‖q =
(∑K

k=1 x
q
k

) 1
q
.

In order to apply any desired function over the measurements in X(t) the sensor nodes

{1, 2, . . .K} need to carry out an appropriate preprocessing function ϕ(·) before trans-

mission. And, at the sink node an appropriate post-processing function ψ(·) must be

chosen in the way, so that the mathematical characteristic of the desired function fits to

the superposition property of the physical wireless channel. The mathematical model

for calculating a function of interest over the physical wireless channel can be formulated

4Depending on the type of sensor the phenomenon being observed can also be biological, chemical or
any other form of entity.
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as follows

f(X(t)) = ψ

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
k=1

ϕ(xk) +Noise

∣∣∣∣∣
2
 =: ψ(|Y |2) (2.1)

The variable Y represents the received signal, which is corrupted with background noise.

It poses the superposition of all complex-valued transmitter signals sent simultaneously.

Figure 2.3 presents the general form of a function computation in a WSN. In the case of

performing merely addition ′ + ′ on the RF channel, e.g., to add up all measurements

in X(t), the preprocessing function for each sensor node is set to ϕ(xk) = xk and, at

the sink node the post-processing function is set to ψ(|Y |2) = 1
c |Y |

2 − b, with b, c ∈ R
being constants. To perform multiplication ′ · ′ on the wireless channel the logarithm

laws need to be deployed. Here, the preprocessing function for each sensor node is set

to ϕ(xk) = loga(xk), where a denotes an arbitrary base. At the sink node the post-

processing function is set to ψ(|Y |2) = aζ(|Y |
2) to regain the outcome of a multiplication

task, whereby ζ(·) is being an adjustment, which composition relies on the chosen coding

scheme strategy and the computable desired function. Since, the basic mathematical

operations ′ + ′ and ′ · ′ can be realized on the wireless channel a set Fd of computable

functions f can be built up. The definition of the set F is as follows

F =

{
f ∈ Fd

∣∣∣∣∣f(X(t)) = ψ

(∑
k

ϕk(xk(t))

)}
(2.2)

With respect to (2.2) the set F can contain all types of functions that can be adjust to

the physical characteristic of the wireless channel, such as the arithmetic and geometric

mean, weighted sum, calculation of max/min extrema, variance, median or communi-

cating a histogram to name but a few. However, the realm of computable functions is

not fixed [152].

Before starting with the discussion about different coding scheme approaches towards

implementing a so called CoMAC (cf. Goldenbaum et al. [152]), let define the wireless

channel model to be following a flat fading process H(τ) afflicted with background and

white Gaussian noise Noise(τ), and τ is being a variable for denoting continues time.

With respect to communication model the superposition of simultaneously transmitted

signals Wk(τ) sent from K sensor nodes the channel model is formed as follows

(W1(τ),W2(τ), . . . ,WK(τ)) 7→ Y (τ) :=
K∑
k=1

Hk(τ)Wk(τ) +Noise(τ) (2.3)

Further, we denote P ∈ R+ to be the signal strength, and Pmax ∈ R+ the peak power

constraint of each transmitter node.
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Summarizing the modeling of our wireless computation and concurrent transmission

engine with multiple senders and one sink node receiving the computation result of

a desired function, the enabling of the mathematical operations such as addition and

multiplication with preprocessing and post-processing is sufficiently enough to compute

linear and nonlinear functions over the wireless channel (cf. proof by Goldenbaum [54]).

In the following we continue reporting on the background, which led to the spawned idea

of utilizing the natural structure of wireless channel for concurrent data communication

and processing. In addition, we also provide an analysis and classification of the various

related work.

2.6.1 Linear Network Coding on the Physical Layer

A prequel to the novel paradigm of merging communication and computation over the

wireless channel landmarks the work for wired computer networks from Ahlswede [139],

who coined the term of network coding. In this work [139] Ahlswede et al. are presenting

the idea of mixing incoming data packets together on intermediate relay nodes before

forwarding them within the network to their destinations. For example, city A and B

are connected through a single link over hub-1 and hub-2. Using the classical way of

communication, the messages from source nodes in city A or B are first packaged and

then consecutively conveyed over the hubs to their destination nodes. However, when

many nodes in city A and B try to communicate over the single communication line at

the same time, a congestion can occur. With the novel idea of in-network coding [139]

the data packets sent out from different source nodes are first mixed together to one

single packet at the hubs, such that only the linear combination of the mixed data

packets is conveyed over the single link. Once the linear combination is received from

hub, then it is used for regaining the original data packets. After the reconstruction

process the decoded packages are delivered as usual to their destination nodes.

This principle of communication strategy is also applied for wireless networks [153].

Further, the communication paradigm of network coding designed for wired and wire-

less networks is primarily laid out to improve overall communication capacity, that is

information-theoretically proved [139, 140, 154] showing the multicast capacity. For the

interested reader to delve further into an in-depth discussion, a reality-check for wired

and wireless network coding is for example provided by Wang et al. [155] and Katti [156],

indicating that network coding enables some performance gains despite of some practi-

cal issues such as performance loss through scheduling, sensitivity caused by erroneous

communication channels, required computational power at the relay nodes to be able to

compete with the classical way of communication, and security risks.
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Figure 2.4: The subfigures (a), (b) and (c) show three different routing strategies
for the two-way relay channel illustrating the evolution of different communication
paradigms. The classical way of communication shown in subfigure (a) requires 4
time slots. The use of network coding at relay shown in subfigure (b) reduces
communication complexity to 3 time slots. And, letting Alice and Bob transmit
their messages simultaneously as shown in subfigure (c), where the relay sends a
function of it back to the senders, the communication complexity is even reduced
to 2 time slots.

However, the concept of computing functions over the wireless channel, that we intro-

duced earlier, represents a novelty in contrast to network coding and the traditional way

of communication, which stands in particular in relation to distributed computation

and communication design architectures. For better understanding, differentiating and

classification of the various related work, in Figure 2.4 we illustrate the basic ideas of

different communicating and computing of messages by means of employing the two-way

relay channel model [157].

For instance, in Figure 2.4 (a) we illustrate the classical way of communication, where

Alice and Bob require overall 4 time slots to exchange their messages m1 and m2, when

communication between them is only possible over the relay station.
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In Figure 2.4 (b) we illustrate by means of an implementation of wireless network coding

implementing the two-way channel routing [158]5. First, Alice sends her message m1

to relay station, and then Bob sends his message m2 to the relay station, where the

messages m1 and m2 are XOR’ed to m1 ⊕ m2. Then, the outcome of m1 ⊕ m2 is

transmitted to Alice and Bob in a single hop, where they are finally able to recover the

corresponding sent message by XOR’ing it with their own original message. In contrast

to the classical way of communication, the network coding strategy requires here only 3

time slots.

In Figure 2.4 (c) we illustrate the strategy of concurrent transmission reducing the overall

communication complexity for the two-way relay channel down to 2 time slots: Alice

and Bob transmit their messages m1 and m2 simultaneously, where afterwards the relay

station sends back a function, or just an amplified version of it.

While original network coding [159] and the classical way of communication [55] are

sharing the common ground of strictly separating the way of communicating and evalu-

ating data (as illustrated in Figure 2.4 (a) and (b)), in the contrary the state-of-the-art

strategies for wireless networks embrace concurrent transmission (as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.4 (c)), and even include at the same time computation of data during the joint

wireless transmission [51, 53, 54] exploiting the natural structure of the wireless medium

(as illustrated in Figure 2.3).

Considering the related work of network coding [53, 153] the leading motive of developing

is to exclusively maximize communication capacity in networks. The aspect of utilizing

the wireless MAC for computing linear functions in combination with network coding,

as we implied it in Figure 2.4 (c), remains still almost the same motivation of further

optimizing the network communication, but the perception of the insight that one can do

more over the wireless channel than efficient communication has risen up, when became

clear, that theoretically the computation of linear functions such as the modulo-2 adder

and real sum is possible to be carried out over the wireless channel [57]. In particular, the

area of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) becomes a prominent candidate, where the idea

of merging computation and communication over the wireless channel can be beneficially

exploited [51, 52, 54]. However, the enabling of computation of linear functions over the

wireless channel using the concept of network coding on the physical layer is rather

more of theoretical construction yet than of practical reality, that can be easily be

implemented with real hardware for the real world [51, 54, 149]. On the other hand, the

use of a such auxiliary construction integrating wireless network coding with the idea of

computing linear functions over the wireless channel, enabled to study the upper bounds

5The title of the article [158] can be misleading, because the operation XOR is carried out at the
relay node, and not over the wireless channel. The senders transmit their data packets sequentially, the
routers mix them together before broadcasting the mixed version [158].
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of theoretically achievable communication capacity for different wireless network coding

strategies [53, 57]. In this information-theoretical analysis provided by Nezer et al. [53,

57], the wireless MAC is either considered to be ideal, i.e., the wireless computation

model does not entail noise, or, if Gaussian noise is put into consideration, then it is

assumed that simultaneously sent signals are perfectly synchronized at symbol and phase

level [57]. However, under the assumption that desired concurrent wireless transmission

can be successfully carried out, in this case a substantial speed-up is expected [57].

In order to elucidate the issue of accurate synchronization, for example, in the sur-

vey [160] an instructive implementation of the two-way relay channel is given apply-

ing the physical layer network coding in combination with Binary Phase Shift Keying

(BPSK). The message bits from the two senders are transmitted directly on the wireless

channel. The channel gains of the senders are set to be equal and, additive Gaussian

noise is expected to be received. After the concurrent transmission the relay acquires a

noisy sum of the bits, from which it estimates the modulo-2 sum. Hence, for instance, is

supposed that the phase coded bit strings exactly superimpose on the RF channel at the

same time, such that the massage bits overall fit on top of each other, that is, however,

hard to establish in a real system implementation [51, 149].

In the remaining steps of the procedure [53] the Gaussian noise from channel output is

removed at the relay, so that the signal values found at the bit positions are mapped

to the outcome, creating with it the modulo-2 sum [53]. To achieve a reliable physical

layer network coding Nazer et al. suggest to append corresponding end-to-end error

correcting codes to the obtained modulo-2 sum, which overall is not going to diminish

the gained speed-up [53]. This strategy is conceived for more than two users described

for the first time in literature [161–163] in 2006. Since then progression is made by

deploying for instance algebraic structures such as nested lattice codes [57] to enable a

reliable and more robust concurrent transmission [53] without actually to deal with the

real environmental constraints defining the true function of the wireless medium or, to

approach the synchronization issue.

In the further elucidation of the works [53, 57], Nazer et al. provide for comparison

reasons the performances of the related network coding strategies indicating that nested

lattice codes performs best among the other schemes such as the analog and standard

wireless network coding (cf. survey [53] for an in-depth analysis, and references therein).

In our view the related works of the survey [53] can be categorized to be almost of the

kind of being theoretical frameworks implementing the two-way channel model in the

manner as we illustrated it in Figure 2.4 (c). The work of Katti et al. [149], however,

stands out among the various reported approaches, because it demonstrates its approach
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of Analog Network Coding (ANC) in practice, i.e., solving the two-way channel routing

in a real system implementation using software-defined radios6.

The idea of utilizing Analog Network Coding (ANC) is based on allowing phase coded

analog signals to superimpose on the wireless channel [149]. In particular, Minimum

Shift Keying modulation (MSK) and a reconstruction framework is employed, enabling

with it the concurrent transmission of two senders. According to Katti et al. [149] it

solves the two-way relay channel efficiently. After Alice and Bob transmit their MSK

encoded signals simultaneously, the relay node amplifies the superimposed signal, and

sends it back to Alice and Bob, where it is decoded. Since the message bits are en-

coded through phase differences, Alice and Bob use their own message to seek in the

interfered signal for the respective other message, which is done by reconstructing the

phase differences, i.e., solving consecutively equation systems with two unknowns [149].

Synchronization of the concurrent transmission is not required, since a rough overlap of

the two simultaneously sent signals is sufficient. In the contrary, the asynchrony is even

exploited for the decoding process [149]. In a real deployment using software-defined

radios Katti et al. [149] demonstrated the practicality of their ANC approach, indicating

that in comparison with the classical way of communication the network capacity is in-

creased by 70 % and, that in comparison with the standard wireless network coding it is

improved by 30 %. However, the ANC approach works only for two simultaneously send-

ing senders, that implies time consuming scheduling when more than two senders want

to communicate at the same time, diminishing possibly the cost advantage in contrast

to standard wireless network coding.

In this subsection we described all kinds of physical layer network coding, covering ap-

proaches, that use digital, as well analog network coding strategies. We also described

the spawned idea of utilizing the computation of linear functions over the wireless chan-

nel to improve network capacity. However, the idea that one can utilize the wireless

MAC not only for increasing data throughput within networks, but also for computing

mathematical functions in general, in the following we continue to elucidate this new

type of approach in more detail, i.e., how it extends the realm of computable linear

functions to nonlinear functions, and deals with the synchronization issue.

2.6.2 Analog Computing over Wireless Channels

In contrast to our previous elucidation about wireless network coding on the physical

layer, arranged to outperform traditional wireless communication and standard network

coding by applying, e.g., concurrent transmission, computation codes, analog signals

6A Software-Defined Radio (SDR) is a radio communication system implemented by means of software
on a computer or embedded hardware (cf.. Wikipedia entry [164] for more information).
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and algebraic structures, in the following we describe a novel approach of analog com-

puting over the wireless channel, targeting to perform WSN task directly on the wireless

MAC. Unlike physical layer network coding using algebraic structures, such as the finite

field Fq, computation coding and lattice codes [57], to enable a function computation

over the wireless channel, such as the modulo-q sum and real sum, the novel type of

approach [54] provided by Goldenbaum et al. applies directly the analog signal strength

to encode, e.g., sensor readings from WSN, such that analog computing can be carried

out over the wireless channel. This idea of using the signal strength Pk to encode sen-

sor values is implemented by mapping the sensing range X to the transmission power

range of the sensor nodes. Due to the linear superposition principle of electromagnetic

waves the addition of amplitudes between simultaneously sent signals is expected. For

example, in works [145, 146, 165] Goldenbaum et al. are proposing a such simple ana-

log computation scheme using predetermined power levels Pk to transmit and compute

desired functions over the wireless channel. By means of an example, in Figure 2.5

we illustrate the method from Goldenbaum et al. in a simplified form, showcasing the

addition of three signals with different power levels, which results into a superimposed

computing indicating the sum. Hence, the maximum amplitude of the received signal

carries the outcome of the analog computation. For the sake of simplicity, the signals

in the showcase have been set noise-free. According to Goldenbaum et al. [54], in a

real scenario for each mathematical function of interest intended to be computed over

the wireless channel, an individual error-correcting analysis must be made, and a pro-

cedure must be derived for removing the inherent background noise from computation

result [54, 152]. So far, for computing the arithmetic mean and geometric mean such

error correcting functions exist [54]. In contrast to the physical layer network coding

strategy the approach from Goldenbaum et al. requires merely a coarse block synchro-

nization [54]. However, it entails the challenge to estimate properly appropriate power

levels for all sent signals culminating at the receiver node. According to approach [54]

every sensor node 1, 2, . . . ,K generates before transmission a random unit norm transmit

sequence Sk(t) = (Sk1(t), Sk2(t), . . . , SkM (t))T ∈ CM with

Skm(t) =
1√
M
eiφkm(t), k = 1, . . . ,K; m = 1, . . . ,M

and φkm(t) is being uniformly and independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) between

[0, 2π). Further on, the sensor nodes require before transmission an instantaneous knowl-

edge about their block fading channel gain Hk, in order to determine the corresponding

transmission power Pk. In this issue, the fusion center initiates a pilot signal, such that

the sensor nodes can estimate their own fading channel coefficient. Then, during trans-

mission the sensor nodes invert their channel gain Hk and transmit their sequence Sk

(cf. Goldenbaum [54]).
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Figure 2.5: Showcasing the scheme for analog computation over the wireless
channel.

In contrast to physical layer network coding, where constructed computation codes are

used to enable concurrent transmission of signals to perform function computation over

the MAC, the analog coding scheme from Goldenbaum et al. [54] is based on signal

power, which exploits directly the additive superposition property of electromagnetic

waves. While physical layer network coding relies on establishing synchronization in

signal phase, the approach from Goldenbaum et al. is sensitive to signal power P , the

flat fading channel and background noise. Here, Goldenbaum et al. is providing an an-

alytical error-analysis for some special functions of interest, such as the computation

of arithmetic and geometric mean, and customizes corresponding error-correcting rules.

But, in our view the analog computation scheme [54] underestimates and neglects the

dynamic aspect of radio propagation and the electromagnetic interaction with coinci-

dently occurring environmental events, such as the sudden start of a rain fall, a truck

passes by, an environmental change through vegetation growth, or a simple door opening

is changing the signal path of propagation [1, 120, 149, 166], to name but a few. And,

when additionally a large-scaled WSN is called to carry out a computation over the

wireless channel, dozens of sensor nodes spread in a wide area need to be coordinated

and tuned exactly to the fusion center, such that all signal power levels first, repre-

sent the sensor readings correctly, and second, convolve to the desired channel output,

when transmitted simultaneously. That is, however, in our view a daunting task to be

achieved considering the aspiration to built a wireless function calculator, the so called

Computational MAC (CoMAC) [54].

The idea of analog computing in WSN using signal power levels has already been tested
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experimentally long before the published proposal by Goldenbaum et al., for instance,

Krohn and Hermann are reporting in their works [52, 166, pp.73-75] about estimat-

ing the number of active sensor nodes in a WSN based on exploiting the superposition

principle and the received signal power. In this experiment were up to 5 active sen-

sor nodes (transceiver devices) deployed to transmit in a range of 3 meters a constant

burst signal simultaneously. Based on the captured receiver signal the number of par-

ticipating devices are estimated. The evaluation of the experiment with 2000 trails and

different setups has shown, that in principle the number of active sensor nodes can be

estimated, but the estimation accuracy drops drastically, as the number of active devices

increases. Thus, in our view it is to be expected, that the implementation of Golden-

baum’s computation scheme in a real WSN scenario will face severe difficulties, such

that computation of functions over the wireless channel cannot be carried out properly,

as it will be required.

Reviewing the work from Goldenbaum [54], in our view the merit of this work lies

in utilizing the concept of analog computers7, which perform computation over the

electrical voltage power or nomographyically, and the extension of computable functions

over the wireless channel, i.e., the computation of linear and nonlinear functions using

preprocessing at the sensor nodes and post-processing at the sink node, as we described

it above. In addition, Goldenbaum provided the proof, that the linear structure of the

wireless channel can be exploited to implement the concept of a fully Computational

MAC (CoMAC) [54].

Since the work [54] from Goldenbaum et al. is facing all the practical issues, that also

analog computers exhibited before the emergence of digital computers, i.e., low com-

putation accuracy, inflexibility and expensive in implementation, maintenance, as well

programming [167]. And, in our view even worse, because the behavior of the wireless

medium is changing all the time, that cannot be handled properly [51, 52, 149], in con-

trast to this approach in the following subsection we present the work from Krohn [52]

approaching the idea of superimposed radio transmission through practicability.

2.6.3 Jam Signaling

Most of the related work, that we described above, propose rather theoretical frame-

works that aim to increase either network capacity or provide efficient computational

power for WSNs, than to actually investigating their approaches at bottom-up, i.e.,

implementing their idea of utilizing concurrent wireless transmission in a real technical

system. However, in the following we describe the work from Albert Krohn [51, 52],

7An introduction about analog computing can be find in textbook [167].
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who actually deployed superimposed radio transmission in real, and even more for low

resource WSNs. In particular, we are going to describe his approach Synchronous Dis-

tributed Jam Signaling (SDJS), that has found use in various WSN scenarios, such as

channel access, cooperative transmission, synchronization and data fusion [51, 52]. In

a nutshell, the SDJS communication mechanism is primarily designed for low resource

wireless sensor networks, that require no complex signal processing, no carrier or phase

synchronization. It is based on an ON and OFF keying modulation scheme which uses,

i.e., the power of a signal for encoding. As a matter of fact, the low hardware require-

ments, simplicity and simple design of the communication method from Albert Krohn

inspired our research in developing of novel radio transmission schemes using the prin-

ciple of superimposed information transfer, including our initial work using SDJS to

design a minimalistic polymer tag [168]. However, originally, the SDJS communication

scheme was introduced in work [1] with some follow-up of contributions, such as the

works [52, 169]. It enables within highly mobile and ad hoc wireless networks to esti-

mate the number of active devices in real time. The SDJS mechanism can be described

in short as a modulation scheme with superimposing and synchronous burst signaling

combined with a statistical evaluation. A further application of the SDJS scheme is

described in work [169], where an efficient method is presented for node localization in

wireless sensor networks.

In comparison with common radio communication schemes the SDJS operates differently.

For instance, data is not encoded and transmitted in the conventional way. But, it com-

municates information by sending a jam signal over the wireless channel in a randomly

drawn time slot. Within the WSN the SDJS method allows to estimate parameters

such as the number of present sensor nodes. In parallel, it enables to disseminate the

information to all listening devices. For instance, in operation the SDJS communication

starts with the broadcast of a start signal transmitting the burst to all participating

nodes. After this first step the transceiver nodes occupy within a fixed time frame one

slot with sending out a jam signal. Here, each node is choosing a time slot randomly

sending in it its jam signal, or tries to detect possible jam signals that were sent from

other participating devices. The occurrence of superimposition during jam signaling,

i.e., two or more senders jam the same time slot, is not considered as interference, be-

cause the SDJS is devised to handle in particular such occurrences. In processing of a

concurrent transmission with SDJS each transceiver node keeps two binary vectors. The

first vector carries a binary ’1’ for indicating the time position when to send the jam

signal, and ’0’ for indicating when to listen to the RF channel. And, the second vector

is used for recording the entire SDJS communication. It registers a binary ’1’ on time

positions when nodes transmitted or received a jam signal, otherwise a ’0’ is assigned

when no communication took place.
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Figure 2.6: Showcasing of the SDJS scheme with 32 time slots and 27 active nodes
transmitting a jam signal in a randomly drawn time slot. The receiver Rx
estimates the number of transmitters based on the received number of jammed
time slots using the SDJS approach [1] .

In Figure 2.6 we illustrate the SDJS scheme showing the transmission history of 27

devices. The SDJS scheme is in this example 32 time slots long, where each transmitter

Tx set the jam signaling once at a random time position. At the bottom line of Figure 2.6

we indicate the reception vector of each receiver node Rx. Based on the reception

vector the SDJS algorithm is designed to estimate statistically, e.g., how many senders

transmitted a jam signal [1], i.e., how many senders did say ’Yes’..

The mathematical procedure for evaluating the reception vector is based on the duck

hunter problem [1]. In a duck shooting scenario a number of k hunters (here k devices)

are waiting for a number of ducks (in correspondence to a number of s SDJS time slots)

to appear. The hunters are experienced, so that they need only one bullet (here to send

a jam signal) to shoot a duck down. When it comes to shooting into the flying ducks the

hunters have no time to negotiate, who of them to shoot at which duck. Therefore, the

outcome of the shooting results in a random number of killed ducks (number of received

jam signals), and with the possibility that a duck can be shot by several bullets (i.e., the

superimposition of two or more jam signals). In addition to the shooting scene, some of

the ducks can get lucky and get away (i.e., some of the time slots are not jammed). In

essence, the duck hunter problem discusses the issue of how many ducks will probably
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die. In the SDJS approach, however, the issue is discussed in particular of how many

hunters have participated at the shooting. The closed form of the mathematical solution

for the SDJS issue is based on modeling the maximum likelihood, that a posteriori a

number of jammers have in fact jammed a number of time slots out of the time frame [1].

Thus, the solution provides an estimation of the senders, that actually sent a jamming

signal, described by confidence interval or point estimation [1].

When we put SDJS in comparison with other approaches of the physical layer network

coding and CoMAC, that we described earlier, then we conceive that SDJS utilizes

the idea of ’embracing the interference’ differently, i.e., it is restricted to communicate

within the communicating users merely by ’Yes/No’ messages. This, however, seemingly

weakness is powerful, which provides plenty of solutions in terms of resource-restricted

sensing devices, minimalistic circuit design, simple communication and computation

scheme and reliable superimposed information transfer demonstrated by Krohn et al. [1,

41, 51, 52, 169]. However, despite of its success in various deployments on a real WSN

platform [166, 170], it is rather limited in terms of flexibility and computational power,

i.e., it is limited in implementing the paradigm of communicating functions over the

wireless channel and the concept of a CoMAC. In the following subsection we are going

to delve further into the analysis of the state-of-the-art and related work, and elucidate

that minimalistic devices with simple communication capabilities in combination with

the idea of ’inference’ 8 on the wireless RF channel must not be a contradiction.

2.6.4 Critical Discourse Analysis

In the particular approaches for implementing the ideas of a physical layer network cod-

ing and CoMAC, that we described previously, different coding and computation scheme

strategies were investigated, which can be roughly assigned in three categories. In the

one kind of approaches that follow the assumption, that synchronization issues between

communication partners are in principle technically solved and therefore, the superposi-

tion of signals at the phase and symbol level is enabled. For instance, specific transmit

symbols Wk sent from adjacent transmitter nodes can overlap in each other, to generate

functional code words without leading to an irreparable interference [53]. And, in the

second kind of approaches, the practical implementation issues are taken seriously, but

rely on exploiting physical quantities for encoding and computation. For instance, the

signal power or phase is used to map real values of sensor readings onto signal power

levels or phase differences [54, 149], implementing with it the concepts of analog comput-

ing [167] or Analog Network Coding (ANC) [156], knowingly to face serious susceptibility

to an error-prone channel output. The deployment of multi-antennas to attain accurate

8Embrace interference to get inference.
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Channel State Information (CSI) about the surroundings, and applying specified rules

to denoise the channel output from a priori anticipated and modeled computation er-

ror (cf. Goldenbaum [54]), does not necessarily guarantee correctly acquired function

computation results, because harsh environmental influence and unknown sources of

noise generators are leading to one wireless medium, that is rather unpredictable than

it can be properly modeled to get a CoMAC [52, 120, 149, 166]. The third kind of ap-

proaches are those of which accept only key principles for their construction, if they are

implementable from the view of an engineer. For example, Krohn [51, 52] deploys key

principles such as the use of a burst signal to jam a time slot, and use of a mathematical

framework which guarantees a deterministic output.

In respect to the category of physical layer network coding the objective is primarily to

maximize the information flow in sensor networks, in order to outperform traditional

wireless communications and standard network coding [53]. However, most of the works,

describing different physical layer network coding strategies, report rather about theo-

retical insights and various frameworks for function type computation via the wireless

channel (cf. Nazer et al. [53, 57, 144] and Keller et al. [171]), than to make a reality-

check, as it is done for standard wireless network coding9, e.g., by Katti et al. [156, 158],

which indicates fluctuating performance gain of few percent and several folds between

theory and practice.

Taken as a whole, the work from Nazar and Gastpar [57, 144] (known as Computation

over Media Access Control (CoMAC), respective, computation coding for sensor net-

works) is an information theoretical dispute of how the wireless channel can be mostly

exploited to communicate of desired functions over the physical MAC layer. Their pro-

posal for implementing CoMAC requires a perfect symbol and phase synchronization of

signals, that is in practice hard to achieve [51, 52, 149]. However, their work provides

key principles in computation coding, distributed computation and coding strategies to

analyze the capacity of such networks with a CoMAC. An important result of Nazer et

al. [57, 144] yields, that if the linear property of the physical wireless channel matches to

a desired mathematical function, then the simultaneous access of sensor nodes, i.e., the

concurrent transmission of sensory data and computation can be exploited profitably,

i.e., by using the wireless channel as a ’calculator’. In this case the sink node acquires the

outcome of a function computation instantaneously. In relation to the analog CoMAC

from Goldenbaum [54], the works from Nazer et al. [53, 57] provide a digital CoMAC,

which is limited to the computation of linear functions. However, the implementation of

9As a reminder, in Figure 2.4 (b) we illustrated by means of the two-way relay example the standard
wireless network coding and, in Figure 2.4 (c) we illustrated concurrent transmission, which includes
physical layer network coding.
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the concept for analog computing over the wireless channel (analog CoMAC) after all,

extended the computation capability to nonlinear functions [54, 152].

Considering the various concepts and approaches of the related work with their practical

flaws in design and limitation in application to enable a real world CoMAC, is it possible

at all to establish a technical system, that is on the one hand robust, accurate and reliable

in terms of wireless function computation, and on the other hand, that is powerful as the

framework of an analog CoMAC? Our answer is ’Yes’, as we will demonstrate it based on

our wireless communication and computation schemes, i.e., code-based and time-based

Collective Communications, that we are going to describe in chapter 3 and chapter 6.

Furthermore, based on the key principles for engineering of low-resource sensing devices

with simple communication capability from Albert Krohn [51, 52], it allowed us to

develop minimalistic and printable polymer tags (cf. chapter 5), and resource-restricted

wireless sensor nodes (cf. chapter 7).

In contrast to the related work, which apply mostly physics to construct coding and

computation schemes for building a CoMAC, our mechanisms are derived mathemat-

ically, i.e., we use the framework of Vector Symbolic Architecture (VSA) [172] and,

exploit stochastic laws with respect to poisson-distributed burst signaling, in order to

perform concurrent transmission and function computation over the wireless channel.

In addition, our approach allows an ultra light-weighted hardware design, such that

resource-limited IoT nodes for application-specific tasks can be implemented straight-

forward. For instance, in the light of the demand on ultra-low cost devices with simple

wireless communication capabilities, in this dissertation some solutions for minimalistic

printable polymer tags and resource-restricted IoT sensing devices will be provided.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter we provided the background and related work to this dissertation, which

comprises the introduction of Intelligent Environments (IE) and its implementation with

current Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, as well state-of-the-art wireless communi-

cations. In our realization we elucidated the economic issue of Si-based technology being

applied in a widespread deployment manner and, in opposition to that, we described

practical limitations of current polymer electronics targeting to become economically

viable, as well to create new applications in pervasive systems and ubiquitous comput-

ing. In our findings we made out that traditional wireless communications may not

be suitable for the Internet of Things (IoT) in relation to Printed Electronics (PE),

resource-restricted IoT devices, as well as their expected massive amount of deployment

in IE. Therefore, we extended our review to current wireless communication research,
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which investigates the idea of utilizing superimposed radio transmission, targeting to

increase information flow in wireless networks through network coding and computa-

tion of functions over the wireless channel. We revealed that most of the related work

provide theoretical insights about performance gain with respect to communication and

computation capacity, without actually to investigate their frameworks with respect to

practicability. However, few works exist that implemented their approach in reality.

These, however, are featuring limitations in terms of performance, versatility, flexibility

and general applicability.

All in all, we assessed the hardware complexity for printable IoT devices with few hun-

dreds of transistors, that can be manufactured in a mass production, and put this

constraint as a rule of thumb for our upcoming work. To this end, we learned the key

principles of an engineer to build low-resource sensing devices utilizing the idea of super-

imposed radio transmission. Further, in our dispute with the related work we learned

the concept of Computation over the MAC (CoMAC), describing the tools for enabling

the communication and computation of linear and nonlinear functions over the wireless

channel.

With the insights and perception we gained in this related work analysis, in the following

upcoming work we will make a deep use of it, and come up with solutions that are both,

practical and powerful.
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Chapter 3

Code-Based Collective

Communications for Dense

Sensing Environments

In the background chapter 2 we stated, that Intelligent Environments (IE) are mostly

implemented with RFID and WSN technologies using conventional connection-based

communications. However, we also stated, that connection-based communications may

impede progress towards Intelligent Environments and the Internet of Things involving

massive amounts of RFID labels and sensing devices. In this chapter we start straight

away with charting a field of more suitable technologies for communication in IE and

IoT, which we call collective transmission methods. The idea of collective transmission

is to establish communication not between single senders and single receivers but be-

tween collectives of senders and receivers, by making use of constructive interference

of simultaneously sent signals. In particular, we detail how the collective transmission

approach can be realized for a concrete application scenario: item-level tagging using

printed organic electronics. We describe an algorithm that can be realized on very sim-

ple tags. With a testbed implementation (that we specifically designed to operate in

the Low Frequency (LF) domain, and created to foster a development of code-based

superimposed radio transmission, cf. chapter 4), we show that the Collective Communi-

cations algorithm can realize robust, collective, approximate read-out of more than 20

simultaneously sent signals. The content of this chapter is referring for the most part

on our seminal work we published in the scientific contributions [59, 173].
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3.1 Introduction

To realize the vision of Intelligent Environments (IE) with the Internet of Things (IoT),

massive amounts of sensor data need to be processed in a spatially distributed way. Com-

munication in Intelligent Environments is mostly implemented using RFID and WSN

technologies with conventional connection-based communications. However, connection-

based communications may be unsuitable for IE scenarios involving massive amounts

of relatively simple sensing devices. The IoT paradigm implemented conventionally de-

ploys in practice massive amounts of sensors collecting and storing massive amounts of

raw sensor and meta data continuously, such that an identification of relevant informa-

tion and information retrieval, as well a building of context-awareness in IEs represents

a challenge [28] leading to scrutinize the system design of conventional IoT itself. The

key issues of present-day IoT technologies can be recapped by high communication and

computational load, high maintenance costs, resource exhaustive and power hungry de-

vices. The deployment of a battery to empower a device is degrading to the environment

despite of a long lifespan a battery-operated device is indicating (cf. our discussion in

chapter 2). In the following chapter we are going to point at a spectrum of more suitable

technologies for communication in Intelligent Environments and the Internet of Things,

which we call collective transmission methods. The idea of collective transmission is to

establish communication not between single senders and single receivers but between

collectives of senders and receivers. We focus our discussion on a simple, yet practically

relevant and soon realizable application example from the domain of next generation

business process management technologies: item level tagging using extremely low-cost

tags implemented with printed organic electronics. In particular, we are going to de-

rive a code-based Collective Communications suitable for dense sensing environments,

needed for example in supply chains.

The main part of this chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.2 we introduce the

area of supply chain management as a typical application example for dense sensing,

identification and tracking of radio tagged commodities, everyday things and items. In

section 3.3 we introduce our general approach of Collective Communications for such

dense sensing environments, and discuss its potential for wider applicability. In sec-

tion 3.4, we explore the practical realization of the scenario with our approach. And,

with our printed electronics test bed, that we developed to mimic OE smart labels and

evaluate devised collective transmission methods, in section 3.5 we present and discuss

our experimentally gained evaluation results.
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3.2 Smart Supply Chain Management: An Example

Store houses, factories, and retail stores are very likely to be among the first Intelligent

Environments deploying the concept of Internet of Things. Many business processes

can be automated and optimized using item-level tagging [46, 174]. When individual

items can be uniquely identified, functions, such as registration of goods received, quality

control and in-store processes can be implemented more efficiently:

• Goods received: When a pallet with goods arrives, the receiving company usu-

ally checks if the right amount and the right goods were delivered. Using item-level

tagging, a system can identify which products are packed in a pallet, and com-

pare the quantities and the product identifiers with those in the advanced shipping

notification.

• Quality control: After checking that a pallet contains the right amount of goods,

one checks if the delivered goods fulfill a certain set of quality standards [175].

The data from item-level sensors can be queried to check if for instance a certain

temperature threshold is exceeded.

• In-store processes: Using item-level tagging, retailers can automatically check

whether there are enough goods in the shelves [176]. Also, retailers can check

if goods are arranged in a correct way in the shelves, by checking compliance to

predefined layout plans, so called planograms [177].

Item-level tagging does not only allow automatization, it also allows more efficient im-

plementation of processes. For instance, the temperature within a pallet with goods

may be distributed unevenly during transport and may display different dynamics [178].

Because of that, tagging the complete pallet with only a single smart label captures an

incomplete view of the transportation process. As a result, a group of packages in an

area that has been over-heated may remain undiscovered if it is far enough from the

smart label monitoring the temperature. With item-level tagging this could be avoided,

as packages would be monitored individually.

Even though such processes can be efficiently automated and optimized using item-level

tagging, item-level data is mostly only needed on a technical level to implement the

processes themselves. Many of the processes do not require item-level data but some

function computable from item-level data. For instance, for quality control it is in most

cases sufficient to know if a pallet is OK or not. If it is, it can be further processed.

However, if it does not pass the test, goods might be checked individually before the

whole pallet would be sent back.
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This scenario makes a strong case for sensing environments using collective communica-

tion. Collective communication not only makes the communication process simpler, it

also facilitates data processing. This is exemplified using the quality control process:

• Simpler process: Using item-level tagging without collective communication in-

volves repeatedly scanning the pallet from different positions, for example with an

RFID reader. This is mainly because physical interferences [179] prevent multiple

smart labels from being read with one readout. Using collective communication,

only one readout is needed, thus making the process simpler and faster to execute.

• Simpler data processing: When using item-level tagging without collective

communication, the reader device will send the data it gathers to another system

where data processing takes place, such as an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

system or an Inventory Management System. This system will eliminate duplicate

readings and check if the data fulfills predefined standards, for instance, if the

temperature of each of the up to 1000 items is below a certain threshold. After that,

the system will decide whether the pallet needs further inspection. With collective

communication, the aggregated information on the communication channel can be

evaluated directly, on the reader itself, to decide if the pallet is OK. Only one

reading instead of up to 1000 readings has to be processed.

The vision of item-level tagging comes closer to its realization with organic printed elec-

tronics (OE). Organic printed smart labels will be capable of recording sensor data such

as temperature, humidity or light exposure. Organic smart label technology promises

ultra low-cost massive deployment in industry, food, pharmaceutics, healthcare and con-

sumer markets, as tags can simply be printed on packages.

Production of organic electronic circuits can be faster, cheaper and simpler than RFID,

as industrial standard printers can be used instead of dust-free fabrication facilities

needed for silicon-based electronics, allowing massive deployment [37]. However, printed

electronics cannot compete in terms of performance, reliability, and size with RFID.

Applications for organic printed smart labels are, for instance, in cost sensitive retail:

super markets have on average a shrinkage of 2.77% per year [180]. This is a significant

amount as the average profit margin is only 1.10%. The percentage of perishable goods

amounts to 30%, causing more than 56% of the entire shrinkage [181] by spoilage. The

principal reasons for spoilage are expired products or interrupted cold chains within

supply chains from the manufacturer to the retail stores. A key scenario for the first

organic printed electronics is therefore temperature monitoring in logistics and supply
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Reader

Figure 3.1: A typical application scenario for item level tagging in supply chain
management: pallets are investigated by a screening device.

chain management, and first destructive binary organic temperature sensors have been

developed [78].

In the following, we assume a scenario of a pallet arriving at a storage facility. The

pallet contains a large number of items, which are checked for the maximal temperatures

measured during transport for quality control. We are interested in two specific tests:

- binary query: have any items been exposed to a certain temperature?

- proportion query: how many items have been exposed to a given temperature?

In case of cold chains, for instance, a pallet could be rejected if a certain temperature

threshold has been exceeded during transport. For some good and if temperatures were

not too high, goods could still be sold at a discount, reducing the financial damage.

Moreover, these checks would allow the transport company to detect failures of the

cooling system in a truck early and avoid successive damaging of goods. 3.1 shows

our application scenario for readout of item level tagging in supply chain management.

Pallets are investigated by a screening device, which can process the compound signal

received from the simultaneously sending tags attached to goods in packages piled up

on the pallet.
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3.3 General Approach

The general problem we study here is how to obtain information from a set of simulta-

neously sending nodes, in our scenario the tags attached to goods on the pallet. We aim

to request from the pallet which proportion of tags measured which values. In principle,

this could be done by querying tags individually using any of the well-established pro-

tocols. Implementing protocols that assign a distinct channel to each sender however is

not feasible in our scenario, since the senders need to be simple and we assume a large

number of senders.

For these reasons, we suggest to use novel collective, approximate versions of the tradi-

tional multiple access techniques of time division, frequency division, or code division

(TDMA, FDMA, CDMA). The SDJS approach of Krohn [1] for counting the number

of senders, for instance, can be viewed as a collective, approximate version of TDMA:

all tags send a single burst signal in a random time slot of a given base interval and

the reader then statistically analyzes from the number of filled time slots, how many

tags there might have been. Similar time-slot techniques could be used by the reader

to ask the pallet, whether a certain value was measured and even how many tags have

measured a certain value.

In a similar way as SDJS but using code division instead of time division, our goal was

to develop an algorithm that can statistically analyze the superimposed signals from all

tags on the pallet and estimate which proportion of senders sent which value. While

time slots and frequencies can encode ranges of values particularly well, our code-based

method can be generalized to encode any type of value.

CDMA is based on bit sequences c that are shared between a sender S and a receiver R.

A bit sequence v is sent from S as s = c ⊕ v, where ⊕ is the bitwise exclusive or. The

receiver extracts v from s by computing v = s⊕ c. The double application of ⊕c cancels

out c and v is regained. Simultaneous connections between a number of senders Si

and corresponding receivers Ri can then be achieved: simultaneous transmission yields

the superimposed signal as the sum s = s1 + s2 + . . . + sn of signals si sent, since the

amplitudes of synchronized signals of the same frequency are approximately added to

each other when the bit sequences si are sent.

The resulting signal s is similar to each of the original signals si, where similarity can be

based on various distance metrics on bit sequences v, w ∈ {0, 1}n, e.g., on the Hamming

distance:

dH(v, w) =

n∑
i=1

|vi − wi|. (3.1)
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The similarity can then be defined by choosing a threshold Tn suitable for the length of

the vectors n. Two bit sequences v, w ∈ {0, 1}n are called similar if they differ only in

a small number Tn of bits:

v ∼ w def⇔ dH(v, w) ≤ Tn.

A number of pairs of senders and receivers can thus communicate via codes ci. If the

codes ci are chosen so as to be orthogonal (dH(v, w) = 0), or at least sufficiently different

(dH(v, w) � n) from each other, this entails that we can obtain vi from s by applying

v′i = s ⊕ ci. The result v′i is similar to vi so that vi can then be regenerated from v′i,

using error correcting codes. Codes ci can be generated so as to be orthogonal, however,

sufficiently long random bit sequences, are also suitable: statistical theory suggests that

the probability to obtain two random bit sequences of low similarity is higher, the longer

the sequences are.

The key properties employed in this encoding are the notions of similarity and difference

and of similarity preserving operations and distancing operations: addition is an opera-

tion that preserves similarity, whereas ⊕ but also the circular bitwise shift are distancing

operations, which make their result different from both its operands. CDMA uses the

⊕ci encoding to ensure that the signals si sent are sufficiently different, and thus not

mixed during simultaneous transmission.

In our scenario, we only need to ensure that different values transmitted can be retrieved

from the superimposed signal. Moreover, the individual tags are much too simple and

their number n is too large, as to allow for any complex protocol or encoding mechanism

to be implemented. We therefore directly encode numerical values using a single random

bit vector z0 shared by all tags and the receiver. We obtain sufficiently different codes

zi for numerical values i by circularly shifting z0 by the amount of i bit, since shifting

is a distancing operation. In this way, a single bit vector z0 ∈ {0, 1}n can be used to

encode n values.

The received signal s = s1 + s2 + . . .+ sn is then simply a sum of encoded numbers zi,

directly encoding the multi-set of measured values. If three tags, for instance, send the

values {7, 8, 12} the received signal would be s = z7 + z8 + z12. The receiver can now

check the similarity between s and any value zi by simply testing s ∼ zi.

Using this method, we can already resolve the binary query outlined in 3.2, to check

whether some goods have been exposed to a temperature higher than a given threshold.

In many cases, however, an estimation of how many tags sent which of the values is

needed (proportion query). One way to do this is Least Squares Estimation (LSE), as

we will show in more detail in the next section. The algorithm for the reader and tags

can then be realized:
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1. Tags come initialized with a register t set to the minimum temperature 0, and

transmit code z set to z0

2. Each tag measures its environment continuously over a longer duration: if the

measured value is m > t, then

(a) it sets t := m.

(b) it shifts the code z accordingly, that is: set z := zt.

3. Reader sends start signal to tags.

4. Tags send their respective z.

5. Reader receives overlayed signal s:

(a) Binary Query:

i. Set S := ∅.

ii. For each possible value zi:

if zi ∼ s then S := S ∪ {zi}.

(b) Proportion Query: For each value z ∈ S: use Least Squares Estimation

(LSE) to compute proportion of contribution of z:

i. Generate linear equation system for the found values zi ∈ S.

ii. Estimate parameters ai so that error is minimal.

iii. Set M := {(ai, zi)|s =
∑

zi∈S ai ∗ zi}.

(c) Output: return M .

In an actual printed electronics implementation, the register t and the variable z of steps

1 and 2 would be combined. It would be possible, for instance, to implement the two

steps with a destructive, physical temperature sensor that shifts a start/stop pointer

forward along the fixed random vector z0 in response to higher measured temperatures

(3.2). When the readout signal is sent the tag can then respond correctly by sending

from start point to end point.

3.4 Collective Transmission

We now discuss the details of our implementation of the algorithm. The architecture

of our instrumental set-up consists of n wireless sensor nodes (the tags) and a sink

node (the reader) processing the received signal (see Figure 3.3). The data transmission
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Figure 3.2: A model of a simple tag using a destructive, physical temperature
sensor (gray and white bar): the start/stop pointer is shifted forward along the
fixed random vector z0 as increasing temperatures permanently alter the material
of the sensor (grey). When a readout signal is received the correspondingly
shifted vector would be transmitted.

Figure 3.3: Principle of collective transmission. Each sensor node reached by an
external trigger signal is transmitting its binary sequence at the same time. Based
on the different number of ’1’s in each time slot different maximal amplitudes are
generated. On the receiver side, the superimposed binary sequence is captured.

of the sensor nodes is triggered through an external signal (step 3) as in the case of

RFID tagging. After initiating the transmission process each node in the sensor field

is transmitting its measured sensory value simultaneously. The bit vector encoding a

measured value v to be sent is transmitted in step 4 by a node sending out a sinusoidal

signal in a time slot if in the sequence of bits a ’1’ occurs, otherwise it keeps silent.

In Figure 3.3 a possible scenario is depicted. When two or more nodes are simultane-

ously transmitting a sinusoidal signal, the signal components interfere on the channel

and are received in a superposition by a receiver. Consequently, the amplitude of the

superimposed electromagnetic waves is either intensified or becomes less intense.

In Figure 3.4 an example of a superposition between three sine waves is shown. The

amplitude strength depends on the number of participating nodes, their individual trans-

mission power, the dominance of the line of sight components to the scattered multi-path

signal components and the distance between receiver and sensor nodes. During the trans-

mission of the bit sequences from the n sensor nodes, the maximum can therefore vary

in each time slot making measurement of the strength of the signal difficult. An example

for a received raw signal is depicted in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: The superposition principle: s(t) is a superimposed signal generated by
three sine signals s1(t), s2(t) and s3(t). The sine signals are chosen slightly
different from each other in frequency, phase and amplitude strength, i.e.,
fs1 = 16 Hz, fs2 = 18 Hz and fs3 = 20 Hz. Thus, when two or more waves
traverse the same space, the amplitude at each point is the sum of the amplitudes
of the individual waves.

By detecting the maximal amplitude in each time slot a vector of maximal amplitudes

is created on the receiver side (Figure 3.6, step 5), which is then used to extract the

sensory information of the collective information transmission.

For encoding values, we chose a 100-bit-long random vector z0 in such a way that zi � zj

for i 6= j. The vector thus allows robust encoding of 100 values by shifting. Moreover,

the relatively long random sequence makes it possible to benefit from statistical methods

for robust retrieval of vectors from the superimposed signal. By statistical properties,

a noisy version of a random vector may differ in more than a third, and it is still

recognizable [172].

The main steps of the algorithm, the binary query (step 5a) and the proportion query

(step 5b), have distinct applications. The binary query is a simple and highly reliable

method to find out whether a value has been sent at all. The proportion query uses this
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Figure 3.5: Raw data of a superimposed signal caused by 21 transducers
transmitting different binary sequences simultaneously. The signal length is set to
100 time slots.

Figure 3.6: Quantification of the superimposed signal shown in Figure 3.5. In each
time slot the maximal amplitude is detected and visualized by a single bar.

information to additionally compute which percentage of senders have sent a certain

value.

3.4.1 Binary Query

The advantage of collective information transmission is that we can get sensory infor-

mation at once in an environmental monitoring application. Often one is not interested

in single sensory values, but rather in estimating the state of a sensor field, by detecting
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whether or not a certain property is present. The Hamming distance has the prop-

erty of being suitable to identify vectors contained in a received superimposed signal.

For calculating the Hamming distance between two vectors v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn), w =

(w1, w2, . . . , wn) ∈ [0, 1]n ⊂ Rn equation (3.1) also applies. However, if two vectors are

not in the interval [0, 1] ⊂ R they need to be normalized. For measuring the difference

between a measured input vector v ∈ Rn and an expected vector w ∈ Rn, we normalize

to the maximal amplitudes Av = maxi vi and Aw = maxiwi, yielding the generalized

definition:

dH(v, w) =
n∑
i=1

| vi
Av
− wi
Aw
|.

The similarity can then be defined by

v ∼ w def⇔ dH(v, w)/n < Tn,

where Tn is a threshold suitable for the length of the vectors n.

In practice the usage of the Hamming distance has its limits [172], the Hamming metric

is applicable only if small sets of different vectors are added. The more vectors are used

to encode entities, the lower the probability of identification. With large sets of different

signals, synchronization issues become more critical and noise increases. However, the

method still scales with larger numbers of nodes that transmit a small set of values, as

in collective transmission. While noise also increases in the case of a large number of

nodes, especially due to synchronization issues, values still were still detected reliably in

our testbed.

3.4.2 Proportion Query

Using binary query alone the following applications can already be realized

• detection of an abnormality, for instance, the pallet containing perished goods,

• detection of the presence of classes A,B,C indicate temperature intervals, such as

A = [0...8]◦, B = [10...25]◦, C = [26...100]◦.

However, the capabilities of the system can be extended considerably when we can esti-

mate the proportions of the classes A,B,C, e.g., computing the percentages of senders

in the classes as A = 30%, B = 60%, C = 10%.

To realize the proportion query, a mathematical formalization of the superposition prin-

ciple combined with the statistical mechanism is required. Thus, the first step is to

collect the possible vectors si that can be sent in a matrix A. Therefore, let
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A = (s1s2 · · · sM ) =



1 0 · · · 0

0 1 · · · 1

1 0 · · · 1
...

...
. . .

...

0 1 · · · 0


be an N ×M matrix that contains the M vectors s1, s2, · · · , sM of length N .

The modeling of superposition is based on a linear system, which is additive and homo-

geneous. Hence, the physical model is given by the linear system

z(a1s1 + a2s2 + a3s3 + · · ·+ aMsM ) = y , (3.2)

where the parameters ai ∈ R indicate the number of sensor nodes that have sent out the

binary sequence si ∈ {0, 1}N . The variable y ∈ RN contains the recorded N maximal

amplitudes of the N time slots, cf. Figure 3.6 the received collective information trans-

mission. To adapt the model to the reality numerically, a trade-off is required, which is

expressed by z ∈ R.

In the implementation, the first step is to solve the linear system in (3.2) without con-

sidering z, i.e.,

â1s1 + â2s2 + â3s3 + · · ·+ âMsM = y . (3.3)

In the second step the solution â = (â1, · · · , âM )T of the linear system and the number

of the participating sensor nodes is used to calculate the trade-off z. The number of the

sensor nodes is usually not known. We therefore operate with percentages of senders,

and assume the number of sensor nodes n to be 100 in the following. If the number of

senders is known, n can be set accordingly.

z =
n∑M
i=1 âi

.

Finally, the solution of the parameters a = (a1, · · · , aM ) can be estimated as

ai = âiz for i = 1, · · · ,M .

The component ai of the solution vector a then gives the estimated percentage of sensor

nodes transmitting the bit sequence vi.

Assuming uncorrelated measurements and equal Gaussian error σ2, the parameters in

a = (a1, · · · , aM ) can be estimated by using linear least squares estimation. Thus, the
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preliminary solution is given by evaluating

â = (ATA)−1 · (AT y) .

Afterwards, the output vector â is used to get the final estimation of a by applying

a = zâ, where a, â ∈ RN and z ∈ R, as described above.

3.5 Evaluation

3.5.1 Organic Electronics Testbed

According to studies on the constraints of printed organic electronics [37, 182], organic

electronics will behave and develop very differently from traditional electronics. Thus, for

testing purposes, we created thirty transducers on PCB with off-the-shelf components,

which conform to the constraints of organic electronics and in this manner mimic their

behavior. The operating transmission frequency is set to 135 kHz, because tests have

shown that an analog oscillator of the transducer is generating a stable sinusoidal signal

in this low frequency domain when using a small number of electronic components.

Additionally, it is considered that first working printed circuits will be operating in the

lower frequency domain. In chapter 4 we are going to describe the entire experimental

platform in detail. In principal, however, our Organic Electronics (OE) testbed consists

of the mentioned transducers, a loop antenna operating in the Low Frequency (LF)

domain, a 2D-sheet [2, 183–185] for empowering and controlling the transducers, and two

Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) devices [186] connected to a PC building

together a base station. With respect to the transducer devices, we equipped them with

sensors, switches, control lamps, a programmable micro-controller and the ability to

receive and transmit wireless signals. To be able to work with the OE reader platform

we developed a Software-defined Radio (SDR) running on the PC. We enabled the

SDR to be able to initiate a read out of the transducer devices, process superimposed

radio transmissions, and visualize results of the readings. In chapter 4 we unveil our

printed electronics testbed entirely by describing the buildup and operation of the reader

platform, showing schematic and circuit layout of the transducer we are using to mimic

envisioned OE smart labels. In addition, in chapter 4 we present fundamental outcomes

of basic superimposed broad cast tests.

In relation to evaluate our CC approach described in this chapter, we explicitly chose

to mimic a monitoring scenario in which the sensors are observing some environmen-

tal parameter, and the base station is reading out the measurements from all sensor

devices placed on the 2D-sheet simultaneously. The monitoring of perishable goods in
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a cold chain is such an example that we mimic with the OE reader platform. In the

following experiments we illustrate the performance and robustness of our code-based

CC approach using the OE testbed.

3.5.2 Testbed Experiment

3.5.2.1 Experiment Design

To provide proper evaluation results to our CC approach proposed in section 3.4, we

setup the transducers to transmit a certain bit sequence corresponding to a certain value.

In this way, we conducted the evaluation under realistic and controlled conditions. In the

experiment realization we programmed the values into the transducers, but in execution

the collective information transmission (step 4 and 5) took place as in the case of a real

environmental monitoring scenario. In this way, we arranged several different setups in

which the position and vector sent by transducers were varied.

To create the required bit vectors for encoding temperature values, we first generated a

100-bit long equally distributed pseudo-random bit vector. Then the randomly drawn

binary vector was circularly bit-wise shifted to encode further values, as described in

section 3.3. With respect to circuitry design for organic printed smart labels the circular

bit-wise shifting operator was used for testing, as it would be cost-efficient to print tags

with only one vector, but synchronization problems could be critical in this case, leading

to false values being read.

The choice for using a specific 100-bit long vector was based on preliminary study.

Hence, we chose carefully the relatively small bit-length of the vector z0. Based on

empirical tests, we found out, that the use of higher dimensional binary vectors did not

improve or make the performance worse, whereas with the use of lower dimensionality

the performance suffers. Moreover, it is possible to encode 100 numerical values using

the shifting method with this vector. In our experiments the transducers were placed

on the 2D-sheet densely reflecting the intended usage scenario (cf. Figure 3.1).

Through the circular bit-wise shifting operator 100 different temperature classes can

be established, however with maximally seven possible different values being used in

our instrumental setup, we limited our evaluation to a comparison of only these seven

possible classes. We tested all 15 different settings possible. For each setting, ten trials

were executed and evaluated. The testing environment was part of the TecO student

computing lab, and experiments were conducted during regular usage of the facilities.
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3.5.2.2 Results

In Table 3.1 we show our evaluation results. The first column describes the setting by

chosen values and transducers. For example a setting of 21 describes the trials where all

21 transducers sent the same value and a setting of 9,6,6 means nine transducers sent a

value A, six send a value B and the remaining six send a value C. Column two presents

the average amount of correctly recognized temperature values using the binary query

algorithm exclusively. Column three shows the mean error with respect to the seven

possible classes for each set of trials when the proportion query algorithm was applied.

When comparing against all 100 possible values (fourth column), the mean error is again

considerably lower between 0.01% and 1.16%.

Table 3.1: Results

Proportion Query

Setting Binary Query (mean error per class)

(accuracy) 7 classes 100 classes

21 88.57% 1.77% 0.0001%
18.3 89.05% 1.70% 0.3963%
15.6 91.90% 1.22% 0.1359%
12.9 97.62% 0.34% 0.0579%

15.3.3 90.00% 1.56% 0.5585%
12.6.3 89.05% 1.63% 0.5199%
9.9.3 89.05% 1.56% 0.3796%
9.6.6 82.38% 2.52% 0.1277%

12.3.3.3 82.86% 2.52% 0.9124%
9.6.3.3 82.38% 2.45% 0.6107%
6.6.6.3 80.95% 2.59% 0.3811%

9.3.3.3.3 80.00% 3.13% 0.6047%
6.6.3.3.3 85.71% 2.11% 0.6991%

6.3.3.3.3.3 80.00% 2.99% 1.1610%
3.3.3.3.3.3.3 79.52% 2.79% 0.9540%

3.5.3 Discussion

The experiments suggest, that collective information transmission is possible. The sim-

ple algorithm already yields results that would be acceptable for a range of applications,

such as estimating whether a pallet has been damaged during transport. For the given

number of maximally seven values fixed in the experiments, the simple communication

scheme seemingly is robust enough. The different classes of sensory information sent

in a collective information transmission are reliably detected, and the number of the

senders, which have sent the same sensory information are estimated with an averaged
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error of 2.06% in comparison with seven classes. Problems of the deployed testbed are

its still low number of senders when compared to the pallet scenario of 1000 tags. More-

over, conditions in the testbed are presumably much better than in a pallet. Different

packaging materials and larger distances could increase synchronization problems.

3.6 Summary

We outlined a novel approach for communication between large numbers of senders a

single receiver. This method of collective readout was shown to be a robust, collective,

approximate communication method for reading out massive amounts of sensor nodes by

combining communication with computation on the channel. We described and tested an

implementation to realize collective read-out that can be realized in an efficient manner

on very simple tags. The experiments suggest the general feasibility of this mechanism in

the economically meaningful scenario of item-level tagging for next-generation business

process support.

However, our results have further reaching consequences. While computation on the

channel has been advocated previously on theoretical grounds, its practical use for In-

telligent Environments and the Internet of Things was so far questionable, as experimen-

tal results regarding robustness to noise and inaccurate synchronization under realistic

conditions were missing. The implementation of the proposed collective transmission

method, however, has shown that statistical methods can be employed to improve tol-

erance to noise and phase shifts.

The robustness of collective transmission comes from the use of random vector encodings

of numerical values. In our example application, collective transmission makes it possible

to communicate simultaneously with the complete pallet. Collective transmission does

not aim to communicate with individual senders but with the collective. The transmitted

signal, the sum of all transmissions, is an approximate representation of a multi-set of

values. Future works will further elaborate such construction of representations through

collective transmission. A disadvantage of the simple example scenario is its centralized

architecture: Intelligent Environments with massive amounts of sensor nodes should not

rely on a central processing unit, and instead employ the spatial distribution of nodes.

Approaches on distributed representations and computations, such as Vector Symbolic

Architectures (VSA) [172], can further guide this work. Collective transmission and

read-out could be fundamental building blocks for realizing distributed intelligence.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Platform for

Simultaneous Wireless

Transmission

In the previous chapter we presented Collective Communications (CC) for dense sensing

environments, that we developed to read-out printable smart RFID labels collectively

and simultaneously. To evaluate our CC approach we created a testbed with 30 sensing

devices able to mimic behavior of OE smart labels. With regard to low-performing

and not yet fully available OE hardware technology, we designed in particular a reader

system testbed to accelerate prototyping towards developing high performance wireless

communications for OE smart labels. In the following chapter we unveil our OE reader

system testbed in detail, and demonstrate its features by means of broadcast tests.

4.1 Introduction

Considering the last decades, OE technology is advanced to different levels of matured

fabrication processes (see, e.g., OE-A road map [32, 37] or [187]), but it is not yet fully

available for mass printing [188] of electronic devices, or to create and print electronic

devices with high circuit complexity of high quality and fidelity [182, 189, 190]. However,

the implementation of conventional wireless communications requires a high degree of

circuit complexity [30], that is not yet implementable using current state-of-the-art OE

technology [32, 187, 190]. In order to overcome these technical barriers that OE is fea-

turing, in the previous chapter we presented Collective Communications (CC) developed

to read-out printable smart RFID labels of low hardware complexity. To evaluate our

CC approach we created a testbed with 30 sensing devices able to mimic behavior of OE
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smart labels. With regard to low-performing and not yet fully available OE hardware

technology [38, 76, 187, 191], we designed in particular a reader system testbed to ac-

celerate prototyping towards high performance wireless communications for OE. In the

following chapter we unveil our OE reader system testbed in detail, and demonstrate its

features by means of broadcast tests.

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 4.2 we introduce our composed OE

reader platform, and explain its general functioning. We describe in subsection 4.2.1 the

hardware setup for the OE testbed, and explain its functionalities in subsection 4.2.2.

Thereafter, we reveal in subsection 4.2.3 the schematics of our sensing transducer device,

that we created to mimic OE smart labels. In section 4.3 we describe the Software-

defined Radio (SDR), that we developed to run the OE testbed. Finally, in section 4.4

we employ our OE reader system testbed to investigate in a pre-study the superimposed

radio transmission phenomena, and test in a preliminary work the collective transmission

mechanism. Section 4.5 summarizes this chapter.

4.2 Reader System Testbed

Based on the key ideas of collective information transmission and superimposed radio

transmission [51], in the previous chapter 3 we presented Collective Communication

(CC) for reading out of massive amounts of tags deployed, e.g., in a dense sensing

environment such as a pallet, where each item may to be labeled by a tag. To evaluate

our CC approach, and to study the phenomena of superimposed radio transmission in

such dense environment, we created a reader system testbed with 30 Si-based sensing

devices able to mimic any kind of envisioned OE smart labels. In the following we unveil

our OE testbed in detail.

In our lab we assembled a reader system as a simulation platform for reading OE smart

labels in the collective transmission manner. By employing the reader platform for

a collective information transmission we achieved a maximal performing capacity of

up to 25 smart sensor labels sending their sensory information simultaneously. With

regard to the vision of smart sensor labels [82] we created the sensing devices as Si-

based transducers, each equipped with a programmable micro-controller, in order to be

flexible in emulating any kind of OE smart labels. In particular, we laid out the Si-

based transducers to emulate polymer electronics circuitry of few hundreds of electronic

components. Based on this setting we enabled rapid adaptation of circuit design for

OE smart labels and the development of highly scalable communication schemes for

OE smart labels featuring ultra-low hardware complexity. In Figure 4.1 we show our

OE reader platform, which consists mainly by one computer, two Universal Software
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Figure 4.1: This figure depicts our OE testbed for reading smart sensing devices,
that simulate printed polymer tags.

Peripheral (USRP) devices [186], one 2D power sheet [2] and the Si-based transponders.

In the following subsection we continue to describe our OE testbed in more detail.

4.2.1 OE Testbed Setup

Figure 4.1 shows all electronic devices we employed to assemble the OE testbed. The

USRP1 device there connects a loop antenna [192] operating in the LF band, and a

computer on that a Software-defined Radio (SDR) [193] is running. The USRP2 device

connects a 2D power sheet [2] and again the computer. The SDR is managing the reader

platform. Both USRP devices realize together a transceiver (base station) designated

for initiation and capturing of superimposed information transfer. While the USRP1

device is aligned to capture a superimposed radio transmission using the loop antenna,

the USRP2 device is connected over a signal amplifier with the 2D sheet designated to

empower the Si-based transponders. Bouth USRP devices are of the same type, but

their functionality is set differently, i.e., while USRP2 is empowering and controlling the

2D power sheet with a 2.4 GHz signal, the USRP1 device is used to receive and relay

superimposed radio transmission sent from the Si-based transponders. In general, the

2D power sheet device is designed to enable apart from empowering smart objects on

its surface, also to enable communication between them through utilizing exclusively

the 2D sheet media [2, 183–185]. However, in our case, we make use of the 2D power

sheet device mainly for empowering and activating the Si-based transponders, but not

for network communication. In a reading operation all Si-based transducers are sending

their signals over the wireless channel simultaneously, whose output is captured by the

USRP1 device. The activation procedure and the simultaneous interrogation of the

Si-based transponders is as follows.
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Table 4.1: This Table lists all electronic devices used to assemble the reader
hardware infrastructure.

Electronic device Functionality

Computer GNU Software-defined Radio (SDR)

USRP2 Provide the 2D power sheet with power supply
through 2.4 GHz signal

Amplifier Boost the 2.4 GHz power signal
from USRP2 device to the 2D power sheet

2D power sheet Hardware platform for wireless empowering and
communication of smart devices

USRP1 Receiver device for reading the signals sent by
the Si-based transponders

Loop antenna Designed to receive signal in the Low Frequency (LF) band
domain (135 kHz)

Si-based transponder 25 Si-based prototypes designated to emulate polymer tags

1. Activate 2D power sheet to start simultaneous read-out of the transponders by

utilizing the SDR (GNU Software Radio)

2. Each tag transmits a binary sequence (message) simultaneously using ON-OFF

keying

3. USRP1 device receives the transmission and relays it to the computer for further

signal processing and data analysis

4. Extraction of ensemble information

A short description of deployed electronic devices composing our reader platform is

provided in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 Transducer Device

In our purpose to simulate envisioned OE smart labels as close as possible, that inte-

grate the collective communication mechanism, we designed a Si-based transponder to

be flexible in adaptation of OE hardware parameters. In a close-up view one of our

manufactured Si-based transponder is depicted in Figure 4.2a. Based on programming

the on-board Atmel micro-controller [194] integrated on the Si-based transponder, we

can simulate different communication schemes. The integrated micro-controller on the

Si-based transponder enables rapid prototyping with regard to differently designed col-

lective communications. For instance, it allows to investigate different parameter sets
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(a) Si-based transponder, a replacement for an organic and
printed transponder.

(b) Top layout. (c) Bottom layout

Figure 4.2: The picture above (A) shows our Si-based transponder device. The
circuit layouts below (B,C) depict the top and bottom side of the circuit board.
The bottom layout (C) indicates the planar antenna, which harvests the power
from 2D power sheet [2]. Circuit design and implementation is made by Ali
Hadda [3].

and features, such as coding schemes, carrier frequency, signal length of a bit or trans-

mission range. Hence, we can employ for the circuit design of an OE smart label the

best parameter fit. With respect to the development of a holistic smart label circuit,

further essential electronic components on the Si-based transponder are considered. For

instance, the transmitter unit (transponder coils), the sensor block and the power har-

vesting unit is to mention. In the following subsection we reveal the schematics of our

Si-based transponder prototype.

4.2.3 Schematics

A detailed schematic of our Si-based transponder (simulating an organic printed smart

label in a phenomenological way) is given in Figure 4.4. It consists basically of the
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following circuit components.

1. Atmel ATtiny44A micro-controller [194] (Figure 4.4, C1-C2)

2. Hartley-Oscillator [4] (transmitter unit) (Figure 4.4, B5-C6)

3. Sensor interfaces (sensor block) (Figure 4.4, B3-C3)

4. FM (Frequency Modulation) (Figure 4.4, C5-C6 down)

5. Printed planar antenna (Figure 4.2c) for power harvesting (Figure 4.4, A1-B2)

6. Coin cell connector (Figure 4.4, A4)

7. Control light panel (Figure 4.4, A3,B5 up)

The circuit functionalities of our Si-based transponder are held manifold, in order to be

as flexible as possible, so that once developed communications can be transformed easier

into organic and printed circuit wiring.

The micro-controller from Atmel [194] is providing the required flexibility. For instance,

it controls and manages the transmitter unit, sensor block, FM unit and the control

light panel. With regard to printed circuits the micro-controller programming is kept

straightforward, so that the implementation of the collective communication into OE can

be realized. Upon the electronic board (cf. Figure 4.2b) of the Si-based transponder we

established different sensor interfaces in order to have alternatives to integrate various

types of sensors, such as temperature, humidity, light or vibration sensors. For the

transmitter unit we used a Hartley-Oscillator [4], which consists merely by 2 coils, 1

transistor and 2 capacitors (cf. Figure 4.3). Based on the low hardware complexity of

the oscillator we expect that this circuit is printable using OE hardware technology. In

Figure 4.3 we show the Hartley-Oscillator circuit [4].

To be able to change transmission frequency, and thus to adapt OE constraints, we

integrated a FM unit into the transponder’s circuit. Upon the downside of the circuit

board we printed a planar antenna (cf. Figure 4.2c) to enable power harvesting from

2D power sheet. The wireless power supply is enabled by the electromagnetic induction

between the Si-based transponder devices and the 2D power sheet. The planar antenna

itself is connected with the micro-controller and the transmitter unit. The Si-based

transponder operates in passive mode fully. However, we integrated in addition a coin

cell connector for a battery to maximize the number of operating transducers on the

2D power sheet, and to support operating if necessary. Further, we integrated a control

light panel to observe the transponder’s reliability performance .
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Figure 4.3: Shows the
Hartley-Oscillator
circuit [4] used as signal
generator for ON-OFF
Keying in our transducer
device.

4.3 Software-defined Radio (SDR)

In the previous section we described the reader hardware infrastructure of our OE

testbed. In the following we describe the software we implemented and applied to

run the OE testbed. In order to establish an user interface application for the OE

reader system testbed using a Model-View-Controller (MVC) [195], we employed the

GNU Radio toolkit [193] to implement a Software-defined Radio (SDR) [164] providing

the signal processing, visualization and controlling of the entire reader platform. Based

on the GNU Radio Companion (GRC) framework [196] we created a SDR generated

here by a GRC flow-graph (cf. Figure 4.5). On the computer the SDR is running in

a GRC environment controlling the 2D power sheet over the USRP2 device. As well,

the USRP1 device connecting loop antenna and operating as a receiver is integrated

and linked within the remaining SDR signal processing blocks. Here, the GNU Radio

flow-graph creates overall the composition of all hardware devices building altogether

the SDR for the reader system testbed. Considered as a whole, the Software-defined

Radio (SDR) consists by several software building blocks combined in a flexible software

application. Main building blocks of the SDR are the software devices for the USRP

hardware, signal processing blocks such as the band-pass/low-pass filters, signal ampli-

fier, software scope monitor, the data query block, and control unit incorporated in a

Graphical User Interface (GUI), controlling and managing the attached hardware de-

vices to the computer station. The software building blocks depicted in the flow-graph

are adapted and configured into the GNU Radio Companion (GRC). The flow-graph in
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of our Si-based transponder.
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Figure 4.5: Shows the flow-graph of the implemented Software-defined Radio (SDR).

Figure 4.5 illustrates an example of a SDR we deploy. It shows all building blocks with

their chosen parameter sets. The operation mode of the simultaneous read-out of the

Si-based transponders is performed by using the GUI, meaning that activating/deacti-

vating the reader platform, starting/stopping an interrogation, recording/uploading a

superimposed radio transmission and data querying can be carried out by request.

4.4 Broadcast Tests

Now that we developed the hardware and software for our OE reader system, in the fol-

lowing we present some results of a pre-study investigating the superposition principle

of electromagnetic waves. For the pre-study we employed the OE testbed. According

to studies on the constraints of printed organic electronics [37, 182], organic electronics

will behave and develop very differently from traditional electronics. In our pre-study

we employed 30 transducer devices programmed in the manner to conform the con-

straints of organic electronics. We set the operating transmission frequency to 135 kHz,

because tests have shown that an analog oscillator of the transducer is generating a

stable sinusoidal signal in this low frequency domain when using a small number of

electronic components. Additionally, we consider that first working printed circuits will

be operating in the lower frequency domain. To see how the collective transmission of
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Figure 4.6: The four histograms illustrate the distributions of amplitudes which are
generated by 5, 10, 15 and 30 transducers sending a sinusoidal signal
simultaneously.

Figure 4.7: The four distributions indicate various Rice PDFs obtained by fitting
data of 5, 10, 15 and 30 transducers which sent a sinusoidal signal simultaneously.

the transducers behaves under real environmental conditions, we carried out about 360

experiments as follows: by changing the parameters such as the number of transducer

transmitting simultaneously and the distance between loop antenna and transducers, we

obtained a detailed behavior of the superimposition on the channel. For instance, Fig-

ure 4.6 depicts four histograms gained by experiments with 5, 10, 15, and 30 transducers,
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Figure 4.8: Raw data of a superimposed signal is shown caused by 12
simultaneously sending transducer devices, whereby 6 of them each sent the same
random burst sequence.

respectively. Transducers sent out a sinusoidal signal simultaneously. Here, the positive

amplitudes of the superimposed signals are considered. Observe that their histograms

resemble a Rician distribution as a Probability Density Function (PDF). Correspond-

ingly, we provided a distribution fit for the four experiments shown in Figure 4.7. The

distribution of amplitudes indicates that an amplitude with a high magnitude is a rare

event, that is, the exact coincidence of amplitudes from several signals concurring at the

same time point is not probable given the hardware. Our testbed thus reflects lack of

synchronization in real systems. However, based on an acquired Rician distribution we

can extrapolate the sampling to estimate a maximal possible occurring amplitude, even

if such event is not yet measured.

In our next broadcast test we programmed the transducer devices to transmit a 100-bit

long randomly drawn burst sequence using ON-OFF keying. The duration of a burst sig-

nal is set to 10 ms signaling a binary ’1’. In case to signal a ’0’ the transducer holds still

for 10 ms, i.e., no burst signal is sent. In Figure 4.8 we show exemplary a partial result

of a superimposition of two randomly drawn 100-bit long burst sequences transmitted

simultaneously by 12 transducer devices, where 6 of them each transmit one of the pre-

determined random burst sequence. In this way, we used the OE testbed to evaluate our

approach Collective Communication (CC), whose results we reported and discussed in

the previous chapter 3. In the particular example shown in Figure 4.8 one can observe

how in each time slot the maximal occurring amplitude strengths fluctuate differently

from ideal case. However, one can also already observe that the amplitudes stand rel-

atively proportional to each other, such that this behavior indicates a preservation of

meaningful information in the superimposed radio signal.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter we unveiled our OE reader system testbed in detail, that we used to

evaluate our Collective Communication (CC) approach described in the previous chap-

ter. First, we outlined the reader hardware infrastructure of our composed OE testbed,

which consists mainly by two USRP devices, one loop antenna, one 2D power sheet from

Shinoda labs [197], one computer station and thirty programmable transducer devices

with sensing capabilities, building together the experimental reader platform for dense

sensing environments. Further, we unveiled the schematics of our programmable and

sensing transducer device, which is to be deployed in combination with a 2D power

sheet. Second, we described our Software-defined Radio, that we developed to run the

OE testbed. And third, we performed broadcast experiments with the OE testbed to

investigate in a preliminary work the superimposed radio transmission phenomena. In

the next chapter we apply our gained experience for superimposed radio transmission

and collective information transmission to develop in particular a printable passive RFID

label, which integrates our CC mechanism down to the logic gate level.
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An Implementation Example of a

Printable Passive Smart Label

In chapter 3 we presented with respect to dense sensing environments and OE our

approach for collective communication of sensing (or, any kind of information carrying)

smart labels, relying on code-based, wireless and simultaneous superimposed information

transfer. And, in chapter 4 we described with regard to the lack of a currently viable

OE technology, and the development of Collective Communications, our reader system

testbed implementing superimposed radio transmission for up to 30 transducers, that

can transmit simultaneously and mimic envisioned OE smart labels. However, state-

of-the-art OE allows the printing of simple tags with low hardware complexity, but

the printing of RFID chips with large numbers of transistors, that implement an anti-

collision RFID protocol, are far away from realization (cf. our review and discussion in

chapter 2 and appendix A reporting on state-of-the-art printed RFID). In this chapter

we continue to design an OE smart label device based on our Collective Communications,

and develop for this purpose one minimalistic, sensor-based and fully functional passive

RFID tag implementing the collective transmission scheme (cf. for reference the previous

chapter 3). Based on current OE constraints, thus we design and implement in particular

a printable passive smart label down to the logic gate level. Further, we integrate a

simple global synchronization strategy to ensure simultaneous and collective information

transfer from queried passive tags to reader system. To this end, we provide a feasibility

assessment towards printing the smart label device with current OE. In conclusion we

provide a validation of our proposed OE passive tag reader system by simulating it

physically in LTspice.
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5.1 Introduction

While our work in the previous chapter 3, including chapter 4, prevailed primarily to

elaborate and evaluate a simple but yet highly scalable, robust and efficient wireless com-

munication between smart RFID tags and a reader system, that is based on the idea

of collective and superimposed information transmission, in the following we pursue to

provide to this end a printable circuit device implementing an example of a polymer

tag, which integrates our Collective Communications mechanism. The facilitation of a

such holistically printed OE smart label is going to enable a wide range of business and

scientific applications dealing with sensing, identification and tracking in the area of

pervasive and ubiquitous computing (cf. chapter 3). Considering our discussions in the

previous chapters, the area of intelligent packaging is one key application for utilizing

OE, i.e, the development of organic printed RFID tags (cf. roadmap for OE [37], or

consult the related works in chapter 2, and references therein). According to our analy-

sis, OE tags can contain and provide useful information, such as the item identification

and sensor readings. In a such application scenario data is generated continuously while

items travel through a supply chain, i.e., from manufacturing plant to a final consumer,

and enable participants and other stakeholders to improve their business processes, such

as quality control, certification, logistics optimization and fraud detection. The imple-

mentation of these processes results in cost savings for the producer, suppliers, as well

as vendors, and increases product safety for consumers (cf. chapter 3). The potential

of printed RFID in logistics and industry is widely acknowledged [37], and its facili-

tation is promoted by research and industry over the last decades, as we reported in

more detail in chapter 2, as well appendix A. However, the performance limits of state-

of-the-art OE do not allow yet the implementation of fully-functional and holistically

printed RFID fulfilling in particular traditional RFID standards (cf. chapter 2, and ap-

pendix A). Instead, rudimentary RFID functionalities and partial protocol generators

are successfully implemented in OE. Here, for example, one inductively coupled RFID

tag is realized in a p-type organic technology and lithographic printing process operating

at 13.56 MHz [74]. Another pioneering OE transponder device realized in complementary

organic technology is presented by Blache et al. [198]. Further on, a first demonstration

of a bidirectional communication between a polymer tag and reader device implementing

a passive envelope-detector is described by Myny et al. [87]. More recently, an improved

version of a polymer tag implementing an active envelope-detector is described by Fio-

ere et al. [199, 200]. With respect to state-of-the-art OE hardware performance and

its feasibility in terms of printing the polymer tag in high-volumes, in the following we

develop an example of a printable passive smart label, which implements our Collective

Communications approach in polymer electronics and passive reader-tag-communication

(cf. our Collective Communications approach described earlier in chapter 3).
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This chapter is structured as follows. In section 5.2 we describe the versatility of our

Collective Communications (CC) approach based on an envisioned OE smart label being

applicable for various business scenarios. Further, we derive out of it fundamental prin-

ciples concerning superimposed information transfer, that we use to design the circuitry

for our envisioned passive OE smart label. In section 5.3 we design the OE smart label

by introducing all its required circuit functions, implementing it to a sensor-based pas-

sive tag. To this end, we describe in section 5.4 a global clock synchronization strategy

implemented within the proposed passive tag circuitry. The chapter proceeds with a

validation of the proposed passive tag by utilizing simulations (section 5.5) and a fea-

sibility assessment (section 5.6) towards printing the smart label device with current

OE technology. In section 5.7 we discuss with respect to our proposed minimalistic tag

the mass-printing of the device with OE technology, in comparison with a traditional

fabrication process utilizing such as a chip foundry. The last section summarizes this

chapter.

5.2 Collective Communications for Printed Smart Labels

In chapter 3 we introduced and described our Collective Communications approach

with all its details. In short, Collective Communications is designed primarily how

to obtain information from a set of simultaneously sending nodes, in our application

scenario the tags attached to goods on a shelf. We request from the set of items which

proportion of tags measured (called proportion query), respective, contain which values

(called binary query). In principle, this could be done by querying tags individually

using any of the well-established protocols. However, implementing these protocols

that assign a distinct channel to each sender is not feasible in our scenario, since the

senders need to be simple due to polymer electronics deficiency (cf. appendix A), and

we consider large number of senders. In particular, our transmission algorithm is laid

out to be on the one hand simple, so that a smart label device can be implemented in

polymer electronics, and on the other hand to acquire maximal performance regarding

information transfer, scalability and robustness. We achieve these objectives basically

by applying the following fundamental principles:

1. All queried tags transmit their stored data simultaneously and start with trans-

mission at the same time

2. A randomly drawn bit sequence encodes a physical entity, such as an identification,

sensor value, temperature range, massage, etc.
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Figure 5.1: A passive tag reader system illustrates simultaneous transmission of bit
streams sent by a set of 64-bit smart labels.

By applying the rules, the signals sent from tags superimpose on the RF channel. How-

ever, the collective and simultaneous transmission mechanism enables to analyze the

superimposed signal mathematically at the receiver side, so that the transfered informa-

tion (e.g, what proportion of senders sent what value) can be extracted.

To show in addition exemplary the versatility of our Collective Communications ap-

proach with respect to its manifoldness and possible application scenarios, we envision

in the following an OE smart label, that stores aside from a sensed value, a quality

grade of a sales item suited to realize intelligent packaging. The smart label we design

here can be utilized in such business processes, where it determines a product quality in

a bulk reading scenarios, such as the goods inbound processing in a supermarket. For

each sales item the quality is determined by the sensor-based smart label attached to

the item. In operation the sensor readings are acquired in a single query and interpreted

by our algorithm that is specific to product type, e.g., to a quality rating on a scale from

1 to 7. The quality scale, however, can be identical for all product types, i.e., a rating

of 1 corresponds to a perished item for both milk packages and tomatoes. Otherwise,

no compliance violation is detected, and the goods can be sold. Based on collective and

simultaneous querying a single reader device can thus determine the quality ratings of

multiple items belonging to different types. The advantage of this approach relies on

the use of the same reader hardware infrastructure for multiple smart label application

scenarios resulting in saving of setup and maintenance costs.
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Figure 5.2: This block diagram is an example of a circuitry implementing the basic
principle of Collective Communications. CRU stands for Clock Recognition Unit,
recognizing and conveying externally induced clocking, i.e., by a reader device.
The sensor and counter value determine the line select of the ROM, which
together enable to output to a sensed value the corresponding bit sequence.

In order to ensure that different values transmitted (such as quality grades and sensor

readings) can be retrieved from the superimposed signal, we directly encode the numeri-

cal values by using a single random bit vector z0 shared by all tags and the receiver. We

obtain sufficiently different codes zi for numerical values i by circularly shifting z0 by

the amount of i bit, since shifting is a distancing operation (cf. chapter 3). In this way,

a single bit vector z0 ∈ {0, 1}n can be used to encode n values, and thus save memory

capacity on the smart label device. The received signal s = s1 + s2 + . . . + sn is then

simply a sum of encoded numbers zi, directly encoding the multi-set of measured values.

With respect to our application scenario described above the bit vector z0 need to be

circularly shifted seven times, in order to encode all seven quality grades. Figure 5.1

illustrates a simultaneous bulk reading of a set of tags based on our Collective Commu-

nications mechanism: in our application scenario of product quality control all queried

tags transmit their 64 bit sequence (generated by the 64 bit vector z0) at the same time.

At the receiver side the superimposed signal is interpreted according to our Collective

Communications algorithm (cf. chapter 3). In the next section we provide a preliminary

draft of a circuit design for our envisioned OE smart label device.

5.3 Circuit Design

In the previous section we envisioned an example of an application scenario to utilize

Collective Communications, where OE smart labels are determined to retain the quality

grade of different types of sales items. The seven grades we predefined can be encoded
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by a single 64-bit vector z0, which determine the necessary bit-size of our envisioned OE

smart label device. In the following we design for our devised application scenario the

OE smart label circuitry. Based on our Collective Communications protocol described

in chapter 3 the implementation of the smart label device relies merely on features, such

as fetching the sensor value, reading and sending out the corresponding bit sequence

zi. Hence, the necessary building blocks for the circuit device are derived as follows: a

sensor unit that consists of one Analog-to-Digital-Converter (ADC) and the sensor it-

self, a Read-Only-Memory (ROM) building block of fixed length containing a randomly

drawn binary sequence, and a circuit logic block enabled to generate the corresponding

bit sequence to the sensed value, i.e., by employing the hardwired bit sequence stored in

the ROM and carrying out an internal circular shift operation on it. That is, depending

on the current state of the counter and sensor value the line select of the ROM is incre-

mentally rearranged, such that it generates for a specific sensor value an unique 64-bit

sequence. For the sake of completeness indicating the necessary building blocks for a

passive polymer tag (cf. Figure 5.2), the smart label device contains a Clock Recogni-

tion Unit (CRU) connecting the counter, which together drive the entire transponder

circuit. In operation the CRU extracts and conveys clocking induced externally by

a reader device. Further, the transponder circuit consists of a 6-bit counter realized

by 6 D-flip-flops, a ROM with 64-bit capacity, and a 3-bit ADC digitizing the sensor

value. Since our objective is to create a reader system for passive polymer tags, the

smart label circuitry includes in addition a DC rectifier concerning power supply, and

a modulator transistor to convey the transponder’s binary information to the reader

device by deploying inductive coupling. In Figure 5.3 we indicate in connection with

the logic circuitry for external signaling (signal generator building block) the modulator

transistor by a symbolic on-off switch. Further on, Figure 5.3 shows the schematic of

an all-printable and passive polymer tag with its analog and digital electronic compo-

nents. The principle for collective communications is integrated in the signal generator

building block, where a bit sequence out of the ROM is generated according to a sensed

value. The binary sequence is controlling the gate of the modulation transistor. For

instance, when the modulator transistor is switched on, the transponder circuit draws

power from the electromagnetic RF field of the reader. In reverse, when the modulation

transistor is switched off, the transponder circuit draws still power from the RF field,

but considerably less than it is consuming in the on-state. In this way, the binary in-

formation is transfered by means of load modulation to the reader, i.e., by varying the

power consumption.

Taking a look back on our smart label circuitry from before, the block diagram in

Figure 5.2 illustrates one possible implementation example of our CC, that indicates

interacting between participating circuit blocks of a 64-bit polymer tag. However, for
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Figure 5.3: The circuit block diagram shows the holistic printable passive tag.

particular application scenarios such as sensing, classification, identification and track-

ing, the circuit design of a smart label can vary. For example, the unique 64-bit sequence

for a particular product quality grade can be already printed directly on an OE smart

label without to integrate the sensor unit. In this way a sales item of predetermined

quality can be beforehand attached with a particular OE smart label reflecting the prod-

uct quality grade. In this section we illustrated by means of a circuit block diagram an

implementation example of our CC turned into an OE smart label circuitry. While

most of the circuit blocks shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 are self-explanatory, the

Clock Recognition Unit (CRU) represents a proprietary solution to the issue of collec-

tive synchronization of a set of queried tags in a simultaneous bulk reading, i.e., the

CRU enables smart labels to transmit bit-wise simultaneously their binary sequence in

time slots provided by a reader (cf. Figure 5.1). In the following section we continue to

describe in detail the Clock Recognition Unit (CRU).

5.4 Collective Synchronization Strategy

In the previous section we described in essence all needed building blocks for an OE

smart label device to implement the protocol mechanism of Collective Communications

in a mixed-signal integrated circuitry. While most of the electronic building blocks

shown in Figure 5.3 are self-explanatory, the Clock Recognition Unit (CRU) represents

a proprietary solution, that we are going to describe in the following in more detail. In

principle the CRU, that is responsible to ensure collective synchronization and clocking
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among queried tags, can be replaced by any conventional synchronization method, if and

only if the OE hardware technology would indicate equal reliability and performance as

the Si-based semiconductor electronics, that is mostly not the case, but is rather being

hazardous (cf. appendix A reporting on printed RFID, and references therein). The

key issue here is, that the switching speed of polymer printed transistors is too low

to cope with the reader’s generated electromagnetic HF field. Therefore, additional

effort in OE system design is needed to cope with current polymer electronics deficiency.

In particular, intrinsic variability of the printed electronic components within a circuit

device do not always allow predetermined, accurate and reliable electrical behavior,

when comparing prints of the same device (cf. appendix A). To overcome these issues

such as slow switching polymer printed transistors and hazardous electrical behavior

of printed circuits a global synchronization scheme among all queried tags is required,

while tags back scatter their binary information at the same time to the reader. It

needs to be ensured, that a sent bit information from a tag overlaps approximately with

the other sending tags at the same time (cf. Figure 5.1). In a such bulk reading of

smart labels in a dense area, i.e., when a set of tags are queried simultaneously, the

response of the interrogated tags need to be thus collectively and bit-wise synchronized,

but not necessarily phase synchronized as Figure 5.1 might imply1. On that issue, we

developed for the reader system a collective synchronization method implemented in

the transponder circuit. We placed this circuit functionality, as introduced above, in

the Clock Recognition Unit (CRU) building block (cf. Figure 5.3). With respect to

the polymer electronics constraints and the requirement for collective synchronization

and simultaneous read-out of tags, the basis for our solution relies on the key idea of

switching on/off the electromagnetic RF field of the reader device coil that empowers

the polymer tags. By interrupting the wireless power supply all responsive tags can be

instructed simultaneously to either start with transmitting the first bit of data or, to

send the next subsequent bit of their binary information. In Figure 5.4 we illustrated

all possible ways of initiating and requesting the next bit read-out showing overall four

different ways to start and carrying out a simultaneous data transmission from a set of

tags to reader2. For instance, all tags can be instructed to start with data transmission

by either varying elapsed time of an intermission (i.e., time of no wireless empowering,

cf. (a) and (b) in Figure 5.4), or varying the time period for empowering the polymer

tags (length of a time slot, cf. (c) and (d) in Figure 5.4). Thus, in order to initiate

each tag to start transmission at the same time the signaling from reader can be done

1In a query all tags transmit simultaneously one bit information per time slot. Figure 5.1 illustrates
a such concurrent transmission of bit streams transmitted by several smart labels. Hence, in each
synchronized time slot at the current bit index the bit information from all smart labels superimposes as
intended on the RF channel generating a specific overlaid signal. At the receiver side (reader device) all
superimposed signals generated in the provided time slots are captured and jointly evaluated alongside
to our Collective Communication algorithm (cf. mechanism in chapter 3).

2In our example of application the transmission of data is based on inductive coupling.
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(a) Long intermission signalizes start of communication

Clock n-1 n 1 2

(b) Short intermission signalizes start of communication

Clock n-1 n 1 2 3

(c) Start transmission with a long empowering

Clock n 1 2 3

(d) Start transmission with a short empowering

Clock n-1 n 1 2 3

Figure 5.4: Four different patterns of reader signaling illustrate four alternatives of
commands signalizing with respect to a collective and simultaneous
communication, when tags have to start and subsequently transmit their data
back to the reader device.

either by turning off the reader device coil for a long time period (long intermission)

and then start empowering the tags periodically with short intermissions (cf. specifically

(a) in Figure 5.4), or begin with transmission by requesting the start bit in a long

time slot followed by requesting the subsequent bit stream in regular sized time slots

(cf. specifically (c) in Figure 5.4)3. Either way, the circuit logic in the CRU building block

can be tuned to interpret request orders sent from reader device just based on capacitor

discharge behavior and voltage comparator device shown in Figure 5.5. In particular, the

circuit logic circuitry for recognizing the externally induced reader signals is connected

with the tag rectifier. That is, diodes D1, D2, D3, D4 and capacitor C2 build together

conventionally the rectifier for a DC power supply of the tag. The inductor L1 of the

tag is the printed antenna, which in combination with capacitor C1 builds together the

3The counterparts for (a) and (c) in Figure 5.4 correspond (b) and (d) in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.5: The schematic shows partially the circuit logic in connection with the
tag rectifier for interpreting signaling coming from reader device.

LC-network of the tag. The remaining electronic components in Figure 5.5, such as

diodes D5 and D6, transistor switch T1, resistors R1, R2 and R3, capacitor C3 and

the voltage comparator, build together the circuit function, which recognizes the reader

signals depicted in Figure 5.4. In the following we continue to describe in detail, on how

we derived and designed the circuit logic for recognizing and interpreting reader signals

implemented in the Clock Recognition Unit (CRU).

5.4.1 Synchronized Tags Based on External Clock Recognition

In the previous we introduced primarily our solution on how queried polymer tags can

be externally synchronized, namely by switching on and off the electromagnetic RF field

of the reader device. Based on a duration of an intermission and the length of time

empowering the tags, a tag recognizes situation-dependently when to start and send the

next subsequent bit information. The recognition and interpretation of an intermission

(duration of no empowering) is implemented in the external clock recognition building

block shown in Figure 5.5, whereby the whole concept of understanding the reader

commands is implemented in the Clock Recognition Unit (CRU) shown in Figure 5.6.

In the following we derive our solution with respect to recognition and interpreting

of reader’s initiated intermissions, enabling with it a synchronization of simultaneously

queried tags. In order to implement a such intermission recognition on a tag our approach

is based on observing of a capacitor discharge implemented within the circuit logic, which

provides the ability to distinguish between a long and short intermission. As long as the

tag is not empowered the capacitor discharges exponentially. And, when the tag receives

empowering again the current voltage value of the capacitor is compared with an a priori
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fixed voltage threshold using a voltage comparator. The outcome of it determines, if

the tag’s digital counter (cf. CRU in Figure 5.6) needs to be reset or increased by +1.

Therewith, the recognition of various reader signals, that we illustrated in Figure 5.4,

is implementable at low hardware complexity suitable for OE. In our particular circuit

design shown in Figure 5.5 the circuit logic evaluates a reader signal directly at the

receiving antenna (inductor L1). For the DC power supply of the tag the wireless reader

signal is rectified over the diodes D1, D2, D3, D4, and smoothened over capacitor C2,

supplying the tag with an operational voltage power. In addition, diodes D5 and D6

harvest the wireless power for capacitor C3 when transistor T1 is switched on, charging

it at the same voltage level as the operational power supply of the tag. As soon as the

tag is not empowered by reader device, capacitor C3 discharges over the resistor R1

exponentially [201]: if in the beginning U0 denotes the reference of voltage power of C3,

the current state in time is described by

UC3(t) = U0 e
− t
R1·C3 . (5.1)

Based on elapsed time t and UC3(t) = Uthreshold the recognition of a long and short

intermission can be established. In order to fix the voltage value Uthreshold for a compar-

ison task in our circuit logic, we utilize in our circuitry a voltage divider using resistor

R2 and R3. Since all circuit parameters, except for U0, are fixed, thus the voltage value

for Uthreshold is only linear dependent by U0. In our circuit design thus we apply the

ratio of

a =
Uthreshoold

U0
, (5.2)

in order to gain a noncritical and total resistance Rtotal dividing the voltage value of

power supply in the specified ratio, i.e.,

R2 = (1− a)Rtotal (5.3)

R3 = aRtotal. (5.4)

In operation, when the tag is empowered again after an intermission, the preceding

elapsed time of the intermission is accordingly determined by comparing the current

voltage value of capacitor C3 with Uthreshold using the voltage comparator. Further,

transistor T1 is switched off during the evaluation, such that the voltage value of ca-

pacitor C3 remains unchanged. When the comparison between UC3 and Uthreshold is

done, transistor T1 is switched on such that capacitor C3 can be recharged again for a

next evaluation round. For further processing of the sent reader signals the output of

the voltage comparator is feeding the CRU circuitry shown in Figure 5.6. In the next

subsection we continue from this point of view to describe the complete circuitry of the

CRU.
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Figure 5.6: The schematic presents the Clock Recognition Unit (CRU) consisting
mainly by two circuit functionalities, namely by (1) the circuitry for external
clock recognition induced by a reader device, and (2) the circuit function for a
counter to determine global bit index. The bit index determines and indicates
current bit position for all simultaneously queried tags, that need to be send out
in the following cycle.

5.4.2 Clock Recognition Unit (CRU)

In the previous subsection we derived in detail the circuit function for the external clock

recognition shown in Figure 5.5, which represents in our solution an integral building

block in the Clock Recognition Unit (CRU) shown in Figure 5.6. In the following we

complete our description of the solution towards synchronization of polymer tags, that

we integrated in the CRU. While the circuit function in the external clock recognition

building block is designed to recognize intermissions, that are induced by reader’s wire-

less power discontinuances (cf. Figure 5.4, the circuitry of the CRU shown in Figure 5.6

is determined to provide a clock counter on tag containing the current bit index of tag’s

binary data requested from reader device. In particular the bit index indicates the po-

sition within a bit sequence, whose bit information is transmitted to the reader device.

In Figure 5.1 we show exemplary a simultaneous readout of several tags transmitting

bitwise their 64-bit messages back to the reader. In operation of the tag the internal

clock counter, implemented in the CRU, is reseting the bit index to zero, when a reader

signal empowers the tag for a long time period (in contrast a short power signal can

also be used for resetting, cf. different patterns of reader signaling such as (c) and (d)

shown in Figure 5.4). And, the clock counter starts incrementing its value by +1, when

the next intermission is registered by the circuit logic. The counter value is preserved

temporarily by a memory buffer realized with D-flip-flops represented by write bit index
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building block shown in Figure 5.6. This type of cache device keeps the storage content

even if the polymer tag is not empowered for a short term, i.e., when the reader device

initiates an intermission to signalize the next time slot for transmission. Before increas-

ing the bit index an additional memory buffer realized by D-latches stores temporarily

the current bit index and induces the bit transmission. After increasing the bit index,

it is delayed rewritten in the bit index buffer. Hence, the mono-flops in the circuit

block provide the necessary delay for a consecutive and stabilized update, rewriting the

content of memory buffer to zero, if a long time period of empowering was received, oth-

erwise current counter value is incremented by +1 and forwarded with regard to further

processing outside the CRU. In Figure 5.6 we show the circuitry for the CRU, which

implements in particular the recognition and interpreting of reader signaling (c) illus-

trated in Figure 5.4. In order to implement the recognition and interpreting of reader

signaling (d) illustrated in Figure 5.4, the control line for resetting to zero (select line

of the multiplexer shown in Figure 5.6) needs to be additionally inverted. Since wireless

empowering discontinuances are adopted for synchronization of polymer tags, a reliable

source of power supply in a tag poses a critical issue with regard to implementing a func-

tioning passive polymer tag. Therefore, we prefer the implementation of reader signaling

according to pattern (c) shown in Figure 5.4. However, the implementation of reader

signaling according to pattern (d) shown in Figure 5.4 can also be utilized in a passive

reader system. Depending on a circuit technology for polymer electronics and OE the

performance of the proposed types of passively operating polymer tags can vary, though.

To find out which type of tag is more appropriate for OE and a passive reader system,

this issue, however, is within the framework of this thesis out of scope. In the following

section we investigate quite the issue of passively transmitted data using superimposed

information transfer, that is essential for utilizing Collective Communications (CC) in a

passive reader system.

5.5 Simulation Results

In this chapter, so far, we created a passively operating polymer tag, which integrates

the CC mechanism in its circuitry without to know, if last modulation communication

using superimposed information transmission is working at all. In chapter 3 including

chapter 4 we proved that our CC approach is efficiently and robustly operating in an

active reader system employing ON-OFF Keying (OOK) for the simultaneous and over-

laid wireless communication. In the following we analyze in particular the applicability

of the CC approach realized in a passive reader system. To do so, in LTspice (a well-

known circuit simulator, cf. reference [202]) we established a simulated passive reader

system for our analysis, where we placed an antenna coil in the LTspice simulation
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Figure 5.7: The overall signal analysis indicates the maximal amplitude difference
between different trails with up to 16 simulated passive tags transmitting
simultaneously.

environment to mimic a reader device, generating with it an electromagnetic RF field

in HF to empower simulated passive transponders. In particular, we enabled with it

a wireless empowering of up to 16 simulated passive transponder circuits, that can be

arbitrarily placed within the simulation environment by assigning them customized in-

ductive coupling coefficients. Depending on various setups of passively switched on tags

the change in the electromagnetic RF field strength, i.e., the amount of drawn energy

from the RF field is recorded in time and evaluated at the reader side. With regard to

parameterizing the simulation, we chose default parameters from standard RFID reader

systems, such as 10 cm in diameter for the reader antenna coil, and 2 cm in diameter

for the tag antenna, which conforms to the inductive coupling coefficient of 0.025. The

portability of the simulation with respect to polymer electronics is taken for granted,

because the key parameter for inductance applies for printed antennas and circuits [203].

In order to simulate different tag positions in relation to the reader antenna, respective,

different sizes of tag antennas the coupling coefficient is varied. For the resonant circuit

of the reader device generating the 13.56 MHz RF signal the hardware parameters are

chosen according to Finkenzeller [30, Chapter 4.1]. The inductance is set by 2µH with
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resistance of 2.5Ω. The capacitor is set by 68.8 pF. Further on, for the tag coil we chose

100 nH and 0.1Ω. The results of our signal analysis are shown in Figure 5.7, that indi-

cate the minimal measured amplitude strength for n simulated passive tags transmitting

simultaneously. Therewith, we acquired the maximal amplitude difference distinguishing

with it the number of responsive tags. Further on, our simulations show, that the more

passive tags response the greater the distinctive features appear among the captured

superimposed signals. In essence, the signal strength drop of the electromagnetic RF

field behaves proportional to the number of tags drawing simultaneously on the wireless

power by last modulation (cf. Figure 5.7). Thus, the analysis of the simulation results

suggests, that the deployment of CC in a passive reader system is applicable. Now that

we integrated CC in a circuitry on a passively operating transponder circuit, and proved

its applicability with respect to a passive reader system, in the following section we

continue to investigate the feasibility of our implementation example regarding an OE

smart label.

5.6 Feasibility Assessment

In the course of implementing the CC mechanism into a passively operating polymer tag

and proving its applicability for a passive reader system described above, in the following

we provide a feasibility assessment towards printing the implemented example of an OE

smart label with current printing technology. A matured and commercially available

OE printers for a common customer does not exist yet, but in industry and research

exist various and advanced OE technologies promising to become operational in the near

future (cf. appendix A). The development of different and versatile printing technologies

(such as inkjet, gravure, offset and screen printing), circuit organic technologies (such

as unipolar, ambipolar and CMOS-like transistor circuit technology), as well electronic

inks (such as carbon nanotubes and pentacene), made in the past a significant progress,

but, however, the deployment of these technologies is currently rather confined to the

printing of circuit devices at lab-scale (cf. references [7, 8]). The realization of printing

electronic devices in mass production at industrial-scale is the major goal, though, rep-

resenting a key issue of present-day research (cf. appendix A), and references therein).

With respect to currently printable smart labels, in chapter 2 we reviewed some essen-

tial state-of-the-art works, where all described references indicate a feasibility of printing

circuits with low hardware complexity. But, non of them has yet enabled the printing of

circuits implementing highly complex functionalities, such as an organic printed RFID

chip with large number of transistors. While printing of circuit devices in a lab using for

example a vacuum deposition method is achieving a hardware complexity of about 13k

transistors [204], approaches deploying mass-printing technologies such as gravure and
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offset printing achieve a much less hardware complexity of functional printed circuit de-

vices (cf. background chapter 2 and appendix A). For example, PolyIC [205] is reporting

in this matter on mass-printed circuit devices with a hardware complexity of up to 2k

transistors, whereby they also report on challenges experienced in their mass-printing

trials to achieve a high yield at all. Apart from considering the hardware complexity,

that a mass-printing technology can achieve maximally in combination with a high yield,

the print resolution has a major performance impact on either, the functioning of the

circuit device and the occupied printed area on a deployed substrate. For instance,

mass-printing technologies feature a print resolution of about 10µm (cf. appendix A),

such that a printing of a traditional RFID chip integrating 72k transistors is, figura-

tively speaking, occupying at best an area of a ’credit card’ size (the printed antenna

around is not included into this account) [39]. Either way, to make PE applicable for

manifold application scenarios the minimization and optimization of OE circuit design

is inherently immanent. Furthermore, one may even have to sacrifice a major part of

essential circuit functions to enable an application scenario with OE smart labels at

all (e.g., excluding the cryptography functionality and simplifying the communication

protocol in a printed RFID circuitry). Further on, printing technologies for PE with a

print resolution below < 5µm exist, such as inkjet and screen printing in combination

with photolithography (cf. appendix A), but those can be hardly deployed with regard

to the demand of enabling mass-printing. However, considering all approaches and en-

countered issues, hence, we adopt that for a mass production the printing of circuit

devices, indicating a hardware complexity with few hundreds of transistors (i.e., < 1k

transistors) can be presumed to be viable in the near future.

In respect to our implementation example described above the hardware complexity of

our passively operating polymer tag need to be within the constraints the OE is currently

indicating. However, as we pointed out in chapter 3, CC mechanism is specifically laid

out to enable a minimalistic circuitry, which facilitates intrinsically at the same time

maximal possible performance in terms of highly scalable communication, efficiency and

robustness. In particular, our CC construction of exploiting concurrent and superim-

posed information transfer provided primarily to move complexity (hardware, as well

software) from tag towards to reader side. In order to determine the hardware complex-

ity of our proposed passive tag, and for the sake of completeness, the remaining part of

the circuitry, that we implemented in LTspice, is supplementary shown in Figure 5.8. In

this figure we show a 6-bit counter driving the read-out of a hardwired 64 bit sequence,

that is partially indicated in Figure 5.2. As can be seen from the circuit block diagram

shown in Figure 5.3, the depicted circuits in Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and in Figure 5.8, the

entire hardware complexity of our tag is reduced to about few hundreds of transistors.

More precisely, if we apply an unipolar circuit technology [206, 207] to implement the
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circuitry of our tag at the transistor-level, the number of required transistors is estimated

with about 5̃00 transistors4.

Considering merely the circuit complexity of our tag in relation to some other printed

electronic devices manufactured by various research facilities possessing the OE know-

how, the fabrication in a clean room of 64-bit ROM devices was already experimentally

verified (cf. references [80, 96, 208], or appendix A). The printing of a holistic 4-bit RFID

tags employing load modulation for communication is described by reference [205]. In

relation to our proposed tag described above, all required circuit functions for it can be

printed holistically using a current OE technology. In the following section, we continue

discussing about possible technical issues and chances of our proposed example of a

passively operating polymer tag integrating the CC mechanism in its circuitry.

5.7 Discussion

So far, we implemented an example of a holistically printable polymer tag that is mini-

malistic without to print it actually with current printing technology, because it requires

still at the present miscellaneous and tremendous resources, such that a conducting of

this intend with respect to the thesis is out of scope. However, its applicability is

indicated with regard to OE as we conducted in the previous section. Hence, the re-

maining challenges after our implementation example indicate to be manifold, ranging

from actually manufacturing the polymer tags, up to designing and producing a reader

device specifically tailored for a passive reader system including superimposed informa-

tion transfer. Thus, the left challenges indicate mainly engineering issues in association

with a specific business case, such that we propose in this matter a follow up, where

the final issues can be tackled and resolved in a future project combined favorably in a

business formation.

Apart from challenges to enable mass-printing at all (cf. appendix A), current OE tech-

nologies entail in addition a further basic key issue, namely the printing of hazard-free

operating printed circuits ranging in the same hardware complexity as of our proposed

passive tag. The development of specific circuit design rules and characterization for

a certain OE technology represents in research an own daunting task, that we address

this matter to facilities and companies developing specifically PE technology (cf. ap-

pendix A). Thus, the development of reliable and ready-to-use OE technology is with

regard to this thesis out of scope.

4Based on how the building blocks for the circuit logic are implemented in OE at transistor-level the
count of transistors can vary. The integration of alternative building blocks and further circuit functions
such as an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), or by making use of a complementary circuit technology
the number of transistors can vary correspondingly.
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In relation to our implementation example of a printable passive tag upon some circuit

functions need to be especially taken care. For instance, the analog components in the

external clock recognition building block, such as the voltage comparator and the RC-

element for timekeeping (cf. Figure 5.6), need to be printed with high accuracy, in order

to diminish unwanted variability in the printing process, so that the circuit characteristic

remains consistent. A further elementary issue of OE occurs, where the transmission

range regarding polymer-based printed transponders indicates a low modulation index

as this was reported by reference [209]. This may, however, constrain the free scalability

property of collective communications, i.e., to be able to read-out many tags at once.

Further on, in the background chapter 2 we investigated the incentive for developing

OE smart labels, and stated that in contrast to the deployment of silicon chips, OE

is promising to become in terms of item-level tagging and IoT an economically viable

technology. This advantage of OE is justified based on the fact that mass printed

OE devices are cost-efficient in contrast to fabricated silicon chips in a foundry used

to manufacture the more cost-intensive Si-based electronic devices. With respect to

transistor count of a device an OE printed transistor is, however, less cost-efficient than

a silicon one on chip. In essence, the price for a single chip is mostly determined by how

many chips can be gained out of one silicon wafer in a chip foundry. Here, the price

for manufacturing a single wafer is fixed without to consider the number of chips, that

can be made out of it. In a hypothetical calculation, Kanellos [25] is reporting, that, in

order to make a Si-based RFID technology economically viable, i.e., to make a 1-penny

RFID tag, 100, 000 tags need to be made out of a single silicon wafer costing about

1, 000 dollar. If we take a silicon wafer featuring a diameter of 200 mm, then we get for

one chip an area of ≈ 0.31 mm2. Depending on a deployed µm-technology the maximum

available hardware complexity for a circuit area can be determined. In relation to the

low hardware complexity of our tag indicating about few hundreds of transistors, hence

it is worth to pursue the investigation of utilizing Si-based technology in future work.

5.8 Summary

In this chapter we implemented with regard to smart packaging, item level tagging and

organic printed smart labels one example of a passively operating polymer tag, which in-

tegrates our code-based Collective Communications (CC) mechanism, that we described

originally in chapter 3. In particular, we integrated the CC mechanism into the circuitry

of a passive tag at logic gate level, and investigated its applicability with respect to a

passive reader-tag-communication. For the enabling of simultaneous and superimposed

information transmission in a passive reader system, we developed specifically an exter-

nal and centralized clock synchronization strategy, that we integrated directly into the
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front-end of our proposed polymer tag. In a feasibility assessment we determined the

hardware complexity of the tag indicating a transistor count of about few hundreds of

transistors, being thus appropriate to be printed with present-day printing technology.

However, variability in the printing process and low hardware performance of current OE

technology constrains its realization, i.e., entailing risks concerning a faulty functioning,

and that, despite of the tag’s low hardware complexity we achieved in the circuit de-

sign. For instance, low communication range and hazard-afflicted circuits, encountered

by other organic printed devices with similar hardware complexity (cf. appendix A), can

reduce the domain of OE application scenarios. The development of novel conductive

inks, improving of circuit design rules with respect to mass-printing and printing tech-

nology, promises to resolve these OE issues in the future, though. In our discussion,

however, we stated additionally that a pursue of manufacturing the tag with Si-based

semiconductor technology in a chip foundry can be worth, since the low hardware com-

plexity of the tag allows a high yield to gain out of a single silicon wafer.
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Chapter 6

Time-Based Collective

Communications for

Resource-limited IoT

In chapter 3 we presented the code-based Collective Communications (CC), that we

specifically tailored for printable and low-performing RFID smart labels. We utilized

simultaneous information transfer and superimposed radio transmission. With regard

to low-performing Organic and printed Electronics (OE), in chapter 5 we implemented

exemplary a smart RFID label at logic gate level employing the CC concept. In the

following chapter we extend and adept our approach of exploiting the RF channel for

simultaneous data transmission and processing to resource-limited Wireless Sensor Net-

works (WSN). In particular, we are going to utilize the principle of superimposed radio

transmission to calculate desired mathematical functions on the RF channel, realizing

in this way data processing at the time of wireless superimposed transmission.

6.1 Introduction

In relation to the Internet of Things (IoT) [9] and its impact on pervasiveness of item-

level tagging [45, 161], we presented in the previous chapter 3 our approach of code-based

Collective Communications (CC) tailored for printable and low-performing RFID smart

labels [59, 173]. The key ideas we utilized for CC are based on simultaneous information

transfer and superimposed radio transmission [51, 52]. With regard to low-performing

OE [81, 210], in chapter 5 we implemented a smart RFID label at the logic gate level em-

ploying the CC approach. In the following chapter we extend our key ideas of exploiting

the RF channel for simultaneous data transmission and processing for the development
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of resource-limited WSNs [15, 47, 49, 211–213]. In particular, we are going to utilize

the principle of superimposed radio transmission to calculate mathematical functions

on the RF channel, realizing in this way data processing at the time of wireless super-

imposed transmission. In contrast to traditional processing of sensory data obtained

in a standard WSN [214], our approach of processing data directly over the wireless

channel represents a paradigm shift. With respect to the demand of disposable IoT

devices [21, 24] and sustainable sensor networks [48] being, e.g., environmental friendly,

we expect that future IoT devices are going to be heavily resource limited, possibly

parasitic or passive powered nodes [215, 216]. Due to their expected restriction in terms

of computational capabilities, we presume that such nodes will be virtually unlimited

empowered. In our modeling we exploit this property by trading computational load

for communication load. By doing so, we are going to present a communication scheme

by which mathematical computations are executed at the time of wireless transmission.

This transmission scheme is enabling execution of complex computations by a network

of resource restricted, cooperating nodes at a computational load possibly below the

operation’s computational complexity. In our elaboration, we firstly derive the scheme

analytically, then secondly, we explore its feasibility with regard to dense networks de-

ploying mathematical simulations, and thirdly, we demonstrate its practicability in a

case study with 15 nodes. In particular, we will show how to calculate addition, mul-

tiplication, subtraction, division, or any type of mean solely during transmission on the

wireless channel by sufficiently encoding values as Poisson distributed burst sequences.

Further on, we discuss the partial computation on the wireless channel of other relevant

functions.

The following chapter is structured as follows. In section 6.2 we introduce our transmis-

sion scheme that enables calculation of mathematical functions on the RF channel. We

show how to encode values by Poisson distributed burst sequences, and illustrate the

outcome of wireless superimposed computing. Further, in subsection 6.2.1 we discuss

implementation of some concrete functions that can be executed completely and partly

on the wireless channel. Subsection 6.2.2 describes various mathematical functions being

computable over the wireless channel. In section 6.3 we describe a prototypically imple-

mented WSN platform with 15 simple nodes, that we utilized to conduct a case study in

our lab, demonstrating the performance of our approach. Section 6.4 summarizes this

chapter.
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Figure 6.2: The sum of Poisson processes with mean value µi yields again a Poisson

distribution with µ = µ1 + µ2 + µ3 + ... and p(k; µt) = e−µt (µt)
k

k! .

6.2 Approach for Function Computation via RF Channel

In chapter 2, where we provided the background and reported on the related works, we

discussed thereof various WSN approaches, which utilize the idea of function computa-

tion over wireless channels, such that the outcome of it can be communicated to a fusion

center. In comparison, we pursue a different approach to calculate basic mathematical

functions on the wireless channel. We exploit at the time of simultaneous transmission

the robustness of random burst sequences against the collision of individual bursts. We

utilize Poisson distributed burst sequences which keep much of their properties when

combined. That means, for two sequences encoding the Poisson variables χ1 and χ2

with means µ1 and µ2, their combination χ1 + χ2 again yields a Poisson distributed

variable with mean µ1 + µ2 [217].

Assume a set of weakly synchronized, distributed IoT nodes Ni; i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, each

holding a value vi which is to be combined during simultaneous wireless transmission,

thereby computing a function f(v1, . . . , vn). In this operation, a receiver obtains the

result of f(v1, . . . , vn) rather than the distinct values vi. We represent the values vi as the

mean of a Poisson distribution. To encode this distribution in a transmit sequence, we
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choose the following design. Instead of classical transmission protocols we employ burst

sequences that constitute a sequence of possible Transmit Intervals (T I) of identical

length. In each of these intervals, a transmitter is either silent or transmits a burst.

A burst sequence of length t is divided into κt sub-sequences of T I length 1
κ . Each of

these subsequences contains with probability pκ one or more of a finite number of bursts.

The Poisson distribution then defines the probability to find k bursts in this sequence

as [218]

p(k; µt) = e−µt
(µt)k

k!
. (6.1)

The parameter µ determines the density of bursts within the sequence. The larger µ is,

the smaller the probability of finding no point. It is also the mean of the distribution.

The process of superimposing burst sequences generated by sensor nodes is illustrated

in Figure 6.1.

To transmit a value vi we define a Poisson process with mean µ = vi. The transmit

sequence is then designed such that each of the sub-intervals has the probability p(k; µt)

(cf. Equation (6.1)) that it contains exactly k bursts. To observe the value µ at a receiver,

we extract the count Ni of sub-sequences with exactly i bursts as well as the total number

of bursts T =
∑n

i=1 i ·Ni. If N =
∑n

i=1Ni is large, we expect that Nk ≈ Np(k; µt) [218].

We can conclude

T ≈ N (p(1;µt) + 2p(2;µt) + . . . )

= Ne−µtµt

(
1 +

µt

1
+

(µt)2

2!
+ . . .

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

→eµt

= Nµt (6.2)

and therefore

µt ≈ T

N
. (6.3)

A receiver can therefore extract µ from a received sequence. Although this process is

exhaustive to transmit a single value, due to the properties of the Poisson distribution,

it can be used to interpret the superimposition of various such Poisson-distributed burst

sequences as the sum of the values v1, . . . , vn they represent.

Figure 6.3 depicts a superimposed burst sequence observed by a receiver device in our

case study (see section 6.3).

Observe that burst sequences are not required to be exactly aligned. Since in each

sub-sequence of a burst sequence the same probability applies to distribute a number

of bursts uniformly, a relative shift of the burst sequences does not change the overall

probability in the superimposed sequence.
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Figure 6.3: A burst signal superimposed by 15 transmit nodes as observed by the
receiver.

Since a burst sequence is constituted from a concatenation of Poisson distributed sub-

sequences, it basically represents a set of κt random experiments of length 1
κ . By relaxing

the receiver to consider a superimposition of only κt− 2α experiments starting after the

first α experiments in the observed superimposition, a misalignment of α · κt bursts can

be compensated. Other issues common in wireless networks regard the identification

and counting of nodes, the communication of meta-data (e.g., unit of measure, type of

sensor) or the elimination of values from miscalibrated nodes. We can solve the for-

mer two issues by adding a preamble that uniquely identifies sensor ID, type or unit of

measure. In our earlier work [59, 173], we presented an approach to achieve this in a

network of unsynchronized, simultaneously transmitting nodes. Since the channel-based

calculation proposed exploits a random process repeated in κt sub-sequences, we can

also identify and eliminate values from a limited number of miscalibrated nodes by hav-

ing each node transmit only in 1
ε random sub-sequences. A receiver can identify and

ignore sub-sequences that deviate from the majority of sequences in its estimation of the

superimposed value. Clearly, a collision of bursts will induce a small error. However,

when the T I · n� T , this error is negligible. Provided that the burst sequence is suffi-

ciently sparse, this process can be scaled to an arbitrary number of signals transmitted

simultaneously. The computational load at the receiver remains the same regardless

of the count of sequences combined, improving in efficiency with increasing count of

participants.
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6.2.1 Basic Operations on the Wireless Channel

In the previous section we theoretically modeled simultaneous communication and pro-

cessing via RF channel of sensory data observed in a WSN. Thereafter, we outlined its

strengths, restrictions and possible drawbacks. In the following we are going to elucidate

our approach by exemplifying the proposed coding and transmission scheme for sensor

values. Further, we are going to describe basic mathematical operations such as addition

and multiplication to calculate primitive functions on the RF channel, and derive with

respect to various WSN application scenarios further essential mathematical functions

of interest that can be calculated over the wireless channel efficiently.

6.2.1.1 Scenario 1: Counting

As we elaborated in the previous section the coding of a sensor value vi ∈ R is determined

by a random burst sequence following a Poisson distribution with p(k; µi) =
µki e

µi

k! . The

parameter µi is set proportionally equal to the sensor value, e.g., µi = vi and vi > 0. In

case the sensor value vi ≤ 0 the setting of µi needs an offsetting by a constant c, i.e.,

µi = vi + c > 0.

To demonstrate our coding and computation scheme exemplary we show this by imple-

menting a common WSN task: the inquiry for the number of how many sensor nodes are

still active in a WSN. According to our approach and its conducting, all active sensor

nodes transmit at the same time and simultaneously (triggered by a piloting signal) a

constant but the same value (e.g., µsi = vsi = 1 coded by random burst sequences) to

a base station the reader. Since all simultaneously transmitted burst sequences con-

volve on the RF channel, and the convolution yields an addition of all bursts, the reader

can easily extract the number of active transmitter nodes, namely by applying Equa-

tion (6.1), which means the calculation of the average number of bursts occurring in a

sub-interval is answering the inquiry. In Figure 6.4 we give an actual example of such

inquiry illustrating our approach, where three active sensor nodes {s1, s2, s3} transmit

the same value vsi = 1. Observe that all random burst sequences indicate a different

pattern but represent according to the set Poisson parameter µsi = vsi the same constant

sensor value. At the receiver side in reader R all occurring bursts are subdivided into

sub-intervals and counted. Out of it the average of bursts in a sub-interval is derived

representing in our example the number of active sensor nodes µR = µs1 +µs2 +µs3 ≈ 3.

Observe that in addition to a random burst sequence the transmission of vsi ∈ R is

further characterized by a fixed time frame of length t divided into κ sub-intervals,

which in turn in practice a sub-interval is divided by the burst signal length.
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Figure 6.4: Three sensor nodes transmit simultaneously random burst sequences
encoding a constant value µsi = vsi = 1. A reader device captures the
superimposition and calculates µR ≈ 3. A short time frame and the collision of
bursts observed in second sub-interval the function computation results into a
bias calculation of µR = µs1 + µs2 + µs3 .

Note that the computation of Tsi the total number of bursts generated in a time frame of

length t, and µsi require with respect to the computable function further mathematical

operations imposing a preprocessing on a sensor node. This, however, is a monotonous

process, independent of the actual value encoding, that can be implemented in the

transceiver module in hardware, so that it then not induces computational load at the

receiver. Depending on the intricacy of function being computable via RF channel, at

the receiver side likewise a specific post-processing need to be established in the reader

hardware.

In relation to our demonstration example above, however, this requests besides pre-

processing and post-processing of further necessary processing steps upon the received

burst sequence at the reader device R: first, the issue of dealing with the uncertainty of

the utilized random process in our encoding scheme inducing a natural statistical error,

and second, the systematic error induced by collisions of bursts during simultaneous

transmission. In addition, the process of recognizing incoming burst signals correctly is

not trivial, such that registered events can become very often indistinguishable for the

reader device.
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Figure 6.5: These two histograms H1 and H2 show the results of 1000 trials each
calculating vs1 + vs2 + vs3 = 4 + 10 + 17 = 31 via RF channel. H1 is obtained by
using 103 time slots for a sub–interval and 5000 sub-intervals for a time frame. H2
is obtained by using 104 time slots for a sub-interval and 5000 sub-intervals for a
time frame.

A closer look in Figure 6.4 at the second column (showing the second sub-interval)

identifies such an undetected collision leading to a bias of the final calculation result.

With regard to the chosen model parameters this illustration depicts a time frame of

length t = 1000 time slots corresponding to κ = 10 sub-intervals with each of them

with 100 time slots. In such time frame a single data point is encoded. An intuition

here suggests circumventing an enlargement of the time frame to improve the accuracy

of a function calculation. For demonstration purposes we affixed the model parameters

as described previously and shown in Figure 6.4. In a practical application scenario

the parameters of the calculation model need to be set in the way to fit on the one

hand hardware requirements of a sensor node and on the other a desired accuracy of

calculation via RF channel.

6.2.1.2 Scenario 2: Summation

In our next example we illustrate the addition of three different sensor values vs1 = 4,

vs2 = 10, vs3 = 17 being sensed by three sensor nodes {s1, s2, s3}. In contrast to the
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previous example we deploy this time for demonstration purpose different setups to ob-

serve the behavior of our approach, such as setting larger sub-interval to avoid collisions

over the wireless channel. For instance, in the following we are setting for time frame

t = 106 and κ = 103 resulting in a 1000 time slotted sub-interval with overall 1000

sub-intervals. According to our approach the average of the number of bursts occurring

in the affixed time frame and sub-interval delivers the summation of the three sensed

values µR = f(vs1 , vs2 , vs3) = µs1 + µs2 + µs30 ≈ 31. The function calculation with this

parameter setup is illustrated in Figure 6.2 depicting the burst distributions of the en-

coded values {vs1 , vs2 , vs3} and the histogram indicating the outcome of the addition of

all three burst sequences over the wireless channel. Since the burst sequences of the sen-

sor nodes follow the Poisson distribution p(k; µsi) and convolve over the wireless channel

we fit the resultant theoretical Poisson’s Probability Density Function (PDF) p(k; µR)

with the observed histogram shown in Figure 6.2. Approximately the PDF fits to the

observed histogram, but it shows a noticeable skewness. Further simulation trials with

different setups and calculating the same task reveal that the calculation accuracy is

more influenced by the chosen length of a sub-interval, than to the choice of a large time

frame. The reason for this observation shown in Figure 6.6 lies in the impact of burst

collisions: a shorter sub-interval increases the probability for colliding of burst signals

that cannot be distinguished from reader device anymore, whereas a larger sub-interval

diminishes the number of collisions. Further, using a large time frame t that consists of

a large number of sub-intervals has a scarce influence on the improvement of calculation

accuracy, because the collision rate of bursts remains constant over time. The enlarge-

ment of a time frame t reduces the uncertainty of calculation via RF channel, though.

For instance, Figure 6.5 shows two histograms H1 and H2 observed by two differently

chosen sub-interval length of 103 and 104 time slots, with a time frame containing 5000

sub-intervals. The mean values of H1 and H2 that provide the result of calculation task

indicate a different absolute distance to the true value describing the systematic error,

but entail almost the same standard deviation σµR describing the statistical error. A

series of simulations with varied setups calculating the same mathematical task over the

wireless channel are recapped in Figure 6.6. The simulations reveal conclusively that the

systematic error remains almost constant independently of a chosen length of time frame

t. In chapter 7 we are going to analyze the calculation error of our approach in detail,

and provide a solution with regard to diminish the systematic error drastically. Further,

we are going to provide assertions with regard to bound the natural uncertainty, and

thus achieve an acceptable calculation accuracy for the most application scenarios.
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Figure 6.6: The function computation over the wireless channel using 104 time slots
per sub-interval shows clearly an improved calculation accuracy in contrast to a
chosen sub-interval length of 103 slots. The use of differently large time frames
show scarcely an impact on the calculation accuracy.

Providing the error analysis in chapter 7, in the following we apply in advance its re-

sulting solution to rectify our calculation from previous task by

µ̂Rnew = −N log

(
1− µ̂Rold

N

)
(6.4)

The parameter N in Equation (6.4) denotes the number of time slots within a sub-

interval. Exemplary, we show in Figure 6.6 the accuracy improvement for the case

N = 103, where the systematic error (as a consequence of applying Formula (6.4)) is

almost vanished. In addition to the resultant curve for various time frames we included

to the log-log plot point-wise error bars indicating always for 1000 trials the standard

deviation of 1 σ. This figure illustrates that the effort to reduce the measurement

uncertainty growth exponentially. Since in Figure 6.7 the deviation error is hard to

distinguish visibly between the true value and the estimation, we show in Figure 6.8 the

rectified calculations in a magnified plot. It illustrates that the corrected outcome of our

novel estimation now fluctuates around true value indicating seemingly a mere natural

statistical error. In the light of developing resource-limited IoT nodes and a desired
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Figure 6.7: With respect to a chosen sub-interval length of 103 slots and the
application of equation (6.4) the resulting curve (solid line) shows in comparison
to the results in Figure 6.6 a significantly improved calculation accuracy
approaching the true value (dashed line). The effort for decreasing the calculation
uncertainty is exponential shown by error bars.

calculation accuracy for function computation the model parameters of our approach

need to be still chosen wisely.

6.2.1.3 Scenario 3: Multiplication

In our next example we demonstrate multiplication of sensor values over the wireless

channel, that is tricky to be realized. It requires preprocessing on every sensor node

upon the sensed value before transmission, and a post-processing of the received burst

sequence at the receiver side holding the outcome of the multiplication task. The solution

for this issue relies on using exponentiation and logarithm rules, that allow to transform

multiplication into addition over the wireless channel. For instance, on every sensor

node si the Poisson’s parameter is set to µsi = logb vsi , b denotes an arbitrary base and

vsi is the sensor value of node si. By transmission every sensor node generates a random

burst sequence following Poisson distribution p(k; µsi). At the receiver side the outcome
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Figure 6.8: By applying Eq. 6.4 this plot shows results of rectified calculations for
using 103 and 104 time slots per sub-interval.

of the multiplication task is regained by empowering b with the received µR, i.e.,

M∏
i=1

vsi = b(
∑M
i=1 logb vsi)

= bµR (6.5)

To elucidate our approach, in the following we exemplify the multiplication operation om

the RF channel by multiplying three sensor readings vs1 = 2, vs2 = 4, vs3 = 16 sensed

by three sensor nodes {s1, s2, s3}. Before transmission every sensor node determines its

Poisson parameter by setting µsi = logb vsi . If we use for logarithm base b = 2, then

follows for the sensor nodes {s1, s2, s3} to generate random burst sequences according

to µs1 = log2 2 = 1, µs2 = log2 4 = 2 and µs3 = log2 16 = 4. At the receiver side the

calculated sum µR = µs1 +µs2 +µs3 = 8 over the channel is used to derive the outcome

of the multiplication task, namely, by raising b = 2 to the power µR, i.e., 2µR = 28 = 64,

which answers the multiplication task of vs1 · vs2 · vs3 = 2 · 4 · 8 = 64.
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Table 6.1: Elementary functions for data processing over the wireless channel.

Function

Addition
∑n

i=1 xi

Multiplication
∏n
i=1 xi

Subtraction xi − xj

Division xi
xj

6.2.1.4 Scenario 4: Division and Subtraction

In the same manner as we realized multiplication and addition via RF channel, we

can realize division and subtraction on the wireless channel. In the case of realizing

division the fraction is transformed into a multiplication task, e.g.,
vs1
vs2

= vs1 · 1
vs2

.

The multiplication of vs1 and 1
vs2

is carried out in the same way as this is already

been described above. In the case of carrying out a subtraction, e.g., vs1 − vs2 , the

operational number range need to be shifted into a positive range by a constant c, such

that −vs2 + c > 0. In a post-processing step at the receiver side the shift of the number

range need to be undone to acquire finally the correct calculation.

6.2.2 Functions of Interest Calculable on the RF Channel

In the previous section we introduced by means of basic examples practical implemen-

tation of calculating mathematical functions over the wireless channel, and described

ordinary intrinsic computation issues of our approach. With the basic operations, fur-

ther relevant mathematical functions can be realized. Table 6.1 lists exemplary primitive

functions applying one basic mathematical operation. More convoluted mathematical

functions of being of interest in practice are shown in Table 6.2, that are commonly used

in data processing. These tables separate between functions solely computable on the

wireless channel and such functions that partly require either the computation by the

receiving fusion center or transmitting IoT sensor nodes. In particular, the root and

the exponentiation are not easily computed over the wireless channel, such that when

necessary these operations are left to be computed on the hardware devices itself. The

shown tables list a small fraction of functions calculable on the RF channel. A complete

set of calculable functions over the wireless channel is not determined yet, and needs fur-

ther to be investigated theoretically. However, with respect to our approach the shown

mathematical functions provide limits and requirements for designing resource-limited
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Table 6.2: An excerpt of common functions being calculable on the RF channel and
applied in data analysis.

Function

Arithmetic mean x̄A = 1
n

∑n
i=1 xi

Weighted mean x̄W = 1∑n
i=1 wi

∑n
i=1wixi

Quadratic mean x̄Q =
√

1
n

∑n
i=1 x

2
i

Geometric mean x̄G = (
∏n
i=1 xi)

1/n = n
√
x1x2 · · ·xn

Harmonic mean x̄H = 1
1
n

∑n
i=1

1
xi

k-th moment 1
n

∑n
i=1X

k
i

L1-norm L1 =
∑n

i=1 |xi|

Lk-norm Lk = k
√∑n

i=1 |xi|k

Standard deviation σ =
√

1
n

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄A)2

IoT nodes. In more detail we are going to discuss this issue in chapter 7. Intermediately,

in the following section we investigate the calculation error of differently large WSNs

applying our data processing architecture.

6.3 Case Study

In contrast to our collective data processing architecture calculating mathematical func-

tions over the wireless channel being described above, the classical way of approach is to

separate data transmission from data processing in a WSN. From each sensor node first

data is aggregated individually in a fusion center, so that in a second step the sensed

data is interpreted centrally. For the data analysis software-based processing tools are

applied, which we characterize as off-line processing of data. In practice, very often sim-

ple statistical functions are applied to analyze data, in order to obtain a comprehensive

view over an observed environment. In comparison to this, we perform computation over

the sensory data directly on the RF channel, such that the receiver node already gets the

final or partial outcome of a function calculation. This kind of information precessing

we characterize as on-line processing. In the following we are going to demonstrate our
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Figure 6.9: Block diagram showing our simple sensor node.

approach based on deploying a real wireless sensor network, and put this in comparison

with a traditional WSN by conducting a case study.

6.3.1 Wireless Sensor Network Platform

To test our approach in practice, we created a wireless sensor network platform with

15 simple nodes and a central receiver, gathering incoming signals. For setting up

the experimental WSN platform we deployed the GNU Radio as a receiver device and

created to it a Software-defined Radio (SDR), in order to capture burst signals sent

from the 15 simple sensor nodes. During transmission of bursts transmitted by the

nodes the Software Radio registers all incoming burst signals and computes µ̂R the

averaged number of bursts occurring within a time frame.

With respect to the sensor node hardware we manufactured the transmitter nodes with

merely few electronic components, such as a micro-controller, an oscillator device and

antenna operating in the 2.4 GHz band. Regarding the micro-controller we used the

Arduino Uno board, Revision 3 [219]. With respect to the RF sinusoid signal gener-

ator we manufactured it in our lab with off-the-shelf PCB components. To achieve a

broadcasting range of Home RF we adapted a standard oscillator circuit [5] to create a

transmitter device to our needs (cf. Figure 6.11).

The sensing and managing of data transmission is controlled by the micro-controller

unit (cf. Figure 6.9 depicting a block diagram of our simple sensor node). With regard

to the transmission scheme we are using simple ON-OFF-Keying, so that the signal

generator is switched on/off to transmit or not to transmit a burst. Based on the

sensed value each node transmits a Poisson distributed sequence of bursts having the

form of a spike train. The burst sequence is generated with the help of an on-board

Random Number Generator (RNG) following the Poisson distribution with mean value

µsi initialized with the sensor value vsi . The data transmission from the sensor nodes

to the sink node is conducted unsynchronized, simultaneously and unidirectional. At
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Figure 6.10: The sensor node consists
of a 2.4 GHz sinusoid signal
generator (A) connected to an
Arduino Uno micro-controller (B)
interfacing with a sensor device.
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Figure 6.11: Schematic of our 2.4 GHz oscillator circuit adapted from John Wright’s
signal generator [5] by permission.
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Figure 6.12: Wireless sensor network of the Intel Berkeley Lab [6]. The formation of
nodes in the encircled area is used to position our 15 nodes in our lab.

the receiver side a Software Radio is processing the incoming signals. From the received

superimposed signal the bursts occurring in a time frame are detected and counted to

acquire the outcome of a desired function computation. An example of a real captured

burst sequence generated by our 15 nodes is depicted in Figure 6.3.

6.3.2 Calculation of Mean Temperature Using the WSN Platform

To demonstrate the performance of our approach we used a dataset from the Intel

Berkeley Research lab as a benchmark [6]. The dataset was generated by their wireless

sensor network and consists of several days readings from sensory data, such as air

temperature, humidity, light and voltage.

For our purpose we picked from the dataset a 1-day recording which was generated by

15 sensor nodes (cf. Figure 6.12, nodes we utilized are encircled through an ellipse), and

mapped each recorded corresponding time series to one of our sensor nodes. We calculate

the average temperature curve obtained during the day. The traditional way to estimate

the state of an observed area is primarily to collect data and afterwards to depict in

a post processing step the averaged sensory values in a plot. In our case, the sum of

the temperature values is derived at the receiver directly due to the superimposition

of values. In a 34 m2 room (5.35 m · 6.35 m) we scattered our sensor nodes in a similar

formation as the nodes are positioned in the Intel lab. In the center of the sensor field

we positioned the receiver node. With respect to the deployed hardware of the RF signal

generator the transmission time of a burst is set to 25 ms, which is confined by the used

electronic components. For the transmission scheme of a sensor value 1000 time slots
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Figure 6.13: Deviation error between computation accuracy and the ground truth.

are used, which results in a 25 second long signal. This long signal duration was owing

to our prototypical implementation of the sensor nodes. With nodes capable of sending

a burst of shorter duration, this time can be significantly reduced.

6.3.3 Results

In the experiment we initiated the nodes to transmit the temperature values, whereby

the receiver node captured the on-the-channel calculated accumulated temperature value

among all 15 sensor nodes and derived the mean through division by 15 (the node

count). The resulting temperature curve deviates slightly from the off-line-generated

curve (cf. Figure 6.13). To investigate our approach thoroughly we created in addition to

the real world experiment simulations applying more time slots to encode a sensor value.

The simulations show a higher accuracy the more time slots are used. Figure 6.14 depicts

the results for 103 time slots. Although the estimated curve closely follows the optimum

mean calculated for the temperature values off-line, the value deviates slightly. In the

case of 106 time slots the deviation error is approximately 0.04, so that the difference

between the original curve and the outcome of our approach is hardly distinguishable

(cf. Figure 6.15).
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Figure 6.14: On-the-channel computed mean temperature of 15 nodes in
comparison to the averaged measurement series gained from the Intel lab data
when 103 time slots are used. The standard deviation error is σ = 0.2293◦C.
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Figure 6.15: On-the-channel computed mean temperature of 15 nodes in
comparison to the averaged measurement series gained from the Intel lab data
when 106 time slots are used. The standard deviation error is σ = 0.0378◦C.
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6.4 Summary

In this chapter we introduced an approach for calculating functions of interest on the RF

channel, and demonstrated the implicit calculation at the time of simultaneous wireless

transmission of Poisson-encoded values. In particular, we developed a simple sensor node

capable of sensing and transmitting Poisson-distributed burst sequences and employed

15 nodes in a scenario to simultaneously transmit temperature values to a receiver

node. Due to this Poisson distribution of the burst sequences encoding the temperature

values, the superimposition observed by the receiver encodes the sum of the temperature

values. By dividing this value by the number of transmit nodes, the receiver achieves

the mean temperature with small errors enforced by the transmission process. The error

can be bounded by increasing the length of the burst sequences, thereby increasing the

confidence on the estimated received value. This transmission scheme, that we call time-

based Collective Communications (CC), can empower resource restricted IoT nodes to

conduct ambitious computation by trading computational load for communication load.

In the next chapter we proceed to analyze in detail the systematic error and statistical

error of our approach, and derive a solution to minimize the calculation error which

emerges during the simultaneous data transmission and data processing over the wireless

channel. Further, we are going to elaborate the essentials for designing a circuitry of a

resource-limited IoT node, that implements our concept of function calculation on the

RF channel.
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Analysis of Superimposed

Computing and Circuit Design

In the previous chapter we introduced calculation of desired functions on the RF channel

for resource-limited WSNs, which we call wireless superimposed computing. In the fol-

lowing chapter we derive with respect to the corrupted wireless computing a solution to

minimize the calculation error occurring during the simultaneous data transmission and

processing over the wireless channel. To this end, we extend our investigation towards

designing a resource-limited IoT node in relation to application specific scenarios, and

discuss its requirements and implementation issues with respect to current hardware

technology.

7.1 Introduction

In the last chapter we introduced an approach for wireless superimposed computing and

presented a simple sensor network enabled to calculate various desired functions over

the RF channel. However, the outcome of the calculation using the RF channel is error

corrupted as noticed. With enlarging the time window of radio reception or shortening

the burst signal itself we are able to mitigate the error of function computation by brute

force at the expense of power and transmission time. These arrangements, however,

are not sufficient enough to remove the systematic error efficiently. In this chapter we

are going to analyze the error in detail and derive analytically a solution, that rectifies

our wireless superimposed computing significantly, such that the previously noticed bias

in calculation vanishes. A side benefit of our solution enables in addition to improve

transmission time efficacy as well, because it allows to manage the occurring calculation

error with desired accuracy.
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In relation to application specific scenarios deploying wireless superimposed computing

we are going to investigate to this end the hardware design of our approach into resource-

limited IoT nodes. With respect to current Organic and printed Electronics (OE) and

Si-based CMOS technology, we are going to discuss hardware requirements and imple-

mentation issues, such that the development for applications specific IoT sensor networks

using our approach can be facilitated.

Before we start with analyzing the calculation error in detail of our approach in sec-

tion 7.2, we begin in subsection 7.2.1 with characterizing the simultaneous data trans-

mission and processing scheme, pointing out the central properties. After that, we

investigate analytically the expected error in subsection 7.2.2, and derive in succeed-

ing a solution to improve computation accuracy. In section 7.3 we provide a thorough

evaluation about our wireless superimposed computing approach. In a follow-up, in

section 7.4 we turn to circuit design of resource-limited IoT nodes, that integrate our

proposed time-based Collective Communications (CC) approach.

7.2 Error Analysis of Wireless Superimposed Computing

7.2.1 Computation Scheme

In chapter 6 we introduced a communication scheme to realize all four basic mathemati-

cal operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division) using Poisson-distributed

burst-sequences. The scheme is tolerant to weak synchronization of nodes and requires

only simple operations by participating nodes. The general principle grounds on the fol-

lowing property: for two random sequences encoding Poisson variables χ1 and χ2 with

means µ1 and µ2, their combination χ1 + χ2 again yields a Poisson distributed variable

with mean µ1 + µ2 [217]. This key idea is used to realize a mathematical operation

on the RF channel, for example, to calculate correspondingly v1 + v2, with v1, v2 ∈ R,

resulting into v1 + v2 ∈ R.

We divide a burst sequence of length t into κt sub-sequences of length 1
κ . Each of these

subsequences is generated with the help of a stochastic process following the Poisson

distribution p(k; µsi) as described in textbook [218]. The parameter µsi determines the

density of bursts within the sequence generated from transmitter si. The larger µsi is,

the smaller the probability of finding no point. The parameter µsi denotes the mean of

the distribution. Thus, on a transmitter node si we apply a Poisson process with mean

µsi = vsi to transmit the value vsi . In the mode of operation all participating transmit-

ter nodes transmit their burst sequences simultaneously. The receiver R captures the

superimposed transmission and detects in a time slotted time frame all received bursts.
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Figure 7.1: A sketch of our scheme for the computation of mathematical function
via communication channel

To observe the value µR at the receiver, we extract the count Ni of sub-sequences

with exactly i bursts as well as the total number of bursts T =
∑n

i=1 i · Ni occurring

within a time frame t. In practice, T denotes the total number of all counted bursts

and N =
∑n

i=1Ni is the number of all sub-intervals within a time frame t. Then, the

outcome of a function calculation is obtained by

µRt ≈
T

N
. (7.1)

Equation (7.1) is true, as long as all sent bursts are captured from receiverR, because the

received burst sequence again yields a Poisson distribution. The receiver can therefore

apply (7.1) to extract µR from received sequence.

For the calculation of desired functions we utilize superimposed burst sequences from

various transmitter nodes. The general mechanism is briefly sketched in Figure 7.1. In

the upper-left corner of Figure 7.1 we show a translation of a received burst sequence

into a binary sequence indicating for each time slot an occupation by a burst. At the

right side of this figure we show exemplary an addition of two burst sequences. The

lower-left side of this figure illustrates superimposition of weakly synchronized burst

sequences calculating a function. It means in effect that our approach for data trans-

mission and processing requires no synchronization. This side effect is attributed to our

coding scheme. The value vsi ∈ R is encoded by a mean value of a Poisson distribu-

tion p(k; µsi), but vsi is not encoded through a fixed burst sequence. Therefore, our
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Figure 7.2: A binary reception vector of a receiver indicates a bit-sequence
representing a concatenated burst sequence

transmission scheme indicates robustness towards inaccurate synchronization in phase,

symbol and signal strength level. Since burst sequences are utilized, the exact received

power can fluctuate greatly among sequences, provided that the burst sequence received

with least power is still significantly above the noise level. Also, burst sequences do not

require exact synchronization in transmit phases. In order to understand the impact

of inaccurate synchronization on symbol (burst) level, we assume an encoding of a par-

ticular value v κt times in a sequence of length t that is concatenated from sequences

of length 1
κ (cf. Figure 7.2). Further, we utilize representations of values as random

burst sequences following specified random distributions, which are tolerant for shift

and reordering of bursts over a sequence. Furthermore, we implement a value in this

manner several times within an overall burst sequence in concatenated sub-sequences.

Consequently, taking these two preconditions together, regardless of which distinct 1
k

bits from the received sequence are considered by the receiver, they will always en-

code the same random distribution with about the same properties. Slight variation for

a different choice of 1
k bits then result only from possible collisions in burst sequences.

Consequently, we can state that sequences do not have to be synchronized on the symbol

level.

In the calculation process over the wireless channel burst sequences from various transmit

sources arrive overlaid at the receiver. During this process, bursts write though into the

received burst sequence. The underlying physical principle for the calculation scheme

is therefore the cumulation of bursts in a received sequence. Different functions can

be realized by the differing interpretations of these bursts. For instance, the naive

implementation of an addition on the wireless channel could simply count the number

of bursts in a received sequence, in order to estimate the overall count of bursts in all

transmitted sequences.

In doing so, however, it should be noted that our calculation model using the physical

channel as a calculator is flawed: the overlay of two or more bursts at the same time in HF

band is hard to be distinguished from receiver [52, pp.73-75], leading to an inaccurate

calculation of mean value µR. The occupation of a time slot by two or more bursts
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Figure 7.3: This probability tree shows all possible combinations of realizations for
occurrences of no burst, one burst, or more than one burst in a single time slot.
For example, the probability that M transmitter nodes with transmission rates of
p1, p2, . . . , pM send no burst in the same time slot is
p(”No burst”) = (1− p1)(1− p2) · · · (1− pM ).

is in general counted as one burst. In order to mitigate the impact of collisions on the

derived value and to achieve better calculation accuracy, we encode a value repeatedly in

multiple concatenated and enlarged sub-sequences. The calculation accuracy can also be

improved by simply shortening the burst signal itself, because the probability of collision

between bursts is automatically reduced. However, these steps for improvement does

not change the fact that our computation system remains error-prone. In the following

section we investigate in particular the induced error caused by burst collisions.

7.2.2 Estimation of Errors Induced by Collisions

The amount of collisions in a received burst sequence impacts the error in the described

calculation. With accurate knowledge on the expected amount of collisions it is therefore
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possible to correct an error in a calculation on a wireless channel to some extent. As

we perceived the issue in our approach that bursts from different transmitter nodes can

overlap during transmission without being recognized by a reader R, in the following we

model this issue by forming a probability tree that provides the probabilities for each

possible occurrence of no burst, one burst, or more than one burst in a single time slot1.

For example, if a WSN consists of M transmitter nodes, and every node si transmits

bursts with a rate pi, then the probability for every node transmits a burst at the same

time is p(”All nodes transmit”) = p1p2p3 · · · pM . In contrary, the probability for no

occurrence of a burst in a time slot is p(”No burst”) = (1−p1)(1−p2(1−p3) · · · (1−pM ).

Further possible combinations of realizations are apprehended in the probability tree

(cf. Figure 7.3). From the viewpoint of a reader R only the realization of p(”No burst”)

is for certain to be recognized correctly. If in case an event is detected, then the reader

R is not able to distinguish for certainty between one or more bursts that can occur in

a single time slot. However, if we observe occurring events over an affixed time frame,

then we can conclude statistically about the real number of occurring bursts, though. In

doing, we slice an observation time into N time slots, whereby time length of a time slot

corresponds to burst signal length. The detection of an event in a time slot represents a

Bernoulli process. By considering a fixed number of N Bernoulli trials we can describe

this process by a binomial distribution b(N, p), where p denotes the probability for

observing an event in a time slot. Here, we are allowed to assume to observe a binomial

process despite of expecting a Passion process.

Proof. We assume a readerR is receiving events of bursts following a Poisson distribution

p(µ; k) = µke−µ

k! originating from sources that generate those Poisson distributed events.

Due to limitations of reader device R an affixed observation time is sliced into N time

slots, such that for a high number of N slots and a small probability p(”Burst occurs”),

1For the sake of simplicity we abusively use the lowercased p(·) to represent either, the probability
p(”Event”) for the occurrence of an event with rate p, and the Poisson probability density function
p(µ; k) with parameter µ the mean value of events and k the number of events.
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we can state µ = N · p. Now, we can replace µ and conclude

(Np)ke−Np

k!
=

(Np)k

k!

[
1 ·
(

1− 1

N

)(
1− 2

N

)
· · ·
(

1− k − 1

N

)
(1− Np

N )N

(1− Np
N )k

]
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(Np)k
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1 ·
(

1− 1

N

)(
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N

)
· · ·
(
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N

)]
(1− p)N−k
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Nk
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N

N

(
N − 1

N

)(
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)
· · ·
(
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)]
pk(1− p)N−k

=
N(N − 1)(N − 2) · · · (N − k + 1)

k!
pk(1− p)N−k

=
N !

k!(N − k)!
pk(1− p)N−k

=

(
N

k

)
pk(1− p)N−k

Thus, proof is provided that reader R is observing a binomial random process.

Now that we obtained a binomial distribution for observing events in a time slot-

ted window, we can apply the expectation value E(X) = Np, with X ∼ b(N, p).

Hence, we are obtaining the greatest lower-bound µlower to observe the true mean value

µtrue of a superimposed burst sequence following a Poisson distribution. To acquire

the least upper-bound value µupper for receiving bursts, we apply the realization of

p(”No burst in N slots”) = (1− p)N , and conclude

(1− p)N =
(µupper)

0e−µupper

0!
= e−µupper

⇒ N log(1− p) = −µupper

⇒ µupper = −N log(1− p) (7.2)

Finally, we determined the greatest lower-bound value µlower and the least upper-bound

value µupper for bounding the searched true mean value µtrue by

Np ≤ µtrue ≤ −N log(1− p) . (7.3)

For point estimation we use the least upper-bound value. However, since in practice the

systematic error is not fully removed because of other additional systematic errors, we

use a modified version of Equation (7.3), namely

µR = −(N −∆1) log(1− p) + ∆2 , (7.4)

where ∆1 and ∆2 represent calibration parameters mitigating further systematic errors,

such as the influence of inaccurate clocks of transmitter devices, utilizing pseudo-random
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number generators, or jamming transmitters. The calibration parameters ∆1 and ∆2

can be determined by simple testing the entire WSN. For example, the counting task of

active transmitter nodes in a WSN can be used to perform a proper calibration. However,

since this issue is more hardware-dependent, and in relation to approach independent,

for further analysis we continue to use only Equation (7.3).

7.3 Simulations

In the previous section we investigated analytically the systematic error of our approach

induced in particular by collisions of bursts, and derived a solution eliminating almost the

calculation error from function computation over wireless channel. Further, we gained

insights about our coding scheme setting appropriate parameters for randomly drawn

burst sequences. In the following we perform empirical experiments to test our derived

solution, and extend investigation towards deploying differently large WSNs. In partic-

ular, we are going to test behavior of our computation model being deployed in small

and large WSNs. For testing we employ and conduct Matlab-based simulations, in order

to estimate calculation error experienced during calculating mathematical functions at

the time of transmission on the wireless channel. In our investigation, we are simulating

up to 50 IoT nodes being randomly (uniformly distributed) placed in a 30 m × 30 m

environment with the receiver located 3 m above the center of this square.

The phase offset of the received dominant signal component from each transmitter is

calculated according to the transmission distance in a direct line of sight. For a signal

wavelength of λ and a transmit power of Ptx over a distance d, path loss is calculated

by the Friis equation Ptx
(
λ

2πd

)2
GtxGrx with antenna gain for the transmitter and the

receiver as Grx = Gtx = 0 dB. Burst signals mi(t) are transmitted at 2.4 GHz with

transmit power Ptx = 1 mW. All received signals are then summed up to achieve the

superimposed signal. Finally, a noise sequence is added to estimate the signal at the re-

ceiver. We utilize ambient white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at −103 dBm as proposed by

reference [220]. With regard to further considerations about the propagation of electro-

magnetic waves and the proposed collective data processing architecture, we introduce

the following formalism: by simultaneously transmitting values vsi from n transmitter

nodes over the wireless channel, a receiver is observing a superimposition

ζrec(t) = <

[(
ej2πfct

n∑
i=1

vsiRSSie
jγi

)
+ ζnoise(t)

]
(7.5)

of these values.
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In Equation (7.5), fc represents a common transmit frequency, RSSi and γi the received

signal strength and relative phase shift of a signal component transmitted by node si and

ζnoise(t) the noise signal. We understand the simultaneous transmission over a wireless

channel as the execution of a function y = f(vs1 , . . . , vsn) with the transmitted values

vsi as input parameters and the reception ζrec(t) as the output y of the function.

7.3.1 Experiment1: Error Tracking

To get started with exploring limits and behavior of our solution improving computation

accuracy of wireless superimposed computing (cf. Equation (7.4)), we begin first with

a calculation of an arbitrarily chosen mathematical task. For instance, we setup a

WSN with 5 sensor nodes in our simulator to calculate a mathematical function of

the form f(vs1 , vs2 , vs3 , vs4 , vs5) = vs1 + vs2 + vs3 + vs4 + vs5 . In particular, we let

f(10, 5, 3, 2, 1) = 21 to be calculated 10 000 times on the RF channel employing thereby

different coding scheme parameters. To investigate the impact of differently chosen sub-

intervals, namely 102 and 103 time slots, we chose for κ = 1000, resulting into time

frames of lengths t1 = 105 and t2 = 106 time slots. With regard to the parameters of

Equation 7.4, we set ∆1 = 0, and ∆2 = 0, in order to investigate the occurring error

induced by burst collisions. In Figure 7.4 we show our simulation results obtained by

calculating the chosen mathematical task. The upper Plot 7.4 (a) depicts absolute errors

of |21− µ̄R|, where µ̄R is mean of calculation trials. For a distinct and complementary

representation we provide in the lower Plot 7.4 (b) nonlinear fits to simulation results.

The results indicate a steady reduction of calculation error tending to zero line the more

trials are performed and put into the reckoning. Since the log-log plots in Figure 7.4

exhibit straight falling lines on the long run, we presume that an exponential effort

is needed to achieve a steady improvement. Furthermore, the straight falling of the

calculation error indicates a mere statistical error to be remained, appearing that the

induced error by collisions of bursts over the wireless channel is of no more existence

to be. The choice for using a time frame with 103 slots/sub-interval seams to provide

in tendency a better performance in contrast to the choice of a time frame with 102

slots/sub-interval, but not in general.

7.3.2 Experiment 2: Computation Accuracy

In the following experiment we extend our investigation towards calculating the same

mathematical function as before, but deploy this time different sets of 5-tuples to ob-

serve behavior of our computation model at the broader level. With regard to issue

we created a data set of 5-tuples, whose inset vs1 , vs2 , vs3, vs4 , vs5 ∈ [1, 20] in f(·) yields
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Figure 7.4: Plot (a) shows averaged values of absolute calculation error of
calculating the mathematical task 10 + 5 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 21 over wireless channel
using different sub-interval lengths. Plot (b) shows nonlinear fits to data
presented in plot (a).

y ∈ {5, 6, 7, . . . , 98, 99, 100}. To avoid bias in data we created for each y the most variety

of 5-tuples, i.e., for each y we assigned 1000 most variable insets resulting into 95×1000

calculation trials. The results of this investigation are given in Figure 7.5. The left

column of subplots renders the calculation error for using 102 time slots/sub-interval,

and the right column describes the same for using 103 slots/sub-interval. The subplots

(a) and (b) each depict all occurring calculation errors experienced during calculating

the 95 000 trials. Subplots (c) and (d) provide some statistical descriptors about the

endogenous calculation error. For instance, for all 95 sets, with each set of 1000 trials
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Figure 7.5: The subplots here show simulation results of wireless superimposed
computing performed by a WSN with 5 sensor nodes. The left and right column
present statistics for the calculation error experienced during calculating
95× 1000 mathematical tasks such as vs1 + vs2 + vs3 + vs4 + vs5 , and
vs1 , vs2 , vs3 , vs4 , vs5 ∈ [1, 20].
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assigned to a certain y, their maximum, minimum, mean and 1 σ standard deviation er-

ror is acquired. In subplots (e) and (f) we show the mean values in a zoom mode, which

present their fluctuation in a visible range. According to the results in Figure 7.5 we can

determine that in comparison the use of a coding scheme with 103 slots/sub-interval pro-

vides in relation to calculation error a better performance. This can be inferred visually

by comparing all subplots together. Further, the calculation error is distributed sym-

metrically around the zero line, such that we can assume here to observe only an error

caused by stochastic processes. Further on, we can state by considering the subplots a

steady rise of calculation error, that we attribute to be owing to our coding scheme: the

higher the value vsi is need to be encoded by a random burst sequence, the more entropy

is loaded into a burst sequence leading proportionally to a higher statistical fluctuation.

Considering subplot (c) and (d) we can register a drastic reduction of calculation error

by taking the mean of trials. For instance, we sustain for using a coding scheme with 102

slots/sub-interval an inaccuracy of computation, that is conservatively considered, less

than < 0.0258, when taking 1000 trials in a row. In case of using 103 slots/sub-interval

we obtain an inaccuracy less than < 0.0219. The comparison of mean values depicted

in subplots (e) and (f) indicates in tendency a better computation accuracy when using

103 slots/sub-interval.

7.3.3 Experiment 3: Large-scaled WSN

In the previous experiments we investigated behavior of wireless superimposed comput-

ing based on a WSN with 5 sensor nodes and using Equation (7.4) for error rectifying. In

the following we investigate our solution for rectifying wireless superimposed computing

in relation to larger WSNs with different sizes. In particular, we investigate WSNs with

sizes of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 sensor nodes. Corresponding to size of a WSN with n

nodes, we are calculating mathematical functions on the RF channel that have the form

f(vs1 , . . . , vsn) = vs1 + · · ·+ vsn = y.

In a simulation of wireless superimposed computing we initialize first each sensor node

with a prior drawn value vsi from X = [1, 20], so that in a second step, all sensor

nodes generate correspondingly, and transmit simultaneously a random burst sequence.

Since in simulations input and output of the mathematical tasks are a priori known, we

can finally observe the calculation error for various configurations and differently large

WSNs. In the simulations we incorporate asynchronous transmission of burst sequences

to reflect real world characteristics of weak synchronization among nodes and distinct

signal propagation times imposed by nature. The receiver counts incoming bursts and

estimates the resulting µ̂R value as a result of addition of individual vsi-values. After

taking the mean, outcome µ̂R is corrected at the receiver side by applying Equation (7.4).
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Table 7.1: Errors experienced by calculation of valued during simultaneous
transmission (t = 106 and κ = 103)

10 nodes 20 nodes 30 nodes 40 nodes 50 nodes

mean err. 0.2726 0.3673 0.4868 0.5777 0.6825
std-dev. 0.2143 0.2666 0.3625 0.4265 0.5114
max err. 1.1638 1.7065 2.0060 2.2395 2.7971

median err. 0.2266 0.3113 0.4123 0.4966 0.5677

To experience the calculation error of our solution with regard to various configurations

and different WSN sizes, we simulate calculation on the RF channel for each mentioned

WSN size calculating 1 000 different mathematical tasks. In order to create manifold

tasks we used randomly drawn values vsi ∈ [1, 20]. For every calculated task over the

wireless channel we measure the absolute error to the ground truth. The investigation

is in fact based on calculating a linear function f(·), but we take the simulation results

for granted to be valid as well for other forms of mathematical functions, because the

physical RF channel remains invariant regardless of the used encoding scheme and type

of function.

In Table 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 we show some conspicuous simulation results. Further,

in the excerpts we provide some statistics to the experienced calculation error. For

instance, Table 7.1 depicts our results for network sizes of up to 50 nodes, employing

a time frame of t = 106 slots fixed by employing a sub-interval length of 103 and

κ = 103. The parameter κ denotes divisor of time frame t indicating the number of sub-

intervals within t. In Figure 7.6 we compiled those simulation results together gained by

using explicitly a sub-interval length of 103 in all simulated WSNs and configurations.

Hence, we observe that the mean error for all calculated tasks is rising linearly, when

the number of sensor nodes in a WSN increases as well linearly. And, the larger a

time frame t for encoding is used the smaller the resulting calculation error. Here, we

achieve approximately each time an improvement of computation accuracy by a factor

of 3×, whenever the length of time frame is proportionally enlarged by factor 10×. This

assessment, however, is useful allowing to trade computation accuracy with constraints

of a hardware technology. That means, that the calculation error is manageable and

allows to define hardware requirements for future WSN application scenarios.

In further simulations we observe that the mean error is rising for using a time frame of

106 slots and a sub-interval of 104 slots (cf. Table 7.3), but we obtain an improvement

in comparison to the results in Table 7.1, when we instead employ a time frame of

length 107 and sub-interval of 104 (cf. Table 7.2). In particular, the use of a larger

sub-interval but the same κ indicates a distinct better computation accuracy, when

it is deployed for larger WSNs. We assume that a sub-interval length has a varying
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Table 7.2: Errors experienced by calculation of valued during simultaneous
transmission (t = 107 and κ = 104)

10 nodes 20 nodes 30 nodes 40 nodes 50 nodes

mean err. 0.0857 0.1227 0.1558 0.1844 0.2083
std-dev. 0.0642 0.0933 0.1156 0.1404 0.1626
max err. 0.3370 0.5338 0.6389 0.7878 0.9667

median err. 0.0717 0.1014 0.1323 0.1523 0.1729

Figure 7.6: The 3D bar-chart presents error mean of wireless superimposed
computing for various WSN sizes and different lengths of time frame experienced
each time by calculating 1000 mathematical tasks.

Table 7.3: Errors experienced by calculation of valued during simultaneous
transmission (t = 106 and κ = 102)

10 nodes 20 nodes 30 nodes 40 nodes 50 nodes

mean err. 0.8096 1.1558 1.4036 1.7522 1.9854
std-dev. 0.6235 0.8965 1.0789 1.2983 1.5007
max err. 3.9657 4.8954 7.3358 6.8628 9.5549

median err. 0.6828 0.9831 1.1777 1.5058 1.7066
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Table 7.4: Errors experienced by calculation of valued during simultaneous
transmission (t = 107 and κ = 103)

10 nodes 20 nodes 30 nodes 40 nodes 50 nodes

mean err. 0.2585 0.3681 0.4610 0.5139 0.5978
std-dev. 0.2015 0.2727 0.3499 0.3937 0.4556
max err. 1.1140 1.4718 1.7643 2.2535 2.9150

median err. 0.2197 0.3140 0.3945 0.4149 0.5084

impact on calculation accuracy, when the number of bursts therein is varying differently

strong. But, we notice that a larger time frame t with smaller sub-interval length has

a greater impact on the computation accuracy. However, we infer that the choice for a

sub-interval length depends on the fixed operating number range. In our experiment we

used to operate in range Y = [10, 1000] (e.g., imagine that 50 senor nodes are sending

value vsi = 20, and all these values sum up on the RF channel). It seems that our choice

for a sub-interval length of 103 is just sufficient to cover up the operating number range

Y, since the choice for a sub-interval length of 104 did not improve greatly. In addition,

the simulation results indicate strongly, that the induced error by burst collisions is

vanished, since we use our solution (cf. Equation 7.4) to correct wireless superimposed

computing. Therefore, we conclude that a larger sub-interval length does not provide an

improvement in computation accuracy automatically, but a larger time frame is always

providing a better accuracy.

Thus, we can state that by increasing the count of sub-intervals (i.e., enlarging time

frame) by either increasing t or decreasing the signal burst length, the error can be

arbitrarily decreased at the expense of increased transmission time. To get practical

experience for the configuration we utilized, the transmission time with t = 106 at

2.4 GHz is about 10 ms with a burst length of 0.01µs. When we exemplary increase the

count of sub-sequences to t = 107, this induces a 100 ms transmission time resulting to

performance as depicted in Table 7.2 and Table 7.4.

For setting appropriate parameters for our approach of wireless superimposed comput-

ing, we derive from simulations as a rule of thumb, that

• increasing the number of sub-intervals at the same sub-interval length increases

calculation accuracy, whereas

• increasing only the sub-interval, or shortening the burst signal itself, does not

necessarily improves the accuracy, and

• increasing the number of sub-intervals by dividing the same transmission time t

with a greater κ increases calculation accuracy, as long as the sub-interval length

fits to operating number range.
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7.4 Design of a Resource-limited Sensor Node

In chapter 6.3 we described a WSN platform with 15 simple sensor nodes, that im-

plements our approach of wireless superimposed computing. We created prototypically

sensor nodes with off-the-shelf PCB electronic components deploying a commercially

available micro-controller [219]. In a case study we demonstrated our approach of func-

tion calculation on the RF channel. However, the high power supply of the prototype

with 5 Volts and slow burst signal generation makes it necessary to design a resource-

limited IoT sensor node from scratch. A possible technique to this issue can be the

utilization of a customized Application Specific Integrated Circuit design (ASIC) with

integrating mixed-signal circuits [71]. However, as part of this thesis in the following

we discuss practical implementation issues towards a resource-limited IoT node using

traditional Si-based CMOS technology, and the emerging organic and printed electronics.

In the light of developing ultra-low cost sensing devices, such as smart labels based on

organic and printed electronics [75], and on other hand sensor-based RFID networks [87]

produced in traditional Si-based technology, the circuit design of such devices requires,

due to manufacturing costs and low power constraints, complete simpleness and extreme

low hardware complexity. For instance, organic electronics (OE) has the potential to

become easy to manufacture and low-cost technology, enabling item-level tagging. But,

on the other hand, the surface occupation to integrate sufficient number of transis-

tors to realize a digital circuitry is too high, so that current state-of-the-art OE is not

able to realize IoT sensor nodes with standard communication protocols. While future

technological advances might mitigate these hindrances, another motivation to consider

highly resource restricted nodes is to enable self-contained wireless sensor networks re-

lying entirely on power harvesting techniques [221]. An alternative, until OE becomes

more mature, is indicated by deploying Si-based CMOS hardware technology, which

commonly known provides high performance in terms of transmission range, carrier fre-

quency generating, computational power, clocking frequency and surface consumption.

However, the production costs for these devices are higher. To mitigate manufacturing

cost, in the meantime one can assemble a hybrid technology between Si-based technology

and OE [222].

The system architecture of the proposed resource-limited IoT node is shown in Figure 7.7,

consisting essentially of an integrated circuit (IC) and three external components, such

as the power harvesting unit, the sensor interface and the printed antenna on the circuit

board. The circuit layout inside the IC is partitioned into several circuit functions

such as the ring oscillator providing the synchronous system clock, the demodulator

and modulator responsible for the external communication, and the control logic unit

realizing the operating system of the sensor node.
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Figure 7.7: System architecture of the resource restricted IoT sensor node. The
Random Number Generator (RNG) is an inherent part of the circuit logic.

7.4.1 Operation Mode

In general the design goals of the resource-limited IoT node are based on providing

a light weighted circuit design and enabling independent power supply for the sensor

device. For such energy harvesting, various forms exist, relying on thermal, solar, wind,

vibration and electromagnetic RF waves. In case of receiving a request from a base

station the demodulator of the sensor node converts the incoming signal into a digital

code sequence, which activates the control logic to process the request. Based on the

received command sequence, different procedures can be carried out, such as the read

out of the sensor and the translation of it into a transmit sequence of bursts broadcast

by the modulator.

7.4.2 Control Logic

The operating system of the sensor node is realized in the control logic circuitry con-

taining some finite state machines and a Random Number Generator (RNG). In case of

querying a sensor value, the control unit fetches, e.g., an 8-bit sensor value and gener-

ates a Poison distributed random sequence indicating when a burst signal is to be send.

The random burst sequence reflects the sensor value. Right after the transmitted burst

sequence the control logic goes back into the initial state to carry out the next incoming

command.
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7.4.3 Random Burst Sequence Generation

As we pointed out a RNG is needed to generate Poisson-distributed burst sequences

coding the sensory information. To enable transmission of random bursts following a

specific Poisson distribution, i.e., to enable a hardware device to do so, we exploit the

relationship between a Poisson and exponential distribution:

If a Poison process generates the number of occurrences of events per time interval,

then the lengths of time between two occurrences describe an exponential process [223,

Chap. I.4].

This means with regard to our application scenario, that if µ denotes averaged number

of bursts within a fixed time window ∆w, and µ is expectation value of a Poisson

distribution, then the averaged waiting time λ between two occurring bursts results

in λ = ∆w/µ, denoting expectation value of an exponential distribution. Hence, we

utilize this relation to synthesize the circuit functionality that produces time points for

burst transmissions. In order to generate exponentially distributed random lengths of

time, assigning them to as waiting times between two bursts, we employ the Inverse

Transform Method (ITM) (cf. reference [224, pp. 41-42] or textbook [225, Chap. 5.3]),

that transforms random numbers from an uniform distribution into another requested

distribution. For instance, if u ∈ U(0, 1) is uniformly distributed, and F denotes the

Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of a requested Probability Density Function

(PDF), then, we can obtain the random number z following a requested distribution by

z = F−1(u). Thus, following the ITM, we proceed with u ∈ U(0, 1) and F (t) = 1− e−λt

is being CDF of exponential PDF fλ(t) = λe−λt, t ≥ 0, and conclude u = 1 − e−λt ⇒
λt = − log(1 − u) ⇒ t = − log(u)/λ obtaining t = F−1(u). Note, that u ∈ U(0, 1) ⇔
1− u ∈ U(0, 1). Out of reference [225, pp. 164].

With the result of using ITM, we can now formulate the procedure for generating

Poisson-distributed burst sequences as follows.

1. N : number of time slots within a time interval;

ti : i-th time point;

λ : parameter of exponential distribution fλ(t) = λ e−λ t, for t ≥ 0

2. Draw a random number from an uniform distribution uj ∈ U(0, 1)

3. Calculate next time point for sending a burst by ti = ti−1 −N log(uj)/λ

4. Transmit a burst at time point ti

5. Go back to step 2.
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As we can observe in the procedure the essential hardware synthesis relies on imple-

menting building blocks for a RNG generating uniformly distributed random numbers,

and a logarithm function to attain exponential deviates.

With respect to numerical precision and internal processing on-chip the choice for em-

bedding a True Random Number Generator (TRNG) [226] can be seen as best utilizing,

e.g., a physical phenomenon such as atmospheric noise [227], but a technical implemen-

tation of a TRNG into hardware can be difficult and costly [228]. Further, the random

number generation of such TRNG can be at low rate [229], power inefficient [230] and

susceptible to outside influences [231] such as an unnatural environmental change by

hostile attacks. The relative high power consumption [230, 232] dissents additionally

the objective of designing a resource-limited IoT node.

As an alternative for embedding a RNG into our envisioned resource-limited IoT node we

can use a Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) [233] producing random numbers

based on a deterministic algorithm. Hence, we have for our disposal a wide range

of PRNG algorithms [225, Chap. 5][234], that can be categorized mainly by Linear

Congruential Generators (LGC), Lagged Fibonacci (LFG) and Feedback Shift Register

Generators (FSRG).

7.4.4 Circuit Core Design

With respect to circuit design of an IoT sensor node featuring ultra-low hardware com-

plexity, simple PRNG algorithms are preferable to be considered, when putting power

supply, area occupation on-chip, speedup and efficiency of random number generation

into account, because their implementation leads presumably to simple hardware cir-

cuitry. Therefore, in the following we focus on pointing out implementation issues of

PRNGs, that can help, and be crucial by designing a resource-limited IoT node for a

specific application scenario. First, we begin with implementing a common LCG algo-

rithm, following by a LFG random generator, and finalizing discussion with a FSRG.

Second, we investigate in addition solutions for implementing logarithm computation on-

chip, that we use to transform uniformly distributed random numbers into exponential

deviates.

The most obviously simple LCG algorithm is originating by Lehmer [235] commonly

generalized to recurrence equation [236]

xj = (a · xj−1 + c) modm, (7.6)
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featuring three integer constants, namely, multiplier a, increment c, and modulus m.

By initializing the recurrence relation (7.6) with seed x0 of type integer, pseudo-random

numbers x1, x2, . . . of type integer are generated deterministically between 0 and m− 1.

To produce pseudo-random numbers of type real, uj = xj/m is calculated. The outcome

of xj = 0 is rejected, such that uj ∈ U(0, 1). Depending on chosen parameters a, c and

m the recurrence equation (7.6) fabricates different pseudo-random sequences. Based

on Hull-Dobell Theorem [237][238, pp. 86] LCG parameters are chosen along complying

with following conditions [225, pp. 156][239, pp. 17-19][236]

1. c 6= 0,

2. Offset c and modulus m have no common divisor,

3. a and c are relatively prime,

4. (a− 1) is divisible by all prime factors of m,

5. (a− 1) is divisible by 4, if m is divisible by 4.

Thus, if, and only if LCG parameters hold these requirements (Hull-Dobell Theo-

rem [237] or, cf. textbook [238, pp. 86]), then the LCG produces pseudo-random numbers

with full period by m. For example, if we choose for our envisioned IoT node an 8-bit

processor unit, then we can set by default a = 17, c = 5, and m = 28. Checking all

parameters with above listed requirements – we attain that all conditions are holding:

(1) c = 5 6= 0; (2) c = 5 and m = 28 have no common divisor; (3) a = 17 and c = 5 are

relatively prime; (4) all prime factors of m = 28 is 2, and a − 1 = 16 is divisible by 2;

(5) a− 1 = 16 is divisible by 4, and m = 256 is divisible by 4.

For implementing the LCG into our 8-bit IoT node at hardware level we need just to de-

ploy an 8-bit shift register with doing operations of shifts to multiply and additions [238,

pp. 86-88]. For example, when we initialize register R = [b7b6b5b4b3b2b1b0]2 with start

value R← x0 = [00001111]2 = 1510, and carry out x1 = (17 ·15 + 5) = 26010, we sustain

an overflow R = [1 00000100]2. However, since the leftmost bit is truncated automati-

cally by the 8-bit register, we obtain instantly modulo calculation by m = 28 resulting

into R ← x1 = [00000100]2 = 410. Further, we obtain even more by doing nothing:

the content of register R can be interpreted as outcome of uj = xj/m by setting at the

leftmost bit a binary point resulting to uj = (0.00000100)2 = (4/256)10 = 0.01562510.

By using a parallel multiplier [240] in combination with register R and an adder, the

multiplication and addition of R ← a · R + c can be accomplished in few clock cycles.

Further, if we beforehand store log(uj) for each xj in a Look-Up Table (LUT), then the

remaining calculation of N log(uj)/λ is straightforward. However, in case the word size
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of our processor unit is greater than 8-bit or, computation on-chip need to be performed

with a higher precision, explicit computation of log(uj) is inevitable, because storing 2b

values in a LUT, by b� 8, is in terms of allocatable memory impractical.

Therefore, alternative techniques implementing the log-function on-chip need to be con-

sidered. For example, a technique that uses small LUT along with linear function inter-

polating between table values [241] can be deployed. Similar techniques based on using

ROMs are described by references [242, 243]. An overview about differences in using

LUT-based techniques is given by reference [244]. The works [245–247] use multipliers

for logarithm computation instead. Further on, in work [248] a method for variable

precision logarithm is described using polynomial approximation. Other methodologies

that approximate log() are the Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer (CORDIC) algo-

rithm [249–252] converging digit-by-digit iteratively and Parabolic Synthesis (PS) [253–

255] deploying parabolic functions for approximation.

Taken as a whole, we described so far all elementary circuit functions needed to create

an IoT sensor node, that in turn realizes our approach of data processing on the RF

channel. In the following we investigate further optimization issues regarding sensor

node circuitry.

As we mentioned above, different types of RNGs exist generating uniformly distributed

pseudo-random numbers. Hence, we can replace the LCG in our circuit design by

deploying a LFG function (producing lagged Fibonacci sequences). An interpretation of

an additive LFG expressed in a recurrence relation [256][225, pp. 158] represents

un = (un−j + un−k) mod 1 0 < j < k , (7.7)

with j = 24, k = 55, and xmod 1 = x− int(x). The maximum period of this generator is

estimated by (2k−1)2M−1 [256], where M denotes word size of used microprocessor. An

advantage of LFG over LCG is its period that can become much more larger [228, pp. 15-

16]. Consequently, more variability in computing the exponential deviates is expected,

which makes it less susceptible to cause systematic errors. However, disadvantage of

LFG is its overhead to include sufficient randomness in the process of random number

generation [256][225, pp. 158-159]. For example, randomness is increased when during

random number generation thereof partial sequences are rejected periodically [257, 258].

This is, however, in terms of speed inefficient. The additional overhead, which is needed

to be implemented in circuitry, raises disadvantageously the hardware complexity.

The third category of PRNG we take into consideration is based on a shift register

using linear feedback function to generate inside uniformly distributed pseudo-random

numbers [259], that we abbreviate with FSRG. The FSRG begins with initializing the
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register with a bit string of same size. After that the bit stream inside is shifted bit-

wise in one direction, e.g., to the left. The output bit resulting from shift operation

and a number of fetched bits, tapped from predetermined positions within register, are

inputed in a linear feedback function, whose outcome is sequentially fed back to shift

register - in our example - at the rightmost bit position. The implementation of the

linear feedback function into hardware is based on using a single or a series of intercon-

nected exclusive-or (XOR) gates (cf. references [259, 260] or an example of a hardware

implementation [261]). For theoretical background regarding concept of FSRG see for

example [262, 263], textbook [234, Chap. 1.6] and references therein).

For our study we consider in particular the class of Generalized Linear Feedback Shift

Register (GLFSR) pseudo-random number generators initially introdueced by Lewis and

Payne [264]. The GLFSR algorithm is based on Tausworthe’s method [262] operating

mathematically in Galois Field GF (2). It uses, algebraically speaking, a ring structure

of polynomials, i.e., Z2[x]/f(x), with f(x) being an irreducible polynomial. In particu-

lar, a GLFSR generator employs an irreducible polynomial of form f(x) = xp+xp−q + 1

called primitive trinomial. Instances of such primitive polynomials found in GF (2) are

gathered, e.g., in works [264–268]. Hence, a chosen trinomial of degree p for hardware

implementation determines size of shift register R(p, q) and linear feedback function.

For example, if we choose trinomial f(x) = x31 + x3 + 1, then we need a shift register

R(31, 28) = [b31b30b29b28 . . . b3b2b1], with {p = 31, q = 28} denoting tapping bit posi-

tions, that are connected with the linear feedback function. Since we deploy here a two

tap shift register the linear feedback function consists of a single XOR gate, whose out-

put is reconnected with shift register R(p, q) as described earlier. The operation mode

of GLFSR generator can be expressed by the following recurrence relation

bi ≡ (bi−p + bi−p+q) mod 2

⇔ bi ≡ bi−p ⊕ bi−p+q . (7.8)

Based on applying the recurrence relation (7.8) we obtain a randomly appearing bit

stream. Thereof, pseudo-random numbers are created by decimating the generated bit

stream into l-wide sized binary numbers, where l ≤ p. The GLFSR algorithm produces

pseudo-random numbers with a period of 2p − 1, when, e.g., the initialization strategy

by Collings and Hembree [269] is employed. This method performs preprocessing on

Tausworthe’s sequence, where a table of p× l bits is laid out. In our case, if we choose to

work with 16-bit processing, then we need to allocate 31×16 = 496 bits of memory. Once

the GLFSR table is established the pseudo-random numbers are generated efficiently

through bitwise shifting.
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Summarizing our study about designing circuit core of our envisioned IoT sensor node,

we introduced implementation of our burst sequence generation method at hardware

level, and investigated various techniques to implement elementary circuit functions

such as random number generation and logarithm computation on-chip. With respect

to generators of random numbers utilized for controlling random burst transmissions,

we realized that a Linear Congruential Generator (LCG) is easy to be implemented in

hardware, and efficient in operation, but lacks of having a desirable large period. Lagged

Fibonacci Generators (LFG) provide a large period in random number generation, but

they lack of being efficient. Generalized Linear Feedback Shift Register (GLFSR) gen-

erators, on the other hand, are efficient and can have a very large period for the price of

allocating memory in kilobyte range. However, memory allocation and length of period

are scalable. With respect to implement log() function, various techniques exist, such

that a specific method can be chosen to fit fixed hardware requirements.

7.4.5 Computation on the RF Channel

In our design of a resource-limited IoT node presented above we provided all necessary

circuit blocks to create finally a sensor node at hardware level integrating our approach

of data processing on the RF channel. In the following we continue to provide an overall

functioning of a sensor network deploying our type of IoT node, and complete with it

the system description.

The regular procedure for calculating a desired mathematical function on the wireless

channel, such as calculating the mean temperature value in a scattered sensor network,

is initiated at the base station by broadcasting a request command to all sensor nodes.

Consequently, all sensor nodes are transmitting their random burst sequence approxi-

mately at the same time. Additional synchronization is not required for the wireless

calculation. However, by expanding the length of the burst sequence or of the bursts

itself the tolerance for inaccurate synchronization is increased. At the base station the

superimposed burst sequence is evaluated by counting the occurred bursts in a fixed

time frame. Based on the mean value of the obtained histogram the final outcome of

the calculated function on the RF-channel is acquired.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter we analyzed analytically our wireless superimposed computing approach

in detail, and derived a solution to deal with systematic and statistical calculation er-

rors efficiently. In particular, we achieved to remove the induced error caused by burst
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collisions, and to manage statistical fluctuations. In practice we obtain all along ap-

proximately a 3× better computation accuracy, whenever we employ our solution for

error correction and the enlargement of time window for radio reception by factor 10×.

Thus, we can now arbitrarily minimize the error of wireless superimposed computing

at the expense of transmission time. To this end, we discussed the hardware design for

resource-limited IoT sensor nodes implementing our approach of wireless superimposed

computing. In particular, we elaborated hardware constraints needed to implement

our approach into circuitry with different hardware technologies, and provided a cir-

cuit design for a resource-limited IoT node at the function blocks level. Vital circuit

block functions are discussed in detail. The way for implementing the circuitry into an

Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) is facilitated. In the next chapter we

summarize our achievements worked out in this thesis, and provide a final conclusion

and outlook about Collective Communications (CC), printable RFID smart labels using

collective transmission and resource-limited IoT sensor networks employing our wireless

superimposed computing approach.
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Conclusion and Outlook

In this final chapter, we summarize and discuss our achievements, provide a conclusion,

outline main limitations, and sketch promising directions for future work.

8.1 Conclusion

The main issues for realizing the IoT are to obtain ultra-low cost RFID and sensing

technology with respect to item-level tagging, resource-limited WSN and high commu-

nication load. Organic and printed Electronics (OE) has the potential to enable IoT,

but indicates serious limitations with respect to evolving to high-performance electronics

technology.

In this thesis we investigated the exploitation of superimposed radio transmission to

achieve highly scalable and robust communications for minimalistic OE smart labels.

In addition, we utilized the superimposed radio transmission to obtain resource-limited

WSNs. With regard to low-cost RFID technology we developed code-based Collective

Communications (CC) tailored specifically for obtaining minimalistic OE smart labels.

The approach is based on collaborative and simultaneous transmission of data encoded

with randomly drawn burst sequences of fixed length. Based on statistic laws and

the superposition principle of electromagnetic waves we enabled the communication of

so called ensemble information, meaning the concurrent bulk reading of sensed values,

ranges, quality rating, identifiers (IDs), or any other conceivable entity. With 21 testing

transducers on a small-scale reader platform mimicking OE smart labels, we investigated

the performance of our approach proving the scalability property and reliability. The

evaluation of our code-based CC method shows a robust, collective, approximate com-

munication method suitable for reading massive amounts of sensor labels. Through the
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simplified communication scheme a minimalistic circuit design for OE smart labels was

achieved. The experiments suggest a general feasibility of this mechanism in the eco-

nomically meaningful scenario of item-level tagging for next-generation business process

support.

An issue of our testbed presents the low number of senders when compared to a pallet

scenario of 1000 tags. Moreover, conditions in the testbed are presumably much better

than in a pallet: different packaging materials and larger distances could decrease the

readability of the tags. However, this addresses an engineering challenge, where a reader

platform need to be specifically designed for a particular application scenario. For

example, one can think of a smart shelf where a loop antenna is surrounding the bottom

shelf embracing all products in short distance.

To reveal the hardware complexity of such proposed minimalistic OE smart label, we

implemented the code-based CC mechanism into an all-printable 64-bit passive RFID

label down to the logic gate level. Based on current stage of OE, we provided a fea-

sibility assessment, that indicates the printing of the proposed smart RFID label is in

principle with present-day printing technology possible, but entails risks, such as low

communication range and hazard-afflicted circuits that have been encountered by or-

ganic printed devices with similar hardware complexity. The causes for it were led back

in the used conductive inks and fluctuations at the printing process. Hence, the specified

hardware parameters may vary drastically, so that the printed polymer tags may exhibit

unexpected and consequently unwanted behavior. However, the feasibility of printing

our smart label circuit has been thankfully confirmed by the project partner PolyIC.

For obtaining resource-limited WSNs we developed time-based CC, which utilizes as well

the idea of superimposed radio transmission in combination with the concept of function

computation over the wireless channel. In particular, we applied in this respect super-

imposed radio transmission to obtain the computation of desired functions, i.e., to carry

out processing of sensed data directly on the RF channel, such that the receiver node

acquires the result of a computation automatically, rather than receiving in traditional

way the single sensor values sent from the sensor nodes individually. For processing of

the sensor values over the wireless channel, we employed essentially Poisson-distributed

burst sequences. For proving our approach in a real scenario, we created for this matter

a WSN with 15 simple nodes, that we deployed in a case study, where it calculated

the mean temperature with a negligible inaccuracy at the time of transmission. In our

analysis we determined all possible stochastic and systematic errors of our time-based

CC approach, and found out that they are completely removable. First, the computa-

tion error can be arbitrarily minimized at the cost of increasing the length of the burst
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sequences, which implies an increased power consumption, and, shortening the burst

itself. Second, in post-processing the systematic error is completely removable.

For employing our time-based CC with respect to other WSWN application scenarios,

we elaborated some circuit design recommendations offering a minimalistic circuit design

for a desired mixed-signal ASIC device.

With respect to computational power on the RF channel, time-based CC enables the

computation of linear and nonlinear functions. This transmission scheme, as it became

apparent, can empower resource restricted IoT nodes to conduct ambitious computation

by trading computational load for communication load.

8.2 Future Work

The investigation and exploitation of the superimposed radio transmission in this the-

sis yields practical solutions, strategies and methods for the area of RFID and WSN

technology, which identifies following features, such as

• collective, unidirectional and simultaneous transmission of ensemble information

containing data of a group of senders to a fusion center,

• real time output,

• approximate recovery of information out of the superimposed radio transmission,

• light-weighted circuit design for IoT electronic devices.

The proposed communication schemes in both areas are based on the same principles,

such as using randomly drawn burst sequences and overlaying of signals on the RF chan-

nel, but distinguishes in data coding and interpreting the outcome of a superimposition.

While code-based CC method (cf. chapter 3 and 5) recovers sent data, the computation

mechanism based on time-based CC in chapter 6 and 7 performs data processing on the

RF channel. For future work these methods can be combined to one methodology, in

order to achieve better access to superimposed radio transmission, and thus better un-

derstanding about superimposed coding. Further on, since mathematical computation is

enabled on the RF channel one can extend this idea to develop algorithms running on the

RF channel, and in comparison to conventional processing improve their computational

complexity.

Following the results of the thesis the next steps can be the economical exploitation of

the proposed approaches. With regard to OE smart labels employing code-based CC one
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can create an application-dependent tag-reader-system deployed for example in product

quality rating. With regard to resource-limited WSN implemented with time-based

CC one can, for example, design and manufacture wireless sensor nodes specifically for

production lines in factories, or environmental monitoring in supermarkets to monitor

freshness of vegetables and fruits.
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Printed RFID in a Nutshell

A.1 Introduction

The prospect of low-cost and flexible organic printed RFID tags for item-level tagging

using conventional printing technology for their fabrication, the development of printed

RFID is one of the driving forces in industry and research to realize the vision of Printed

Electronics (PE) [37, 38]. In the last decade several global players1 such as the companies

Kovio, Thinfilm Electronics and PolyIC, and research facilities such as the Fraunhofer,

IMEC and Sunchon University, have been working with others of industry and academia

in various projects, advancing steadily the technology for printed RFID. To report on

such undertakings, for example, the project PRISMA (PRInted SMArt labels, 2007–

2009) marks the first use of printed radio chips embodied in electronic tickets, being

tested in public fields, such as the issuance of more than 400 printed electronic tick-

ets on the international OEC-2007 conference, and at another event (the Mediatech

trade fair, 2008) even 4000 admission tickets have been handed out [34]. In a following

project named ORICLA (2010–2012), funded by the European Union within the Sev-

enth Framework Programme (EU FP7), the involved companies and research institutes

worked together to overcome the performance limitations of organic and printed RFID by

developing hybrid organic-oxide complementary thin-film technology for an all-printable

RFID system on foil [270]. With combining organic and novel oxide semiconductor ma-

terials, to create complementary thin-film technology, the ORICLA partners enabled in

this venture for the first time bi-directional communication between a printed tag and

reader-device, communications in Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band, large memory on

chip to contain the EPC code of 128 bits, and a rectifier circuit working at UHF. At

1A list of involved companies and research institutes developing OE can be find, e.g., at the yearly
occurring LOPEC exhibition, an international trade fair and conference for printed electronics, being
held in Munich, Germany. See http://www.lopec.com.
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the homepage of the project ORICLA a publication list about their achievements is

available [271].

In consideration of the demand for ultra-low cost electronics, and the prospect of novel

applications and markets in pervasive computing utilizing Organic Electronics (OE), the

German Federal Ministry of Education and Research initiated project Polytos (2009–

2013) to promote the printing technology for producing polymer-only tags in large-scale.

The objective of this research project targeted to develop printed organic circuits with

integrated sensors capable of recording data, such as temperature, humidity or light

exposure. The incentive was the deployment of these types of printed organic circuits

for item-level tagging in logistics and supply chain scenarios, which can be used as

organic printed smart labels in the future. In terms of providing the technology for

mass-printing, as well as the communications and business software for organic and

printed smart labels, the project partners were collaborating substantially in two groups:

a hardware group (developing fundamentals of mass-printing technology, semiconductor

materials, sensors, design rules for logic circuits) and, software group (developing the

application side for business software and smart label scenarios). In this project we were

as subcontractor within the software group developing highly scalable communication

protocols for minimalistic printed passive smart labels, i.e., that are capable to read out

sensory information from densely shelved items within a short time frame. Some of our

contributed solutions and scientific publications to this project are partly reproduced in

this dissertation.

A similar undertaking to project Polytos to enable a technological platform for produc-

ing ultra-low cost printed smart tags with sensors is called PROLOG (PRinted Organic

LOGic circuits for low-cost smart tags, 01/10/2012–31/03/2015) [33]. In contrast to

Polytos the objective of project PROLOG was the development of actively driven printed

smart tags integrating a printed logic circuit which allows to interface with printed mem-

ory, display and a battery. With regard to circuit design the project PROLOG brought

out of two transistor technologies, namely the circuit design with OTFTs (Organic Thin-

Film Transistors) and OECTs (Organic Electrochemical Transistors). Based on these

transistor technologies basic circuit functions such as a voltage pump for a tag, sense

amplifier, display driver and memory readout are implemented [33].

For information about further projects and undertakings in the area of Printed Elec-

tronics (PE) dealing in particular with smart packaging, we confer to the OPE journal

(cf. references [73, 272]). In the remaining part of this appendix we continue to introduce

basic fundamentals of PE. For instance, in section A.2 we provide some foundations of

PE circuit design, which aim to provide the reader with awareness of challenges that

current PE is facing. Further on, in section A.3 we report on state-of-the-art of PE,
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which in particular relate to some aspects of printed RFID. In the last section A.4 we

introduce some commonly deployed mass-printing technologies with performance pa-

rameters, indicating with it the gap of feasibility between manufacturing of OE at lab

and industrial-scale.

A.2 Some Printed Electronics Foundations

In the previous section we introduced some key projects advancing the PE printing

technology over the last decade dedicated in particular in the area of printed RFID.

As we mentioned above, in the project Polytos our role in the software group was to

develop primarily highly scalable communications for minimalistic and performance lim-

ited printed smart tags with integrated sensors, whereby we partly reproduce some of

our solutions in this dissertation. Further, as one can already identify from above various

technologies and methods are in the process of developing efficient and robust circuit

design, printing techniques and electronic inks. However, while our work in the develop-

ment of communication mechanisms for performance limited printed smart tags can be

understand as a software solution for PE issues, the counterpart represents the steady

efforts in improving the PE printing technology itself. Exemplary, in relation to the

project Polytos in the hardware group the research foci were the development of novel

materials for conductive inks and substrates, characterization of electronic components

and automated design rules for printing circuits, as well as manufacturing processes

regarding mass-production [273]. From various fields of expertise, engineers, material

scientists, chemists and physicists have been working together interdisciplinary, in order

to advance OE2 for the packaging industry. The subject matter of research is to bring

up all required technical building blocks to complete an entire value chain for produc-

ing intelligent and flexible printed devices with an integrated sensor in industrial-scale.

Initialized by investigating and developing of novel printing methods, semiconductor

materials and high-speed Roll-to-Roll (R2R) printers, the hardware group tested and

refined their methods towards printing basic electronic structures, such as transistors,

diodes, capacitors, or an irreversible binary temperature sensor [78, 191, 273].

Based on optimizing in particular the hardware parameters for printing OFETs (Or-

ganic Field-Effect Transistors) the findings and experiences of various approaches are

discussed, and exchanged among the project members [273]. With regard to improv-

ing the hardware performance of printed transistors, the project partners applied novel

2Organic and printed Electronics (OE) describes printed devices produced by using polymer-based
electronic inks, and Printed Electronics (PE) is a general term for including printed devices manufactured
with inorganic semiconductor materials.
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semiconductor polymers and manufacturing processes. However, the optimization pro-

cess can be essentially described in relation to modeling a high-performance organic

printed transistor by applying the framework for conventional transistors [274]. Hence,

the guidelines for OFETs are specified by setting the operating frequency f and the

electro mobility µ for semiconductor materials. For instance, to operate in HF range

(13.56 MHz) demands a very low channel length by ∼ 14µm and a carrier charge mobil-

ity of 10 cm2V−1s−1. The Equation A.1 below enables optimizing transistor maximum

switching frequency f along the channel, by varying the mobility µ, gate voltage VGS

and channel length L:

2πf =
µ× (VGS − Vth)

L2
(A.1)

The measure of transistor switching speed is given by the ratio of transconductance gm

to input capacitance Cg as follows:

gm
Cg

=
µ

L2
(VGS − Vth)

Figure A.1: Depicted is an organic transistor printed on a plastic substrate. The
source and drain are separated by a semiconductor polymer. An insulating
polymer forms the dielectric layer between gate and the other layers.
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Figure A.2: The diode (left) and capacitor (right) together form a half-wave
rectifier with a reservoir capacitor.

Cox =
Cg

W × L
The parameter Vth denotes the threshold voltage, Cox specifies the oxide capacitance,

and W is the channel width.

In order to acquire an optimized printed circuit device the optimizing process needs to

consider all occurring hardware parameters at the same time [79]. Apart from consid-

ering the electro mobility of semiconductor polymers and the behavior of single printed

transistors, it is additionally necessary to determine the geometry of the printed circuit,

i.e., the layer thickness has an affect on the electrical system of a printed device [8, 79].

Thus, simulators for OE are deployed to estimate the electrical functionality of an de-

vised circuit design (cf. references [191, 275]). Regarding device manufacturing, rapid

prototyping of novel circuit concepts with adapted transistor channel length and width

is used. The basic structure of an organic and printed transistor is exemplary illustrated

in Figure A.1, depicting a multilayer printing of several functional materials, such as

plastic foil as substrate carrier, metal electrodes for source (S), drain (D) and gate (G),

and using semiconductor, as well insulating polymers for dielectrics. Figure A.2 depicts

further printed electronic components, such as a diode and a capacitor, together build-

ing a simple half-way rectifier with a reservoir capacitor (cf. Figure A.3). With respect

to OE smart label design, the rectifier device represents an essential electronic building

block, that is used to empower a passive RFID label by scavenging the energy from an

electromagnetic RF field. An early implementation example of such a rectifier device in

a printed passive RFID tag is reported by Henning Rost and Wolfgang Mildner [79].
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Figure A.3: Half-wave rectifier circuit with a reservoir capacitor.

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

Figure A.4: Circuit diagram of a 5-stage ring oscillator realized with five logic
inverter gates. The capacitor between two inverter gates serves to delay the input
signal of the following inverter.

Vin

R

Vout

(a)

Vin

Vout

(b)

Vin Vout

(c)

Vin Vout

(d)

Figure A.5: The circuit diagrams (A), . . . , (D) illustrate four different architectures
realizing the logic inverter gate ’NOT’. The configurations (A) and (B) are
characterized as unipolar, that are realized with p-only semiconductor material,
whereby (A) is an inverter with load resistor, and (B) integrates a depletion load
transistor. The configurations (C) and (D) are denoted as complementary
CMOS-like inverter architectures. A distinctive feature indicates configuration
(D), because its complementary circuit architecture is realized by a single
ambipolar semiconductor material underlaid with a grayed out rectangle in
subfigure (D).
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An intricately and more sophisticated electronic component on a printed RFID tag rep-

resents the Integrated logic Circuit (IC), which is electrically connected and empowered

by the rectifier circuit (cf. Myny et al. [87]). The IC realizes a Finite State Machine

(FSM), responsible to process from outside incoming messages, read out of memory

banks, convert analogue-to-digital sensor values, and generate coded messages for wire-

less communication purposes [30]. To implement all these functionalities the integration

of various basic digital circuit functions such as logic gates, a counter, a shift register,

a ring oscillator, a line select driver to address the memory, an adder, or an Analog-to-

Digital (ADC) converter is required. In all these circuit functions being used to compose

the IC, however, the most basic and elementary function represents the logic inverter

gate ’NOT’ negating a digital input signal (cf. reference [276]). Based on the electrical

behavior of such an inverter circuitry the construction of further and more sophisticated

circuit functions and logic gates (e.g., gates carrying out the logic function ’NAND’ and

’XOR’) is approached and straightforwardly realized [276]. However, the complexity of

an organic circuit design can additionally rise, when different semiconductor and print-

able material are applied [8, 79, 81]. In Figure A.5 we show by means of examples

(A), . . . , (D), four different design architectures implementing the same logic inverter

function with either unipolar or ambipolar transistor technology. Depending on the

semiconductor material one of the four design architectures is chosen, i.e., if p-type and

n-type semiconductors show the same transistor characteristics, then inverter architec-

ture (C) is chosen, else one of the others is used [8]. In case p-type only semiconductor is

used to print circuit devices, the architectures (A) and (B) are taken [8]. More recently,

ambipolar semiconductor material is developed showing the same properties of p- and n-

type MOSFET3 in a single semiconductor material (cf. illustration in Figure A.5d)4. For

more information about printed circuit design and operation of unipolar and CMOS-like

complementary logic we confer to Baeg et al. [8], and references therein.

In PE circuit design another vital electronic component represents the ring oscillator

composed of an odd number of logic inverters, that are chained and connected in a ring,

such that the output signal of a previous logic inverter gate is feeding the subsequent

inverter (cf. reference [277]). An example of a 5-stage ring oscillator is depicted in

Figure A.4. Based on negating the digital logic voltage signal in each stage, the odd

number of inverters and a delay of forwarding the input signal to the next inverter (by

switching a capacitor between two inverter gates), an oscillation with frequency f is

generated, that is used to clock for example the IC of an OE smart tag. If n denotes the

number of inverter gates, and τ determines the propagation delay between two stages,

3MOSFET: Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor.
4Technical terms such as ’CMOS-like’ and ’pseudo-CMOS’ for complementary circuit technology have

the same meaning.
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then the achievable circuit speed is calculated by [276, Chapter 11]:

f =
1

2nτ
(A.2)

In this respect, it is to be noted that, in the ring oscillator the subsequent inverter gate is

negating only its logic state, if the load capacitor beforehand obtains first the switching

voltage input signal. The circuit speed of an IC is, therefore, additionally to the carrier

charge mobility µ of each applied semiconductor, and the geometrical shape (Width W

and Length L) of the printed transistors, also dependent on the chosen capacitance of

the load capacitors for the ring oscillator. In PE, boosting the circuit speed is thus more

than a simple optimization problem, because simply increasing the supply voltage VDD,

changing the electro mobility µ, or widening and reducing the transistor shape, can cause

unexpected electrical behavior leading to undesired results [8, 79, 81]. In particular, the

low resolution and natural limited printing process (e.g., the overlap of a transistor’s

printed gate over a source/drain structure) cause an unwanted parasitic capacitance,

aggravating the performance loss in relation to circuit speed and power consumption.

However, the printing of basic electronic components such as logic circuits and ring

oscillators allows to test and improve deployed printing techniques and developed design

rules for printing electronic devices [7, 8]. In the following section, we continue to report

on PE at a broader level, i.e., we are going to present some state-of-the-art works, being

related to a certain extent to printed RFID.

A.3 Some Review on RFID-Related Printed Electronics

In the previous section we introduced PE at the level of a printed transistor and ba-

sic circuit logic. In the continuation of describing printed RFID in a nutshell, in the

following we extend our view on reporting on some state-of-the-art works, which allow

to provide a glance in what current PE is capable of. Therefore, in respect to the out-

comes of the research projects we introduced in the beginning of this appendix, and the

achievements of other related PE research, i.e., the development of PE devices and hard-

ware technology relating to printed RFID, in particular we are going to outline various

accomplishments of printed circuit functions, that are often used as building blocks in

creating of more sophisticated printed applications such as an OE smart label.

To note in advance, however, in all PE undertakings, it has to be pointed out, that cur-

rent state-of-the-art works, aiming to implement PE devices such as printed smart labels,

smart objects, RFID, memory and display, are primarily oriented by implementing basic

circuit functionalities, that perform tasks such as sensing environment, conversion and

analyzing of data, storing, displaying and transmitting of collected data. Some of these
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Table A.1: Printed devices:state of the art.

Printed device Technology TFT count Reference Year

Ring oscillator p-type 5 [75] 2010
Complementary 10 [278] 2011
p-type > 5 [279] 2016

Shift register Complementary 864 [280] 2000
and line select p-only 1888 [281] 2004
driver p-only 4000 [282] 2005

p-only 13440 [204] 2014
Complementary 1216 [283] 2014

Rectifier p-type – [79] 2008
Complementary – [87] 2012
Complementary – [284] 2012
Complementary – [285] 2012
Complementary – [199] 2014

ADC Complementary 53 [286] 2010
p-only 70 [287] 2011
p-only NA [288] 2013
p-only 106 [289] 2013

DAC Complementary 22 [290] 2010
p-only 129 [291] 2012

Microprocessor p-only 3381 [292] 2012
Complementary 3504 [38] 2014

Memory p-type NA [293] 2010
p-type 128 [294] 2012
p-type 16 [295] 2013
p-type NA [296] 2015

circuit functions are already implemented in OE, but others need to be accomplished

yet (cf. OE roadmap [32]). Further, in PE research specific basic digital circuit functions

such as a ring oscillator and shift register are implemented by manifold PE approaches

(cf. by means of Table A.1) applying various functional electronic inks in combination

with different printing techniques on different substrate carriers with proprietary design

rules and distinctive electrical characteristics [7, 8], resulting if compared to each other

in a complex PE assessment. To make this issue more clear, e.g., very often inorganic

electronic inks indicate with respect to electro mobility a superiority in comparison

with p-type only organic semiconductors, but they also require in the processing flow

unwanted high temperatures [283], leading with respect to the printed application to

become in the end of a value chain cost-inefficient. Another typical example represents

manufacturing of printed devices, e.g., an inkjet printer has a high printing resolution

and registration capability, but low throughput in comparison with other printing tech-

niques (cf. references [7, 8]). Therefore, our collection of PE scientific works in Table A.1
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presents a variety of different PE approaches, that needs to be considered as an excerpt

of state-of-the-art research and intermediate development step towards fully-functional

and flexible PE. With respect to printed RFID, a further intention of our collection

by Table A.1 is to enlist common electronic components of an OE smart label, that

indicates in addition to the electronic components corresponding hardware complexities

and feasibility in PE. However, in chapter 2, which provides the background and related

works for this dissertation, we refer there to our report introducing already some holis-

tic and fully-functional implementations of printed RFID tags manufactured by various

research groups. In this appendix, however, we focus on in more detail to provide PE

research results of single state-of-the-art printed electronic devices, as being enlisted in

Table A.1.

To begin with, in designing and testing PE digital circuitry, a printed ring oscillator

circuit represents a typical electronic component, that is often used to benchmark own

PE approach [205]. For instance, switching speed and the regeneration capability of

printed transistors is acquired by testing the printed circuit device, which allows to eval-

uate a devised PE semiconductor technology. For example, Jung et al. [75] implements

an all-printed and Roll-to-Roll (R2R) printable 1-bit operating RF tag on plastic foil,

within implementing a p-type, 5-stage ring oscillator using carbon nanotubes as active

semiconductor material for the OTFTs. At a DC supply voltage of 10 V (rectified by

RF tag itself) an oscillation frequency of fosc = 60 Hz is achieved (and, at a direct sup-

ply voltage of 12 V an oscillation frequency of fosc = 67.4 Hz is observed). Distinctly

improved clocking frequency for a 5-stage ring oscillator is achieved by developing a

complementary organic semiconductor technology, e.g., Kitamura et al. [278] describes

a complementary 5-stage ring oscillator circuit realized with p-type (pentacene) and n-

type (C60) TFTs, achieving an oscillation frequency of up to 200 kHz with increasing

the supply voltage steadily. However, the use of photolithography for creating channel

lengths of source/drain structures below 5µm, and dry plasma-etching process in com-

bination with p-type only and hybrid semiconductor materials, led recently to achieve

speeds above 100 kHz for unipolar organic ring oscillators (cf. Watson et al. [279], and

references therein). In particular, Watson et al. [279] presents an unipolar, 5-stage ring

oscillator operating routinely in 2 50− 350 kHz range, and at best even > 500 kHz.

However, while a ring oscillator is mostly used for clocking the Integrated Circuit (IC),

a shift register attains manifold application in circuit design. In particular, in this dis-

sertation we employ the shift register as a central processing component, that we apply

once as a code generator in our OE smart label circuit design (cf. chapter 5), and use it

in another application scenario as a pseudo-random number generator to encode sensed

data designing with it a resource limited sensor node (cf. chapter 7). In PE research

and industry the use of a shift register is destined mostly for realizing driver electronics
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of matrix arrays in display, sensor and memory application [281, 297, 298]. Looking in

PE history, the implementation of printed shift registers and line select drivers is mostly

based on p-type transistor technology (cf. Table A.1), indicating to some degree of OE

maturity, which can be underlined by a 240-stage printed shift register realized with

more than thirteen thousand transistors [204]. However, since recently developed n-type

semiconductor materials indicate stability the development of complementary organic

technology is making progress (cf. Sahel Abdinia’s PhD thesis [283] and Book [299],

respectively). With balancing the electro mobilities between p-type organic TFTs and

n-type oxide TFTs using solution-processed metal-oxide semi-conductors, an appropri-

ate complementary circuit technology for creating of printed applications with higher

hardware complexity is enabled [283, 300]. For example, Myny et al. [38, 301] uses

this technology to improve hardware performance of an earlier developed p-type-based

printed rudimentary microprocessor [292]. And, by using the same complementary hy-

brid organic-oxide technology (transistor channel lengths ≥ 2µm), for the first time in

printed RFID a bidirectional wireless communication between RFID reader device and a

printed tag is demonstrated (cf. Myny et al. [87]). In particular, the adaptation of tran-

sistor’s speed with the reader HF signal, in which reader’s clock and data is transmitted

to the tag, it enabled primarily this accomplishment. In comparison, the deployment of

p-type only circuit technology in printed RFID [74, 79, 86, 96] allows so far an unidi-

rectional communication (tag-talks-first principle), owing essentially to the transistor’s

parameters of low hole mobility and inadequately large featured channel lengths.

In the continuation of developing printed RFID with complementary logic circuitry,

the work by Fiore et al. [199, 200] marks current state-of-the-art for printed RFID in

organic complementary TFT technology. The passive RFID tag is printed on a flexible

plastic foil with more than 250 transistors, tuned to operate in HF band, bounding a

separately R2R printed planar near-field antenna (reading distance there is specified by

2− 5 cm) [200]. Further on, since scavenging of wireless power represents an essential

building block in printed RFID, and for the sake of completion, in Table A.1 we gathered,

apart from above mentioned wireless power scavengers, further state-of-the-art works,

which implement in their printed RFID front-end an OE rectifier circuit.

With regard to an envisioned OE smart sensing label, as we are pursuing it in this dis-

sertation, further electronic elements need to be considered, such as printable Analogue-

to-Digital (ADC) and Digital-to-Analogque (DAC) converters (cf. Table A.1). For con-

verting of an analogue signal into a digital representation, and converse, various organic

ADC and DAC approaches exist, which currently allow a digital resolution of up to 6 bits

(cf. references [286–288], and references [290, 291]). For instance, reference [286] employs

a Successive-Approximation-Register (SAR), reference [287] applies a ∆Σ structure, and

reference [288] uses an architecture of a Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO), achieving
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a 6 bit data conversion. In converse, organic DACs with 6 bit resolution exist in p-type

only circuit technology [291], as well as in complementary organic technology [290].

Apart from digital signal converters for smart sensing, another essential building block

for OE smart labels represents storing and reading out of digital information such as

the device identification, sensory data, machine instructions and look-up tables (cf. ref-

erences, which report on various types of printed memory listed in Table A.1). The

OE research, hence, focuses on developing of organic nonvolatile memory for a wide

range of printed applications [293–296]. In particular, implemented examples of non-

volatile printed memory, using a single organic transistor structure, are described in

references [295, 302, 303]. Thereof, it can be distinguished in types of ferroelectric non-

volatile memory [293, 296], and printed ROM array using ’anti-fuse’ capacitors [295].

While ferroelectric nonvolatile memory rely on cost-intensive fabrication processes to

create stable floating gate transistors enabling with it long retention time, on the other

hand the use of anti-fuse capacitors in combination with p-type transistors consummate

disproportionately large printing area (e.g., the hardware implementation reported in

reference [295] requires an area of 70.6 mm2 to store 16 bits). However, the state-of-

the-art for nonvolatile printed memory represents an intermediate evolutionary step,

showing feasibility and capabilities of prototypically tested current PE technologies.

Summarizing this section, we dealt with describing state-of-the-art of elementary PE

circuitry relating to printed RFID building blocks, that show in essence single cutting-

edge solutions for various OE circuit functionalities such as printed ring oscillators, shift

registers, RFID front-ends, digital signal converters, and memory. Considering the level

of maximum possible hardware complexity for PE, for p-type only circuit technology

we acquire the most achievable transistor count for a printed device with more than

thirteen thousand transistors, whereby state-of-the-art complementary organic technol-

ogy yields printed devices of several hundreds of OTFTs, but maximal just over one

thousand transistors (cf. Table A.1). However, in terms of mass-printing of OE in high-

volumes and low-cost fabrication the reported high performance of state-of-the-art PE

need to be put in perspective, because the manufacturing thus far mostly takes place at

lab-scale using inkjet or screen printing in combination with clean-room processes such

as photolithography and vacuum-deposition, which allow to create OE circuits of high

performance transistor structures below 5µm. In comparison with employing exclusively

fully-printed and mass-printing processes such as flexography and gravure printing (pos-

ing least feature sizes ≥ 10µm), the performance achievement is rather low [7, 8, 304],

such that an advancing from lab to industrial-scale poses a technical key issue. While

efforts exist to promote inkjet and screen printing for industrial manufacturing of PE

(cf. research reports by reference [73]), the advancement of mass-printing techniques such
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as flexography and gravure printing remains inevitable, because a such vision of item-

level tagging and IoT succumbs to economic constraints [24, 25, 72, 182]. Therefore, in

the next section we continue to report in more detail on mass-printing technologies.

A.4 Some Mass-Printing Techniques for Printed Electron-

ics

In the previous section we provided a glance in what is brought out the most of cur-

rent OE research relating to printed RFID, and determined thereby the level of feasible

OE hardware complexity. Further, we realized that maximum possible achieved high

performance for OE is mostly attributed to the result of combining clean-room manufac-

turing processes such as photolithography and vacuum-deposition, with high precision

performing printing techniques such as inkjet and screen printing. However, these kind

of OE manufacturing is scarcely applicable for a low-cost mass-production. While inkjet

and screen printing are primarily applicable for high precision work and manufacturing

of small quantities, to the contrary, for mass-printing scenarios of OE applications it is

relying on Roll-to-Roll (R2R) printing strategies such as flexography, offset lithography,

and gravure printing, originating from mass-printing methods for fabrication of graphics

art [8]. In respect to the high volume production strategies, therefore, in the following

we focus on describing R2R-based printing machines in more detail, which use preferably

cost-efficient organic conductive inks and plastic foils as substrate carriers.

To begin with, the mass-printing method based on flexography is illustrated in Fig-

ure A.6. It shows schematically the R2R printing principle. The process is direct, where

a flexible relief plate transfers an image onto a substrate. The printing plate is mounted

on a cylinder, and applies ink from a metering roller. The surface of the ink roller is

tainted with regular sized cells and shape. Based on the image resolution and the ink

film thickness, the number of cells per centimeter varies. A doctor blade removes the

excess of ink from the metering roller surface, leaving the cells filled with the needed

amount. The flexographic process is able to print on a wide range of substrates, such as

paper, corrugated cardboard, flexible and rigid polymers, metal, or glass. The printing

speed is about 3− 10 m/s.

Another mass-production method with higher throughput is based on gravure printing

illustrated in Figure A.7. The printing process applies an engraved cylinder and high

pressure to transfer an image to substrate. For engraving the cylinder, which is steel-

based and covered with a thick layer of copper, an electrochemical process is used. The

engraving of the cells onto the cylinder results into varied width and depth. During the
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Figure A.6: Flexography.

Figure A.7: Gravure printing.

printing process the gravure cylinder dives and rotates in an ink reservoir. By using a

doctor blade the excess of the ink is removed. The remaining ink in the cylinder cells is

transferred to the substrate with the help of an impression cylinder. The speed of the

R2R gravure printing amounts to 10 − 16 m/s.

A further applied R2R printing method is based on offset lithography illustrated in Fig-

ure A.8. This printing technique is well known, and widely used for high volume, low

cost and high quality graphical printing, e.g., it is used to print newspapers, magazines,

books, or packaging material. In respect to print OE, it is applied to fabricate electronic

circuit devices in large-scale. Offset printing represents an indirect lithographic process.
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Figure A.8: Offset lithography.

In the printing process, the plate cylinder is moisturized by a dampening solution con-

sisting mostly of water. The areas of the image are not moisturized, whereas non-image

areas are covered generously with dampening solution. When the plate cylinder is inked,

then the ink only spreads on the image areas, where no moisture is located. During this

operation the image is transferred onto an intermediate cylinder plate named blanket,

which in turn transfers the image onto the substrate. Roll-to-roll printer machines, that

realize offset lithography, achieve a printing speed of 8− 15 m/s. The resolution of mini-

mal printed structures is > 10µm, which also applies to the above described flexography

and gravure printing.

A.5 Some Technical Key Issues in Printed Electronics

In our study above about Printed Electronics (PE) for printed RFID we determined sev-

eral technical key issues in manufacturing and functioning of OE devices. For instance,

we identified key issues such as

(i) the mass-printing challenge of OE with transistor density resolution below 10µm,

(ii) the lack of carrier charge mobilities for p-type semiconductor inks greater than

µFET = 1 cm2V−1s−1,

(iii) relative high power supply voltages VDD and variability in transistor characteristics

behavior for unipolar printed circuit devices,

(iv) degradation of deployed semiconductor materials indicating short live spans of

printed devices,

(v) parasitic capacitance behavior of printed transistors inducing high power consump-

tion and limiting transistor’s speed, as well as maximum possible printed hardware

complexity.
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Even though, clean-room methods for PE are deployed, such as photolithography, to

realize printed circuits with feature sizes below 5µm (even printed circuits in submicron

resolution is obtained [305] using silicon stencil masks), and solution-processed elec-

tronic inks with high field-effect mobilities ≥ 10 cm2V−1s−1 are developed [306, 307],

and high-precision inkjet printing is engineered [308] reducing almost gate overlap with

parasitic capacitance behavior, that improve on the whole performance of OE substan-

tially, however, the vision of low-cost and mass-printable OE is with it leveraged, be-

cause these manufacturing processes and electronic inks are cost-inefficient, lowering

economically speaking the number of viable printed applications drastically. In case

of item-level tagging and IoT the development of low-cost and mass-printable smart

label front-ends implementing HF rectification, as well as low-voltage driven printed

circuits, is inevitable [284, 285]. Considering exemplary performance parameters of

gravure printing [8], the mass-printing of OE devices with up to two thousand tran-

sistors is possible [81], but indicates thus far unacceptable yield of fabricated devices,

whereby printed circuits with hardware complexity of about two hundred of transistors

indicate in terms of mass-printing an acceptable yield (cf. references [81, 191]). Consid-

ering the last decade of OE development, all in all, a substantial progress is made in

hardware performance and manufacturing of reliable and robust printed devices (cf. Ta-

ble A.1). However, the state-of-the-art accomplishments made in a laboratory need

yet to be transfered at industrial-scale. And still, the level of current maximal achiev-

able circuit speed and hardware complexity need to be raised up, such that a printed

RFID application performing an industrial standard can be attained (cf. discussion in

chapter 2).
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